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1 Chapter I II 
I Statement of the Problem and Review of Literature I 
11 Statement of the Problem The purpose of this study was I 
! to construct a series of thirty outlining lessons at the I 
1 fourth grade level and to evaluate the effectiveness of these~ 
lessons as a means of increasing the skill of organization. ~ 
Significance of the Problem Outlining is a skill which I 
is both necessary and beneficial for successful reading, and,, 
I therefore, it is most important that it be included in the j 
fourth grade curriculum. Because the material available for j 
outlining is limited and presents the skills so superficiall ~ 
1! the writers felt the importance of developing a series of II 
I I! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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I 
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lessons to help fulfill this need. It is hoped that this il 
ji 
intensive program will give children the needed practice. 
l ~ il q 
II 
II Need for Teaching Outlining Educators· are in agreement ll 
that they must all work together and attempt to find better l 
l1any investiga-11 
tors believe that outlining is a study skill which has an ~~ 
ways to meet the needs of today's children. 
effect on other important phrases of the reading program, and:, 
I 
consequently, it is a study skill which should be taught to 
intermediate grade children. I 
Bond and \vagner1 maintain that good retention is a resu ~ 
1 Guy L. Bond and ~va Bond Wagner, Teaching the Children to I 
~· New -Yo:k: ~acmillan Company, ::_:_:__ ,I 
,; 'I I ! 2 
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~' II II I of the ability of the student to make an outline of materiala: 
I
I read. 
They state that: 
I 
\ 
I' 
Organized information is more usable and is more 
likely to be retained. In order to use reading effi-
ciently as an aid to learning, the child, early in life, 
should learn that establishing relationships begets re-
I 
tention. 2 
II The need for te;cb.ing outlining is again brought to the 
11 foreground by McKee. He states that college students as 
I I well as elementary school children lack this essential skill.l,. 
He goes on to say: 1
1
· I 
I 
I 
1: 
I! 
I' il 
1: 
'I 
II 
What college instructor who deals witb. an informational 
field in which reading is tb.e chief tool of study has no~j 
found innumerable students who fail to organize clearly I 
the ideas they read? Many of them ar~ unable to deter- j' 
mine the main topic of a paragraph, to ~ay nothing of 
outlining a longer selection. They are frequently unabl~l 
to distinguish between main points and subordinate points',. 
They select subordinate points as main points, and vice 
versa. They place some subordinate ideas under the 
wrong main topics. They underline insignificant items, 
and fail to underline important matters. When care is 
needed, they arrange items in a misleading and confusing 
sequence ••• 4. 
Watnuf5 states that young people "lack not in intelli- 1,,
1 
gence but rather in the ability to systematically organize 
lj 2 Bond and Wagner, Loc. cit. l 
1. I 
13 Schooli. 
II 
I 4 Loc. cit. 
! 
II 5 
li 
II 
""'=1 
II 
Walter A. Watnuf, "Notetaking in Outline Form," Elementary 
English, 36:244, April, 1959· 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
~·. 
bodies of information ••• " 
In order to better organize broad bodies of information, 
the concept of outlining plays an important part. 
Watnuf continues to say: 
Outlining is essentially an organizing process, and 
as such serves only one useful purpose - to make com-
prehension of oral and written material an easier task ••• 
Being unable to sense this organization of the material 
makes it almost impossible for them to judge the rel-
ative importance of the various points of factual in-
formation presented, and especially of the relationship 
of this information to other parts. 6 
Chase7maintains that "OUtlining is merely the means to 
logical or clear thinking. Young people are required to 
think logically when they think by topics." She stresses 
the need for using the skill of outlining for listening, 
reading, thinking, speaking and writing. 
The necessity for teaching outlining is also emphasized 
8 by Salisbury. This investigator realized that "pupils are 
handicapped in studying because of not being able to under• 
9 
stand the continuity of what they read." She also states 
that "Their minds grasp isolated, interesting facta, but 
6 Watnuf, Loc. cit. 
7 Naomi Chase, "Outlining - An Aid to Logical Expression," 
English Journal, 38:20, April, 1949. 
8 Rachael Salisbury, "The Study of the Transfer Effects of 
Training in Logical Organization," Journal of Educational 
Research, 28:241-254, December, 193 • 
9 Ibid., PP• 241·242. 
3 
'I I 
without aid they are not able to identify important facta." 
Salisbury conducted an experimental study on outlining 
1to find out: 
what errect a period of 
upon reading ability 
what effect it has upon 
problems, and 
training in outlining baa 
skill in solving reasoning 
11 
what transfer occurs to achievement subjects 
The following are some conclusions that were drawn froa 
I \this study: 
I 
Training in the conscious use of outlining as a 
method of study, (as a learning skill) when taught 
through practice with general materials, will transfer 
to specific study situations and tend to improve 
mastery of content subjects. 
Training in logical organization ••• produces marked 
improvement in reading ability, slowing down somewhat 
the speed of reading ty~ical study materials and greatly 
increasing comprehension. 
Training in logical organization appears to be more 
successful if given intensively during a short period 
of time than if given intermittently during a longer 
period. 
Skill in outlining, as a study habit, is a highly 
successful aid to learning. 12 
In Salisbury's findings she discovered that this train-I 
liing in steps of: outlining aided tb.e cb.ild and helped b.im im-
lprove in the ability to solve reasoning problems as well as 
the reading comprehension and mastery o£ material in varioua 
1,10 Ibid. I PP• 241-242. 
1
111 ~sbury, Loc. cit. 
·' 1!12 ll!.!!· I PP• 253-4· 
l' 
4 
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i i 
I not score up to standard in reading comprehension because I I 
! 
they are deficient in power to select important ideas, and ,I 
II 
! " ••• arrange them logically according to the chief purpose !I 
II underlying tb.e entire discourse," He made a study concern- 1: 
II ing tb.e importance of teacb.ing tb.e skill of organization aa I 
'!\compared to that of vocabulary and retention. The results 
I indicate tb.at" ... organization is of most value to tb.e average!: 
llchild, retention is next, while vocabulary is of least value. 
14 
McClusky and Dolch devised a test to measure the 
••• that students need to be taught the mere mechan-
ical form of outlining and to be trained in distinguish-
ine between essential ideas and explanatory material and 
in detecting relationships of subordination and co-ordi-
nation in an author's thought. 15 · 
114 F. Dean McClusky and Edward William Dolch, "A Study Out-
11 line Test," Scb.ool Review, 32:757-772, December, 1924. 
1115 ~·' p. 772. 
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~ ~ A comparison of nigh school students wno nave been 
'l 'I 
I 
taught to outline and those who had not been taught was 
made by Barton. 16 He found that pupils who are taught to 
I 
I 
outline master a much greater amount of subject matter than I 
those to whom this skill is not i~esented, /1 
From a report by Butterwick the need for teaching out~ 
lining is again brought to the writers• attention. He stateS, 
I 
that: 
Reading habits of high school pupils can be improved 
to a great degree if instead of simply appraising pupils 
of what they should do they are provided with systematic 
practice in the use of the elements comprising the par-
ticular reading habit to be developed. 
He found that substantial gains are made when abilit7 
to outline is used as a measure in teaching high school 
pupils how to study. 
18 It has been reported by Ogden that there are few 
students who come to college possessing the ability to out-
line. He also maintains that there are fewer students who 
understand why outlining is valuable. 
16 William A. Barton, Outlining as a Study Procedure, 
Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 556. 
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930. 
II I' 17 
II 
Joseph s. Butterwick, The Problem of Teaching High School 
Pupils How To Study, Teachers College Contributions to 
Education, No. 237, New York: Teachers College, Columbia I' 
I 18 
I· 
,I 
II 
'i 
it ~ ,, 
'! ' I -~- ~=r 
University, 1926, P• 63. · .
1 
. 
H.V.S. Ogden, "on Teaching the Sentence Outline," Collegel · 
English, 10:152-158, December, 1948. II L __ 
( ............... 
II 
I 
I 
1119 
I 
1. He lacks the ability to· select ideas 
2. He does not retain what he reads. 22 
He goes on to say that: 
Unless the instructional materials and the exercises 1 
provided by the teacher contain subject matter and j 
activities which involve specirically the improvement or, 
I 
i 
Angela H. Broening, "Education Abilities Wllicll Contribute I' 
to Efrective Reading," Education, 62:11-17, September, 
1941. 
I 
I 20 ~., P• 16-17. 
I 21 Gerald A. Yoakam, "Tile Improvement or Reading in the 
j! Middle Grades," Education,$6:1-6, September, 1935· 
I 22 ~·· P• 6. ~~~'--~---===-~-~========~~ 
the abilities involved in doing successrully the thing• 
this child cannot do, he will not succeed in reading. 23 
The roregoing investigationa and reports indicate t~e 
dire need ror teaching the skill or outlining. It is a 
I 
I skill which greatly contributes to the improvement or read- I I I' 
Ill ing and is a skill which can be taught. I 
I II Skills Involved in Teaching Outlining There are two 
types or outlining which children rind valuable. One type 
is that or organizing a written selection. This can be a 
means or studying and increasing one's knowledge or a sub-
ject. The other type is that or organizing one's own 
thoughts in a correct relationship. This may be done to 
give order to one's thoughts berore writing a paper. 
24 25 26 27 Since Witty, Dolch, Germane, Crawrord, and other 
I 
l 
I 
authorities agree on the need £or people to learn to or-
J ganize and on the lack or knowledge which pupils have in tnel 
I 
I 
I 
!! li 
II 
11 
'I ,, 
!; 
li 
I' 
II 
II 
lj 
,J ,, 
ii 
t! 
!! ,, 
t! 
'• 
ll 
23 Yoakam, Ibid. 
24 Paul Witty, Readin~ in Modern Education, Boston: D.C. 
Heath and Co., 194 , p. 158. 
25 Edward ~lilliam Dolch, "Goals in Intermediate Reading," 
Elementary School Journal, 35:689, May, 1935. 
26 C.E.Germane and E.G. Germane, Silent Reading, New York: 
Row,Peterson Company, 1922, p. 71-2. 
21 c.c. Crawrord, "Relative Value or Reading and Outling 
as .Methods or Study," Educational Methods, 8:434, May, 
192'). 
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skills necessary to outline properly it might be well to 
·~.· ~ . ·~ 
investigate what various authorities feel are important 
I
I a kills. 
Classification is an important beginning skill to the 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
development of good organization and comprehension of what 
28 
one reads. Bond and Wagner state that: 
••• readers find it expedient to classify factual 
materials in order to achieve their reading purpose ••• 
The classification of the factual material may be 
for more effective retention. This ability in the 
first place is dependent upon the ability to note 
specific bits of information, but, in addition to 
pure recall, relationships between specific bits of 
information are perceived. 
McKee states: 
••• the pupil must be able to distinguish main topics, 
subtopics, and details, one from the other, to sense 
the relationship existing among those various parts, 
and to arrange points of information in correct se-
quence. 29 
McKee goes on to tell just what skills be would intro-
duce and develop at each grade level. 
Third Grade 
1. Develop an understanding of what is meant by the 
topic of a paragraph. 
2. Develop an understanding of how to find the topic 
of a paragraph. 
3. Develop skill in finding the topic of a paragraph. ~ 4. Develop the understanding that a paragraph may be I 
poor in the sense that it does not keep to the topic. 
28 Bond and Wagner, Ibid., p. 210-11. 
-
29 Paul !1cKee, Teachin~ of Reading in the Elementary School, 
Boston: Houghton Mi 11In Company, 1948, P• 488. 
:f',==~+c·= ==================================~===== 
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5. Develop skill in finding the sentence or sentences 
in a paragraph that do not keep to the topic. 
Fourtb. Grade 
6-10 Continue the work suggested for the third grade. 
ll Develop an understanding of what is meant by the 
subtopics in a paragraph. 
12 Develop skill in finding the subtopics in a para-
graph. 
13 Develop an understanding of what is meant by the 
details in a paragraph. 14 Develop skill in finding the details of a para-
graph. 
15 Develop an understanding of one correct form to 
use in outlining a paragraph. 
16 Develop skill in outlining a paragraph. 30 
Pupils of the middle grades reports Witty " ••• need to 
know how to make a sequential arrangement of ideas, bow to 
31 
outline, and now to summarize." He goes on to say that 
~ much practice and guidance should be provided when needed, 
for the learning of the above skills. 
32 
One of Dolch's five goals for intermediate reading 
is " ••• thought reading for the topic and main idea. Details 
are important ••• " Dolch would nave children learn how to 
find the topic of one paragraph first and then advance to 
finding topics of a series of paragraphs afterwards. 
30 McKee, Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, Ibid. 
pp. 489-490. 
31 Witty, Op.cit. P• 158. 
1132 Dolch, Op. cit. p. 689. 
Goodykoontz33 prepared a plan of lessons to help teach 
lpupils to organize what they read. The following are some 
!skills which deal most directly with the ability to learn 
I how to outline. 
I A. Finding the principal idea 
! 
Matching titles or paragraph headings with paragraphs 
Naming paragraphs 
Improving paragraph headings 
B. Recognizing the relation of ideas to each other 
Arranging ideas in order 
Classifying or grouping ideas 
Grouping paragraphs around main points 
Locating subordinate or supporting points 
Completing a skeleton outline 
Making an outline 34 
Horn and Snedaker35 prepared a list of six skills nec-
essary to the development of the ability to outline and sum-
marize. They have listed them in the order they felt they 
!Should be taught. 
I 
j33 
1. Skill in selecting paragraph headings 
Exercises to be used in developing this skill: 
a. Choose the best of several suggested headings. 
b. Match paragraph headings with paragraph •• 
c. Rearranging in proper sequence paragraph headings 
listed ••• 
d. Choose the topic sentence in a paragraph 
e. Make paragraph headings 
,, 
i 
'34 
Bess Goodykoontz, "Teaching Pupils to Organize What They 
Read," Elementary English Review, 7:87-93, April, 1930. 
I 
35 
Loc. cit. 
Ernest Horn and M. Snedaker, "Reading in the Various Fieldi 
of the Curriculum,n 36th Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Studt of Education, Part I BJ.oom1ngton, Illinois: 
Public Schoo PUblishing Company, 1937, PP• 180-1. 
11 
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2. Skill in asking a question which covers all the im-
portant ideas in a paragraph. 
3. Skill in distinguishing between the main idea and 
supporting details 
a. Choose from a list of sentences the topic 
sentence or pa;·: .. -raph heading, and then decide 
which or the remalnlng sentences should be 
listed as important subtopics. 
b. From an unorganized list that contains both 
steps in a process and supporting details, 
choose and arrange in a proper sequence the 
important steps in the process of making or 
doing something. 
c. Choose the steps in a process from a written 
account, then list supporting details for each 
step. 
4. Skill in dividing material into sectional headings 
5. Skill in outlining 
I 
I! I! ii 
I! 
f ,I 
II 
,, 
tl 
!i I 
a. Fill in a paragraph heading for each paragraph I 
of a selection under the sectional headings re-
cently made by the class !1 
b. Fill in skeleton outlines when the paragraph i! 
heading is given li 
II c. Fill in a skeleton outline when the paragraph !I 
heading must be supplied 
d. Use outlines which· the class has made for 
Ill various purposes: (1) as an aid to rememberance in giving a I 
report 
(2) as the basis for the summary of a para-
graph (3} as a guide in reviewing important points 
Note: Begin with one-step outlines of single paragraphs 
that are easily organized. Do not proceed to more com-
plex outlines until students can make one-step outlines 
with facility. 36 
Leary and Gray37 who feel that outlining is a very 
II ""3,-p>6_,H_o_r_n-,-I ..... b...,i .... d ..... ---------
,: 
1137 li 
il 
II 
II 
Bernice E. Leary and William s. Gray, 
in Content Fields" Reading in General 
washington, D.C.: American Council on 
P• 121. 
"Reading Problems 
Education, 
~ducation, 1940, 
12 
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1/ important ability also put much emphasis on finding details 1! 
II • II 
/1 to support the central idea in all types of reading. They I 
II emphasize that "• •• one not only must select details that en- I 
II I 
II force, qualify, or establish the main topic, but must dis- I 
II li 
11 card those which are used for purposes of explanation, il- 11 
II lustration, empb.aais, or elaboration." ~~ 
II Gray38has put forth eight skills of organizing materials! 
~~! which he feels should be taught in the .fourth, fifth, and /1 
' I I I, 
1 sixth grades. They are as follows: 'j 
I
. I. 
a. Ability to recognize the author's aim, purpose, and 
~ organization li b. Ability to select the central topic of a paragraph 
!I
ll or an entire selection 
c. Ability to select main points and supporting details 
II
. d. Ability to grasp relationships 
e. Ability to arrange ideas in proper sequence 
I! f. Ability to summarize I! g. Ability to outline 
II h. Ability to take notes effectively 
it 
!I II 
Another list of abilities both general 
I· II 
!I 
that should be learned in the middle grades have been 
39 
by Yoakam. ll 
!I 
ii 
11 Ability to sense the author's plan 
'• Ability to select the main thought 
I Ability to select supporting details 
1:1
1 Ability to outline 
Ability to summarize 
~ Ability to select facts for specific 
:1 .3..,8~r"r"'ll'-.:-"l--~-:::-----~~--
l 
I! 
.! 
ji 39 Yoakam, Op.cit. PP• 4-5. 
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purposes 
I' 
........ -- ===#====== 
"' Ability to use organizational keys - headings, marginal notes, etc. 
40 
I 
Keneally in her study involving a test or study skills 
which were done with 438 pupils rrom the intermediate grades 
drew the conclusion that the following six study skills must 
be taught in the classroom. They are given in their order 
or dirficulty. 
1. Finding minor ideas, major supplied 
2. Selection of best summary 
3. Retention or order of ideas 
4• Matching headings and paragraphs 
5. Finding major ideas when minor is supplied 
6. writing original headlines 41 
In a test of organizational thinking Chambers relt that 
the following rive abilities should be included: 
1. Identification of major and minor ideas 
2. Reproduction of major and minor ideas 
3. Subordination of ideas 
4• Selection of best title of a story 
5. Simple outlining 42 · 
Dolch writes that there is no exact time in which to 
start teaching the skills of outlining. He feels that "the 
making of outlines should begin just as soon as a class can 
be interested in them.n43 
40 Katherine G. Keneally, 11 Relative Order or Difficulty of 
Several Types of Study Skills for Intermediate Grades." 
Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1939, P• 32. 
I 41 Loc • Cit • 
II ,, 
r 
I 
I 
42 John R. Chambers, "Relationships Among Measurable Mental 
Tasks Rela. ted to Reading," Unpublished doctor• s thesia., 
Boston University, Boston, 1956. 
43 Dolch, ~., P• 689-90. 
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!l Methods of Teaching Outlining The methods of teaching 
ll outlining have been reported by many experts in the reading 
,, 
I field. Although different ways for teaching this skill are 
stated by the various educators all agree that outlining is 
a necessary skill. 
44 
Harris states: 
In teaching a group of children to outline, one shoul 
use material of a factual or textbook nature which is 
well organized and has a definite structure that is easy 
to detect. Material from scientific or social studies 
textbooks is generally most suitable. There should, of 
course, be some preliminary discussion of the importance 
of being able to outline what one reads. 
He goes on to say: 
The teacher can point out that an outline shows the 
relative importance of each idea or fact, its relation 
to other facts and ideas, and its place in the whole 
selection ••• 
Anderson and Davidson45al~o maintain that the first 
II 
11 step in teaching outlining should be the selection of a 
II 
l! 
'I j: 
II 
ll 
Jl 
.I 
I 
I 
II ~--1 
- I 
main heading. However, they feel that this should be done 
as a group exercise and that the heading should be selected 
from the suggestions of the pupils. The second step, ac-
cording to Anderson and 
I 
David~on involves the selection of I 
paragraph as a co·-operative exercised the main heads for each 
44 Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Readinr Ability, New 
York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1940, p. 4. 
45 Charles J. Anderson and Isobel Davidson, Reading Ob-
jectives: A Guide Book in the Teachin' of Reading, New 
York: Laurel Book Company, 1928, P• 2 1. 
q 
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witn numbered blank spaces for supporting details. 
Anderson and Davidson also report that the third step 
in the development of the ability to outline is the assign-
1 ing of material which must be outlined without any assistance 
They state that the final step consists of checking the 
pupil's ability to locate and organize material from sources 
46 
r;_ I 
"breaking upon a problem to be solved or discussed." 
47 It has been reported by watnuf that the first step in 
introducing the skill of outlining should be classifying ob• 
jects. He asked the children to imagine a desk piled with 
'fruit•. Then tney were asked what they would see when en-
tering the room. They would reply 'fruit•. Next they were 
told to list the separate kinds. 
McKee feels that the following six provisions must be 
made in order that effective instruction may take place: 
1. D~finite lessons, each of which teaches the meaning 
and use of one or more items and provides initial 
practice in using those items must be taught. 
2. Specific exercises which provide additional needed 
practice on skills required in organizing ideas should 
be available. 
3. Social Studies and all other content subjects should 
be taught in a way which require the pupil to organize 
ideas that he reads. 4· Appraisals-of pupils' growth and achievement in or-
ganizing material read should be made from time to 
time during the school year. 
46 Loc. Cito 
47 Watnuf, P• 245. 
II 
I 
I 
5. It is imperative that pupils' deficiencies in or-
ganizing ideas be located and removed immediately 
after their inception. 
6. The materials needed by the pupils in order to learn 
to organize materials read must be supplied. 48 
While Dolch49 lists outlining as a goal of intermediate 
reading, he claims that teachers "have despaired of approacn-
ing this skill short of high school." He states that the 
first step in teaching the skill of outlining should b~de-
ciding on the topic. This may be done as a group exercise 
in which the teacher asks the children for topics and "thus 
with the help of the class makes a topical outline on the 
board." 
Dolch goes on to say that "finding the chief idea of a 
paragraph, section, or selection has been taught but little." 
He continues to say that the teacher should ask, "What 
is the big idea?" rather than allow the child to give a mere 
recitation of details. Dolch reports that this type of 
reading has not been taught but that it can be taught. He 
stresses that "this type of reading is going to be emphasized 
more and more as a corrective for the type of parroting that 
I so I has long been a major part of school education." 
I 48 McKee, Reading and Literature in the Elementary School, 
PP• 49.3-4• 
49 Dolch, pp. 682-690. 
50 Ibid., PP• 682-690. 
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That training in finding the main idea of a paragraph 
'I I, 
: is the first step in organizing ideas has also been reported)! 
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by Witty. He feels t.ha.t after this step has been mastered 
the child should be taught to locate subordinate ideas and 
finally details. Witty states that "outlining should be 
prepared in which main and subordinate ideas are differen-
q 
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li 
II 
,! 
li 
'I 
51 I 
tiated and arranged sequentially." After this the i 
children should be encouraged to locate and outline material) 
of value to them. 
After reviewing the opinions of various authors in the 
reading field the writers are aware that these educatora 
are in essential agreement as to the necessity of teaching 
Outlining in the Content Subjects Outlining is a skill . 
which is necessary for both effective oral and written ex- J 
52 'I pression in any content subject. McDowell and Anderson j, 
,, 
have done a study of testing the ability of pupils to outline. 
II 51 Witty, pp. 1$8-9. I 
52 John G. McDowell and Howard R. Anderson, "Testing the 
Ability of Pupils to Outline," School Review, 46:48-,56, 
January, 1938. 
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in any content subject. 11 
Barton53arter completing his study which involved junio~ 
high school students who used outlining as an aid to the ll 
il 
II mastery of geography, American history, and ancient history jl 
d 
came to the conclusion that " ••• it is hardly likely that 
one who continually makes outlines would fail to develop 
skill and accuracy in his thinking." 
Barton goes on to say: 
The result of the experiment may indicate, moreover, 
that outlining in reality the analysis and organization 
of content, is one of the most t'undamental processes in 
the study of content subjects. 54 
!I 
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In conclusion Barton feels that outlining could be used 
to great advantage in a number of the subjects in the content.j 
field. 
. 55 
It has been stated by Finch that: 
••• making a simple outline after having discovered 
the essential facts is a great help in memorizing de-
sirable information ••• It is easier to think through 
a lesson if a carefully prepared outline is t'ollowed. 
56 
In content subjects Strang feels that 
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Barton, p. 14. 
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Ibid., P• 92. 
C.E. Finch, "Junior High School Study Tests," School 
Review, 28:220-26, March, 1920. 
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j is most frequently needed by high school students is the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ability to get the main thought of the author's meaning. 
57 
Leary and Gray feel that "an aid in grasping the gist 
of an autho~'s meaning is the ability to get the central 
idea or the main thought of a paragraph or a series of para-
graphs. 11 
Leary and Gray go on to say that "Selecting central 
ideas and supporting details are important abilities in the 
critical reading of a play, a novel, an editorial, a scien-
tific report, and the like. 11 
The authors, Leary and Gray, also maintain that a 
'I particular organizational pattern should be followed if the 
ideas and facts of the reading are to be of use to the 
reader. "They may be put into an outline which shows the 
author's main thought and related ideas by topics or sen-
tenc es ••• " 
Continuing Leary and Gray state: "Training students to 
outline as a means of following the author 1 s pattern of 
thought has been shown to improve ability to grasp the unity 
I of a selection, to retain what is read, and to think ef-
fectively." 
58 In Salisbury's study the evidence showed that through 
57 Leary and Gray, P• 120-125. 
58 Salisbury, P• 241-254. 
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I 
I teaching of outlining in junior high school improved general 
1 scholarship in reading, reasoning, and in the content sub-
I 
1 jects. At the high school level it helped prepare the pupils 
for college by improving their skill in reasoning, reading 
ability and achievement in the content subjects. 
I 59 60 
Both Gibbons and Leggitt have also done experiments 
which prove the merit of teaching outlining for use in sub-
jects of the content area. 
Gibbon's experiment which was carried on with social 
studies material showed a gain of the experimental group in 
outlining over the control group that was quite significant. 
iThe score for the experimental group was 53.65 while that for 
the control group was only 6.03. The total gain then is usin 
!outlining as a work study skill in a content subject was 
In Leggitt's study concerned with ninth grade civics 
classes she, too, had an experimental and control group. 
The experimental group worked with eight work study skills 
over three six-week periods while the control group was 
allowed to study in any manner they wished. There was a 
59 Alice Gibbons, "Test in the Social Science," National 
Council for Social Studies No. 3, Philadelphia McKinley 
PUblishing Co., 1929. 
1 60 Dorothy Leggitt, "Measuring Progress in Working Skills 
in Ninth Grade Civics," School Review, 42:676-687, May, 
1934· 
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,,.., i! fifty percent gain in skill a bill ty after tne eighteen-week li 
11 ll 
lj period of directed instruction. The improvement from out- Ill 
li lining was far greater tnan the improvement from other ~~~· 
!I 
,, skills. 11 
! ... 1· il Gates feels that outlining is most important in the li 
!i li 
!j social studies area. He states: il 
:! ,, 
!i Eventually the child should learn to outline a lj 
I! whole chapter in a social studies book in terms of 11 
li main headings, secondary headings, minor headings, Jl, 
P and so on. ·I 
1
11 What the pupil needs in these cases is encouragement !I 
I and opportunity to read for the purpose of producing an il outline of optimun simplicity for him at the time and 6~ ll gradually move on to more precise and complicated forms •jj 
~~~ Mc:::~~:l::y::kes for good study habits, It helps the II 
11 pupil to fix facts in his memory. He does not forget i' 
'1'1 a chapter that he has outlined. Moreover, he learns 1! 
I! to measure the relative importance of ideas •••• 62 lj 
'I I~ L Gray feels that the " ••• development of power and ef- 1 il /! 
ij ficiency in general reading calls for increased competence !I 
l~.~;i·· 63 !!II in study activities." He goes on to say that work done 
IJ in a regular reading period can be very close to any read- I 
!I I I! :: ing work involved in any other fields of the curriculum. 
·: II )! 61 Arthur T. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, New York: I. I· ii Macmillan Company, 1947, P• 657. 
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62 N. ~Icr-Iillin, "How to Make an Outline", Instructor, 
54:14, February, 1945. 
63 Gray, op.cit., p. 116. 
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!J 1.1 
'I I! Often what is taught in reading carries over and ful:filla 11 
il needs that come about in various other subjects. He gives II 
if the ability to organize what is read as an example. !1 
il II 
'1 From the research which the wri tars have done we may !1 
ij li 
[! conclude from tb.e results of studies that have been carried 1.'.1
1
· 
j! on and the findings o:f experts in the reading :field that 
!I there is a de:fini te need :for the teaching o:f outlining. I j· I I I I! Outlining has many values :for the child in reading and in ! 
!! the subjects of the content area. I 
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Chapter II 
Construction of Teaching Materials 
The purpose o:f this study was to construct and evaluate 
,Ia series of outlining lessons built on a .fourth grade level 
II ~to increase skill in this area. 
I! To accomplish the purpose o.f the study it was necessary 
II 
ljto select the type of material to be used in the exercises 1 
I Ito develop self-directing, self-correcting lessons, to con-
lstruct answer sheets and a progress chart, and to state gen-
eral and speci.fic directions for teachers. 
!selection of the Lesson Material 
Since the writers were cognizant of the fact that out-
lining is a skill which can be successfully taught only when 
jproper material is available, the task at hand was to select 
.I 
lithe material to be used 0 After reviewing many books the 
II 
!!writers found that there was a minimum o.f material which lent 
~itself to being organized. Therefore, their decision ~• to 
11write material which they felt would be useful to those who ~teach this skill. It is a well est~lished fact that conte~ 
!!'material is more easily outlined and there:fore, science and 
I social studies material was selected :for use in the lessons. 
'i j; 
•I ~Thirty lessons were developed which were to be used over a 
!I I~ li period of six to eight weeks. 
~~=+,'================~~~====~==~=+=---~ 
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Construction of the Lessons 
The outlining lessons were constructed for use in 
fourth grade classrooms. The lessons were to be used by 
pairs of children and each pair was allowed to progress as 
rapidly as the lessons were mastered. 
Eight types of lessons were constructed. It was neces-
sary that they be worked in sequential order according to 
the following pattern: 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
1-2 Word Classification 
3-4 Addition of Ideas 5-6 Writing the Topics for Groups of Words 
7-12 Finding the Topic of a Paragraph 
13-18 Writing the Topic of a Paragraph 
19-22 writing Subtopics (topic given) 
23-26·writing Details (topic and subtopic given) 
27-30 Writing Topic, Subtopics, Details 
The lessons are self-directing and self-correcting with 
the answers for each lesson listed on the back of the sheet. 
The answers are checked as soon as each lesson is finished. 
A description and sample of each type of lesson are given 
below. 
·word Classification Lessons one and two are word classifi-
cation lessons. These were the least nifficult lessons 
and required only the recognition of the one word in a 
group that told about all the others. · 
A sample of the word classification lesson follows: 
~==~==================================~~~~~ 
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Directions: Read each list of words below. In each 
list there 1s a word that tells about all the other words. 
Fin~ that word and write it on the answer sheet. 
1. pepper nutmeg spices clove ginger cinnamon 
2. beetle fly eras shopper insects bee mosquito 
J. wheat grain oats rye barley corn 
4· ?::ercury Venus Earth Planet Jupiter Saturn 
5. locket bracelet necklace ring earring jewelry 
lemon orange chocolate vanilla 
7. dodgeball jump rope soccer baseball chess 
bingo games checkers 
8. arithmetic spelling subjects reading science music 
9. ocean sea river lake water pond stream gulf 
10. mountain valley hill plain land field 
11. crayon scissors pin pencil eraser supplies 
12. firemen workers police baker teacher plumber 
13. e:_;un rifle arrow weapons cannon 
:: 14. loafers slippers rubbers boots 
bucks sneakers 
footwear oxfords 
,, 
15. men women people children boys students girls 
Addition of Ideas Lessons three and ~our were lessons in-
volving the addition of ideas. Addition examples were 
listed and the children were directed to think of a word 
that would tell about all the other words in the problem. 
It was explained that the 
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~ i! lj j! the answers given on the back of the exercise and may still II 
i/ be a correct answer. The children were told to put paren- '! I! 
!! thesis around any different answer. These. were to be 1 
" I ~ checked by the writers. ~ 
il The sample of the lesson will follow on the next page,· j
11
1 
1: 
IJ liritinr1: the Touics for Grouus of 'iJords Lessons five and six j, 
~ were concerned with writing the topics for groups of words. ,. 
11 To complete these lessons it was necessary to think of two 
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topics that would tell about each group of words. The 
children had to write the topics on the answer sheet and 
again they were directed to turn over the lessons and cor-
rect them putting parenthesis around any answers that dif-
fered from the stated ones. 
A sample lesson follows on page 29. 
Finding the Topic of a Paragraph Lessons seven to twelve 
were lessons that dealt with finding the topic of a para-
graph. After each paragraph three topics were listed. 'I' he 
~ ! li children were instructed to choose the topic that best told !j 
!I about the paragraph and write it on the answer sheet. Arter ~~~ 
li completing each lesson they checked their answers with those 
!i on the back of the lesson paper. II 
!; A sample of this type of lesson follows on page 30. 1! 
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'f""'f Directions: Read each of these addition examples C3.refully. Think of 
the word that tells about all the other words in the problem. Write it 
on the answer sheet. 
1. 1 dictionary + 1 reader + 1 encyclopedia = 3 
------------------------------
2. 1 crayon + 1 pencil + 1 piece of chalk = 3 
--------------------------------
3. 1 bowl + 1 saucer + 1 plate = 3 ________________________________________ ____ 
4. 1 box of nutmeg + 1 box of allspice + 1 box of cinnamon = 3 
---------
5. 1 elm+ 1 maple + 1 oak = 3 
6. 1 arm + 1 hand + 1 head = 3 parts of the 
/'"""' 1· 1 jet + 1 helicopter + 1 glider = 3 \f'\ 
8. 1 period + 1 question mark + 1 comma = 3 
9. 1 snowstorm + 1 rain shower + 1 hail storm = 3 kinds of 
10. 1 sheet + 1 pillow + 1 blanket = 3 pieces of -------------------------
, 11. 1 index + 1 table of contents + 1 title page = 3 parts of a -------------
12. 1 inch + 1 yard + 1 cup = 3 _______________________________________ __ 
13. 1 oyster + 1 clam + 1 snail = 3 _______________________________ _ 
14. 1 fork + 1 spoon + 1 knife = 3 pieces of ------------------------~--------
15. 1 command + 1 question + 1 statement = 3 ________________________________ ___ 
Answers to Lesson 4 
1. books 
2. writing utensils 
3. dishes 
4. spices 
5. trees 
6. body 
1. airplanes 
B. punctuation marks 
9. weather or storms 
10. bedding 
11. book 
12. measurements 
13. shellfish 
14. . silverware 
15. sentences 
4 
for Groups of .:oro E; 
6 
Directions: On the answer sheet write what two topics you would be 
.. ..., talking about if you were using these words. 
1. raspberry 
blackberry 
cranberry 
strawberry 
turnip pumpkin 
tomato blueberry radish 
29 
2. Mexico Canada Lincoln Greenland Eisenhower Washington 
Switzerland Egypt Jefferson Holland Kennedy Norway 
J. lily hail daffodil rain orchid goldenrod snow 
violet hurricane tornado aster 
4. clatter 
plum 
5. excited 
sails 
6. pills 
pop 
clang 
afraid 
h~ppiness 
cough drops 
crimson crash 
bang rose gold 
port hole bow joy 
anger rudder 
wing propeller 
lavender creak 
boom roar 
stern oars 
motor sadness 
cough syrup body 
tail cockpit tablets ointments nose 
7. shout scream movies theatre shriek opera 
tennis courts hoot ball parks cry golf links 
B. French poodle trumpet 
violin 
collie flute drum scot tie 
tuba cocker spaniel 
bat electric fryer 9~ boxing gloves 
broiler charcoal stove puck 
10. needle thread photograph pins 
thimble drawing sissors print 
n 
trombone bulldog 
skates oven 
net football grill 
portrait sketch 
oil painting 
Answers to Lesson 6 
1. berries 
2. countries 
3. flowers 
4. noises 
5. feelings 
6. medicines 
7. yells 
8. dogs 
9. sports equipment 
10. sewing equipment 
vegetables 
presidents 
6 
' ' 
storms or kinds of weather 
colors 
parts of a boat 
parts of a plane 
places of amusement 
musical instruments 
places to cook 
pictures 
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Directions: Read the paragraphs carefully. Below each paragraph 
there are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells 
all about the paragraph and write the topic on the answer sheet. 
(1) 
Tea comes from a small bush or 
hedge that grows in rows on the 
side of hills. Only the very 
young and tender leaves are picked 
for use in tea. After the leaves 
have been picked they are often 
taken off the stems and steamed. 
They are rolled and dried in hot 
air so that the leaves will retain 
their green color. Much of this 
tea is packed and shipped to the 
United States and other countries 
to be used in making a hot drink. 
(A) Things We Drink 
(B) Ho~ We Get Tea 
(C) Steaming the Leaves 
(3) 
The ·sponge which looks as if 
it might be a water plant is 
really an ariimal. It lives and 
grows mostly in warm tropical 
waters attached to rocks and other 
things on the ocean bottom. Be-
cause of this the sponge can not 
travel about but must stay in one 
place. The young as they develop 
remain connected and so colonies 
are formed. These unusual animals 
live on the oxygen and tiny sea 
animals that llvo in the water. 
Tho :sponge which is f'ull of tiny 
holes absorbs this food as it 
passes through these openings. 
(A) Sea Animals and Plants 
{B) How Sponges Eat 
(C) The Sponge, a Sea Animal 
(2) 
Earth, the planet on which we 
live, is constantly moving. It 
moves two ways at a time. One 
movement is the rotation of the 
earth on its axis. It takes the 
earth twenty-four hours to turn 
on its axis. This rotation causes 
day and night. The second move-
ment of the earth is the revolution 
of the earth. around the sun. It 
moves in an oval path and it takes 
the earth one year to travel 
around the sun. 
(A) Our Earth 
(B) What Causes Day and Night 
(C) The Motions of the Earth 
{4) 
The United States is located on 
the continent of North America. 
This great country of ours is over 
one thousand five hundred miles 
from north to south and over three 
thousand miles from east to west. 
The United States is bordered by 
Canada on the north, by Mexico on 
the south, by the Atlantic Ocean 
on the east, and by the Pacific 
Ocean on the west. 
(A~ Our Great Country 
(B) Size of the United States 
(C) North America 
9 
Answers to Lesson 9 
1. How We Get Tea 
2. The Motions of the Earth 
3. The Sponge, a Sea Animal 
4. Our Great Country 
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each lesson was finished the answers were to be checked. 
The writers stated that any answers similar to the one 
given would be acceptable. 
A sample of this type of lesson follows on page 32. 
Writing Subtopics Lessons nineteen through twenty-two were 
outlining lessons involving writing subtopics when the topic 
was given. It was necessary that the children: 
1. Read each story carefully. 
2. Write the subtopic of each paragraph in the story on 
the answer sheet on the lines next to the capital 
letters. 
I 
II 
II 
3. Check the answers with those stated on the back of ~ 
the lesson paper. 
1 4. Put parenthesis around any answer tllat differed from II 
the writers' answer. 
1
, 
A sample of this type of lesson follows on page 33· 1 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the paragraph 
write a topic on the answer sheet that tells all about the paragraph. 
( 1) 
Earthworms are very helpful 
to gardeners. The ear~hworm is a 
great traveler ~~d is constantly 
moving around in the soil. As it 
moves it leaves holes in the soil. 
Air and water, which are necessary 
for plant life, can easily get into 
the roots of plants by traveling 
through these holes. In this way 
the earthworms assist the gardeners 
in their struggle to keep plants 
strong and healthy. 
('3) 
Trees are used by man to make 
many things. The lumber of many 
large trees is used for building 
houses. Much of the furniture in 
our homes was made from some type 
of a tree. The paper which man 
uses was made from the pulp of trees. 
Carts and wagons which are used for 
carrying things from place to place 
are often made from the wood of some 
tree. 
( 2) 
The Olympic Games were first 
played in Greece thousands of years 
ago. These contests were held 
originally to find out who was the 
best athlete in the country. They 
occurred every four years in the town 
of Olympia. Now these games are also 
held every four years. Each time they 
are in a different country with men 
and women from different countries 
taking !'art. 
The homes of the people of 
Egypt are very different from ours. 
These small homes are made of mud 
bricks that have been dried in the 
sun until they are very hard. The 
walls are very thick and there are 
only a few very small windows to 
keep out the heat. The roof is flat 
so that the people can store things 
there. They also can go there in the 
evening to get the cool air. 
Answers to Lesson 16 
1. How Earthworms Help Gardeners 
2. Olympic Games 
J. Uses of Trees 
4. Egyptian Homes 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
16 
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Directions: Read these stories carefully. On the answer sheet on the 
lines next to the capital letters write what each of the three paragraphs 
is talking about. 
Travel in Different Countries 
People of different countries have different ways of traveling. 
Switzerland is a mountain land which is snow-covered most of the year. 
Therefore many cf the Swiss people ski to school, work, or church. 
Other Swiss people travel in sleds. Instead of riding from place to 
place they reach their destination by sliding over the snow-covered 
mountains. 
In Holland there are many canals which take the place of roads. The 
people of this lowland travel mostly by boat until the canals freeze. 
Wnen the canals are frozen the Dutch people skate from one place to 
l"'t another. 
Most American people travel by automobile. The people of the United 
States have built many super highways. It is now possible to travel a 
great distance in a short time. Other Americans travel by bus or train. 
How The Camel Is Well-Equipped for Desert Life 
An animal which is well-equipped for life in a hot, dry land is the 
camel. This animal can drink an amazing amount of water at one time. 
This is very important in the desert where the land is very sandy and there 
is hardly any rain. The camel must go for days without drinking any more 
water. 
Sandstorms occur quite often in the desert. The camel's nostrils 
are just slits which can be closed up during a storm. This prevents the 
sand from entering. 
The camel's eyes are protected from the sand by a double set of lids. 
He also has long, thick eyelashes that help keep out the sand. 
19 
Answers to Lesson 19 
I. Travel in Different Co~~tries 
A. Travel in Switzerland 
B. Travel in Holland 
C. Travel in America 
I. How the Camel Is Well-Equipped for Desert Life 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Tte camel drinks an amazing amount of water 
The nostrils can close up. 
The eyes have two lids and thick eye lashes 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
Writing Details Lessons twenty-three to twenty-six were 
concerned with writing details when the topics and subtopics 
were given. The children had to: 
1. Read the stories carefully. 
2. Write the details which told about each of the sub-
topics beside the numbers under the subtopics. 
i: 
n 
J. Check the answers with those given on the back of the il 
ii lesson and put parenthesis around any dirferent !! 
answer. ;; 
A sample of this type of lesson follows on page 35. 
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,; 1>/ri ting To;eic, Subto;eic, Details Lessons twenty-seven 
, through thirty were outlining lessons which dealt with 
~ ! 
writing topic, subtopic, and details. It was necessary 
:, that the children: 
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1. Read the stories carefully. 
2. Beside the Roman numerals on the answer sheet tell 
what the whole story was about. 
). Write what each paragraph was about next to the 
capital letters. 
4· List the details which tell about subtopics beside 
the numbers. 
5. Check the answers and put parenthesis around any 
different ones •. 
A sample or this type of lesson follows on page 36. 
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nrections: Read the stories carefully. The main and subtopics have been 
done ror you. Beside the numbers ~~der the subtopics fill in the details 
which tell about each of the subtopics. 
Poisonous Snakes 
Some snakes are very dangc;:•ous and we should be able to recognize 
them. The rattlesnake is very poisonous and can easily be distinguished 
from other snakes. This snake possesses a rattle at the end of its tail. 
This rattle warns people of its presence and gives them time to escape. 
The copperhead is also a dangerous snake. It is usually two to three 
feet long and brown or pinkish brown in color. The head or the snake is 
often lighter in color than the body. 'This snake is poisonous but it usually 
does not bother anyone unless it is cornered. 
Another dangerous snake is the coral snake. It is less than three 
~t long and brightly colored. The body is often covered with red, yellow, 
and black rings. However, this snake does not attack unless it is touched. 
Linen 
Linen, a material which is used to make many of our summer clothes, 
comes rrom the flax plant. This flax plant grows in damp, cool areas. It 
has light blue flowers and grows about three feet tall. 
The fibers come from the stem which is first soaked in water until 
the wcody part has rotted. After this the stalks are removed and dried. 
When they are finally dried they are broken apart and the stems are combed 
to separate the fiber. They are combed first with coarse combs and then 
finally with finer ones. 
The course fibers are used for twine, string, and bUrlap. The finer 
~ers are twisted into thread and then woven into material which is used 
for clothes, tablecloths, dishtowels, and other such things. 
I. 
Answers to Lesson 25 
Poisonous Snakes 
A. Rattlesnake 
1. Very poisonous 
2. Possesses a rattle at th~ end of its tail 
J. Rattle warns of presence 
B. Copperhead 
1. Two to three feet long 
2. Brown or pinkish brown in color· 
J. Head often lighter then body 
4. Poisonous 
5. Does not bother anyone unless cornered 
C. Coral snake 
1. Less than three feet long 
2. Brightly colored 
25 
3. Body often covered with red,- yellow·, and black rings 4. Does not attack unless touched 
I. Linen 
A. 
B. 
The 
1. 
2. 
J. 
How 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
flax plant 
Grows in damp, cool 
Light blue flowers 
Three feet tall 
fibers are made 
areas 
Stem first soaked in water until woody 
Stalks removed and dried 
When dried broken apart 
Stems combed to separate the fiber 
part rotted 
C. Uses of fibers 
1. Coarse fibers used for twine, string, and burlap 
2. Finer fibers twisted into thread and woven into material 
J. Used for clothes, tablecloths, dishtowels, and other things 
Any similar answers are acceptable· 
27 
~rections: Read each of the stories carefully. Beside the Roman Numerals 
-~11 what the whole story is about. Next to the capital letters write what 
ooch nnrar;raph is about. Under the subtopics list -che d&tails. 
'l'here are many different kinds of ants throughout the world that 
have rather unusual habits. Harvester ants 1..:~: lch are small red or black 
ants about 1/3 inch long live in warm dry places. They live on seeds from 
weeds or grasses. wnen the seeds they store get damp the ants spread the 
seeds out in the sun to dry. 
Some ants called honey ants live on sweet juices. These ants get 
this juice from flowers or other insects. Some ants continually swallow 
the extra honey as a way of storing it. Soon they become so fat they can 
not walk or work but just hang from the ceiling. They become· living storage 
tanks. 
The leafcutter ant which is black or rusty brown cuts leaves and 
flowers to take to the nest. They chew the pieces to a dainp mush. A 
certain kind of mushroom grows on these'leaves which the ants eat. 
Paper is made in a very interesting way. Most paper is made today 
from wood or rags. The trees we use are mostly pine 9 fir, spruce and hemlock. 
To make paper the bark is removed and the logs are ground up into bits. 
The bits are cooked with chemicals and then washed. This material next goes 
through a screen to remove unwanted matter and rewashed. Finally this wet 
pulp is pushed out on rollers where the water is pressed out making a thin 
sheet. As this sheet moves along the rollers it becomes drier and thilli~er 
until it is :finally dried on heated rollers and wound into a roll. 
Paper has many uses. We use paper in books, magazines, newspapers, 
~- for some of our money. Most of all our writing is done on paper. 
27 
.'Answers to Lesson 27 
I. Different kinds of Ants 
I. 
A. Harvester ants 
1. Small red or black ants 
2. One-third inch long 
3. Live in warm dry places 
4. Live on seeds from weeds or grasses 
5. Spread dlli~p seeds out to dry in the sun 
B. Honey ants 
1. Live on sweet juices 
2. Get juices from flowers or other insects 
3. Store extra honey by swallowing it 
4. Become so fat they can't walk or work 
5. Become living storage tanks 
C. Leafcutter ants 
1. Black or rusty-brown 
2. Cuts leaves and flowers to take to nest 
3. Chew the pieces to a damp mush 
4. Eats a mushroom which grows on leaves 
Paper 
A. What paper is made from 
1. Wood or rags 
2. Pine, fir, spruce, and hemlock 
B. How paper is made 
1. Bark removed and logs ground up 
2. Cooked with cLemicals and then washed 
3. Goes through a screen and rewashed 
4. Wet pulp pushed out on rollers to make a thin sheet 
5. As moves along the rollers it becomes drier and thinner 
6. Dried on heated rollers and wound into a roll 
C. Uses of paper 
1. Books 
2. Nagazines 
3. Newspapers 
lt. I1o~e.;r 
t,r:.y si.milar answers are acceptable 
Answer Sheets and Progress Chart 
Answer sheets were developed to be u~ed ~ith the cor- ;! 
responding lessons. The sheets were constructed in outline 
form and included Ro~~n numerals, capital letters and/or 
arabic numbers according to the type of lesson under con-
sideration. The purpose of these sheets was to guide the 
' children in the writing of answers. 
A progress chart which gave the possible score for 
each lesson was also included. Each child would fill in 
' his score and thus be able to compare the obtained score 
i' 
; 
with the possible score and also readily observe the number , 
' ~ 
of completed. lessons. A copy of the thirty lessons, answer 
sheets, and progress chart may be found in the appendix. 
1 Directions for Teachers 
Directions for procedure and general directions were 
written for teachers. These directions may also be found 
in the appendiXo 
I' 
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Chapter III 
Plan of the Experiment 
The purpose of the study was to construct a series of 
thirty outlining lessons at the fourth grade level and to 
'i evaluate the effectiveness of these lessons as a means of [l 
i! 
il 
'I 
'I 
increasing the skill of organization. 
li 
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II 
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!! In order that this study could be completed it was nee- i 
II II' i! essa.ry to construct the lessons and write the directions for I 
!i If 
~ working the exorcises. The next step was to select the pop- ij 
li jl 
Jl ulation and obtain the cooperation of those who were to 11 
if assist ttle investigators in conducting ttle experiment. Fol-1 
!!lowing this the writers made plans for administering informal!/ 
/J tests and for conducting the experiment. Finally it was ij 
:! I, ~ essential that the lessons be evaluated. 1
1
.1 
i! 
I! 
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:1 Selection of the Population ii ,,, 
I' 
'' The public school systems of two New England communities!! li q ii The writers contacted these i 
II 
participated in the experiment. 
systems in the fall of 1960. Permission to execute the 
study was obtained from the Assistant Superintendents and 
Director of Elementary Education of these districts. It 
was then necessary to contact the principals of the co-
operating schools. The writers met with the principals of 
the schools, and later with the teachers to explain the 
study and to decide if the selected teachers were willing 
I' ,, 
II ~ 
" 
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to take part in the experiment. 
'l'he population included 212 fourth grade pupils in 
11 eight classrooms. Since the experiment was primarily an 
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evaluo.tion of the lessons which were constructed to increase :i 
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the skill of outlining it was not necessary to set up ex-
perimental and control classrooms. All of the participating 
classes were oirectec. in the sane manner with the children 
allowed to progress at their own rate. 
I 
Initial Testing Program 
Since the study was essentially an evaluation of the 
li 
lessons in outlining and since the underlying purpose of the ~~I 
experiment was to discover the defects in the lessons, the I! 
writers nid not deem it necessary to administer an intelli-
11 
gence test or a reading achievement test. Instead of fol- I 
lowing these measures it was suggested that children of ap- J 
!I 
proximately the same reading level be grouped in pairs. The J/ 
!I 
groups were set up as a result of previous reading tests and II 
lj 
'· of il the classroom teacher's judgment. 
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The only test administered previous to the execution of I' 
the experiment was an informal test on the ability of the .1 
,, 
,: ~ child to outline. p This test was administered by the class-
l: 
j\ 
ii ii ji 
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i! 
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l! 
room teachers but was,scored by the writers. I i 
For the administration of the informal outlining test, // 
I' ,I Each group consiste,d 
I 
the pupils were divided into two groups. 
' 
·,-, .. 
of four classes, two from each com.YJ1Unity. Outlining test .A 
was civen to Croup I and Outlinine Test B was given to Group 
II. No definite time limit was placed on the test. dow-
ever, it was SU£gested that the test be administered in two 
sittin;;s. The teachers were requested to keep an account 
of the time which was allowed for the initial test so that 
the same a~ount of time would be allowed for the final test. ' 
General Plans for Conductinr the Study 
The writers obtained the permission to conduct the ex-
periment from the school systems in the fall of 1960. After 
securin~ the necessary permission, the writers visited the 
principals and teaci1ers in the respective school systems and 
discussed the purpose of the study, the testing program, and 
the directions for procedure. ·~ach teacher who was partici-
pating in the experiment was issued a set of directions en-
titled, 11 Directions for the Lessons. 11 These directions were 
written by the investigators and included information which 
would be of value to those taking part in the study. A copy 
of the directions to the teacners has been included in the 
appendix. 
Teachers were requested to group the children in pairs. 
Since many of the participants were not familiar with team 
learninc it Has first and foremost essential that this method 
be explained. 'l'he following steps demonstrate the procedure ; 
40 
used for this experiment: 
1. Children or ap)roxi~ately the same reading 
level were ~rouped in pairs. 
2. ~ach pair started on lesson one and ~oved as 
fast &s the lessons were mastered. 1he pairs 
~vere 6 irec t eC. to reo.d t~1e :nat erial, dec ide to-
eether on the answer and write it on the answer 
sheet. If they disagreed on an answer, they 
should each write their own. 
3· The correct answers for each lesson were listed 
on the back of the lesson paper and the children 
were directed to check the answers for each 
lesson as soon as the lesson was completed. 
4. \'ihen the answers were checked and the number of 
correct responses were counted the results of 
the completed lesson were recorded on the pro-
gress chart. 
5. The pair now began the next lesson. If time ran 
out in the middle of the lesson, they continued ,, 
working on this lesson the next day. 
It was the request of the investigators that the teachers 
give no assistance to the children unless a special difficulty 
arose. Their responsibility was to circulate among the groups 
: and note such things as: 
1. Amount of' time it took to complete a particular 
lesson. 
2. Clarity of directions. 
3· Confusions which arose in any lesson. 
4• 1·,'ords 'iihich caused difi.icul ty. 
They were to keep a written account of these items and 
·.also list any recommendations for improving the lessons. At 
the completion of the study these lists were presented to tb.e'' 
WI'iters o 
During the experiment, the writers visited the teachers 
to celiver materials and to answer questions connected with 
the study. If any further assistance was needed the people 
~. :._ -::· .:._ -::.- :-:.:.- -. -- . -··--· 
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I' ~ participating in the experiment were able to contact the 
'I ~ : 
!\writers by telephone. If the matter could not be settled 
fj 
'i in this manner an ar.>pointment was arranged with the person 
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il seekinr:- further information. I• 0 
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Schedule for the Experiment 
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'I l: cause of such factors as inclement weather requiring the 
il 
The writers suggested that the participants attempt 
complete the experiment in approximately six weeks. Be-
I! 
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'I I: 
closing of the schools and winter vacation a longer period 
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of time was needed in some cases. Also it was discovered 
that slower groups found the latter lessons extremely dif-
ficult and it was necessary to extend the time to meet the 
:J 
:j 
q needs of these childreno :, 
ij 
!1 
ji Final Testing Program 
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After the completion of the lessons an informal test 
\i on the ability of the children to outline was again admin-
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istered. The population was again divided into the same 
two groups. At this time Outlining Test B was administered 
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to Group I and Outlining Test A was administered to Group II.Ij 
The results of this test were compared with the results of II 
I' ,I 
the initial test to determine the amount of growth. Ji 
'I 
The classes were also administered a Pupil Questionnaire~! 
II ,, 
which Has constructed by the writers. The questionnaire !! 
....... 
... l . 
was an attempt to have the pupils evaluate the lessons and 
the procedure employed in conductin[ the experiment. ~ach 
teacher was also requested to criticize the lessons and 
[~:i ve reconl;·nenoa t ions for improving them. 
Description of the ~csts 
::nformal Outlininc Tes~s Tb.ese tests were constructed 
by the Hri ters. 'l'he nat~::rial was obtained from social 
studies and science books and reading workbooks. The tests 
i.ncluded subtests of word classification, s.ddition of :!.deas,' 
writing topics for ,zroups of 1r1ords, finding the topic of a ., 
paragraph, writing the topic of a paragraph, writinG sub-
topics, writin~ details, and writinG topics, subtopics, de-
tails. ~wo tests were constructed, ~est A and Test B. 
Durin: the initial testin~ period Group I was siven 'lest A 
and Group II, Test E. The groups took the opposite-test 
durin~ the final program. 
It should be noted that because the tests were rather 
short, this r.1easure for observinc; groHth may not be too 
reliable. ~owever, as the writers have previously stated, 
the main purpose of the study was to evaluate the lessons 
and not to observe the exact amount of growth. 
Punil (uestionnaire 
'l1 he ;;:>urpose of t(lis instrument was to have the pupils 
i• !: 
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evaluate the lessons an~ the procedure used in executinG 
the stucy. r:rhe first eight questions :tJere multiple choice 
questions. The pupil underlined the answer that best ex-
pressed his feeling on such thin~s as difficulties en-
countered in the lessons and workinG with a partner. the 
last two questions were thou[ht ~uestions. ~he children 
were asked what they enjoyed roost about the lessons and 
what they did not like about them. 
The appendix includes a copy of the outlininG tests 
and the pupil questionnaire. 
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Chapter N 
Evaluation of Materials 
The purpose of the study was to construct and evaluate 
a series of outlining lessons built on a fourth grade level 
to increase skill in this area. 
The lessons were evaluated to discover the: 
1. Amount of time that was required to complete each 
type of lesson 
2. Confusions and difficult words 
3· Additional acceptable answers for each lesson 
4· Child's reaction to the lessons and procedure 
5. Growth produced by lessons 
Time Schedule 
The lessons were evaluated to determine the period 
of' time required to complete each type of lesson. This was 
done in order to ascertain whether any of the lessons were 
too brief or too lengthy. 
Each teacher participating in the study was requested 
to keep a record of the time that the slow, average, and 
superior students needed to accomplish the task. After re-
:,J 
,, 
,. 
viewing the data the writers decided upon the time that was ,, 
neces~ary to complete the lessons. The ability of the pupils 
and the difficulty of the lessons were the factors which 
45 
,, ,, 
caused the time variation. A time schedule £or each type o~ 
lesson £ollows: 
Lesson 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
TABLE I 
TIME SCHE.'DULE FOR EACH TYPE OF LESSON 
Type of Lesson 
Word Classification 
Addition o£ Ideas 
Writing the Topics for 
Groups o£ Words 
Time Needed to 
Complete the Lesson 
3-10 minutes 
5-10 minutes 
5-10 minutes ,. ·' ll 
i! 
----------------------------------------------------------~! 
7-12 
13-18 
Finding the Topic o£ a 
Paragraph 
5-15 minutes 
Writing the Topic'of a 5-15 minutes 
Paragraph 
" 
\• 
-------------------------------------------------------------·· L 
I! q 19-22 Writing Subtopics (topic given) 5-20 minutes 
ii 
-------------------------------------------------------------:, 
23-26 -~'lriting Details (topic and 15-40 minutes 
subtopic given) ~ i 
,. 
-------------------------------------------------------------~, 
27-30 Writing Topic, Subtopics, 
Details 
25-60 minutes 
:: 
-------------------------------------------------1: 
' :r 
;: A more detailed evaluation of the time schedule for 
each type of lesson will be given later in this chapter. 
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Confusions and Difficult 1'/ords 
An evaluation of the exercises was also made to deter-
mine if there wore confusions or difficult words in any of 
the lessons. The teachers were asked to circulate among 
the teams and make note of any problems. The difficulties 
•' 
l' 
; ~ 
i. ,, 
li 
were reported on the teacher questionnaire which accompanied !; 
each type of lesson. After reviewing the teacher question-
naires it was evident that there were only a limited amount 
of difficulties. Most of these arose from a lack of famil-
iarity with certain vocabulary words and different answers• 
The general concensus was that, perhaps with the slow learner, 
it would be beneficial to read over some directions and dis-
cuss with them the skill of finding details. 
Actual examples of confusions and difficult words will 
be found in the evaluation of each type of exercise. 
Additional Acceptable Answers 
Knowing that there are many ways to express one's 
tho11ghts, the authors wished to compile a list of additional 
acceptable answers. As the children completed each exercise 
they were advised that any similar answer would be sat-
isfactory. Teachers, as they circulated among the teams, 
also assisted the children in judging any questionable 
answers. In most instances this aid was unnecessary. 
----- -. ·~ - .. -···· --- -· -~ -----··-- . 
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Upon receiving the answer sheets the writers tabulated 
all possible acceptable answers. These answers are listed 
in the detailed evaluation of each type of lesson. 
Child's Reaction to Lessons and Procedure 
The writers desired to know what the child's reaction 
was to the various types of exercises. In order to dis-
cover this a pupil questionnaire was constructed. Upon 
completing the thirty lessons the children were asked to 
evaluate them. An inventory was made of the various re-
sponses. It is found on page 62 along with a detailed ex- , 
planation of this data. 
EVALUATION OF LESSON TYPE S 
Word Classification (Lesson 1-2) 
Time Schedule. Since the only task involved was 
choosing a word out of a list and writing it on an answer 
sheet, these lessons were completed quite rapidly. The span 
of time ranged from three to ten minutes. The writers feel 
that additional exercises to lengthen this type of lesson 
would in no way add to mastery of the skill and would tend 
to make the task monotonous. 
Causes for Confusions. Since some children lacked 
l'umiliarity with the word "dwellings" in lesson two it 
48 
,. 
,.., 
·'would perhaps be advisable to substitute the word "shelters." 
Addition of Ideas (Lesson 3-4) 
Time Scheduleo The period of time required to complete 
these lessons varied from five to ten minutes. The in-
eluded exercises were sufficient for mastery of this skill. 
Additional Acceptable Answers o 'I' he following are ac-
ceptable answers given by the children for: 
Lesson 3 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 5o 
6. 
7· 8. 
9. 
birds 
animals, mammals, small animals 
flowers 
children,, people 
fruit 
insects, bugs 
clothing, clothes 
car, automobile, truck 
cars, names of cars, brands of cars, automobiles 
toys 
homes, dwellings, houses, shelters 
musical instruments, instruments 
desserts, sweets, foods 
clocks 
'I 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 14. 
15. drinks, soft drinks, pop, soda, beverages, and tonic , 
Lesson 4 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 5. 
6. 
7· 8. 
9. 
lOo 
11. 
12. 
13. 
books, reference books 
writing utensils, things to write with, writing 
materials, markers, writing equipment 
dishes, dinnerware, china 
spices 
trees 
body 
airplanes, aircraft, planes, ways of travel 
punctuation marks, marks 
weather, storms 
bedding, bed coverings, bed clothes 
book 
measurements, kinds of measurements, measures 
shcll£i~h, sea food, shell creatures 
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q ,, 
" 
,, 
silverware, silver, tableware 
sentences 
Jl ~ Writing the Topics for Groups of Words (Lesson 5-6) 
!l 
;j Time Schedule. F;ive to ten minutes was needed to com-
II 
'I II j! 
i! il 
II 
!! 
'I 
II 
II 
II 
li 
,I 
li 
I' II 
i ,, 
I' plete lessons five and six since it was just a matter of ,1 
I' i' 
il II ~ writing two topics for each group of words. ~ 
ij 11 1~,• Confusions and Difficult Words In lesson six the ~ II 11 II 
lj writers would substitute pink and gray for the multi-meaning 1
1
1 
I' I il ,, 
I; words, rose and plum, since they did cause some confusion. il 
li ,j ~ In lesson five the category concerning exits and in ~ 
Jl il ii lesson six the categories places of amusement, places to jl 
li ,, 
I[ 
I! 
11 
ll II 
n li 
cook, and pictures, proved confusing for many children. The 1/ 
II 
li 
l ~ 
writers would substitute others to take their place. 
Additional Acceptable Answers 
Lesson 5 
1. a. 
b. 
2. a. 
b. 
3· a. 
b. 
4- a.. 
b. 
5. a. 
b. 
, 
b. a. 
b. 
?. a. 
b. 
8. a. 
b. 
9. a. 
b. 
fruit 
nuts 
parts of the body 
sicknesses, diseases, illnesses 
stones, rocks, kinds of stone, minerals 
shellfish, shell animals, sea food, sea 
insects, bugs · 
fish, kinds of fish 
mammals, animals, wild animals 
birds 
fuels, things that burn 
trees 
seasons 
water, bodies of water 
buildings 
animals 
stories, untrue stories, kinds of stories 
cleaning materials, cleaning supplies, cleaners, 
things to clean with, cleansers 
'I II 
J! 
II 
,I 
I' 
I! 
I' 
il 
lj 
II 
!I 
!: 
" II 
so 
~-::-....;.:-~-==="'~._,~=· == 
...... q 
,.- r I! 
n 
II 
I; 
1\ 
10. a. clothing, clothes, things to wear 
b. sports, games 
il 6 ,, Lesson ,, ___ _ 
li 
ii 
fi li d 
1i ,, 
II 
II 
i! 
'· 1: 
il j! 
I• 
ii 
" I' li 
" !! 
:i 
!i 
I' 
,I 
li 
II I; 
!i 
ij 
li 
I< lj 
II 
ll 
!I 
lo 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5. 
6. 
?. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
berries, fruit 
vegetables 
countries 
presidents, last names 
flm<~ers, plants 
storms, kinds of weather, weather 
noises, sounds 
colors 
feelings, how you feel 
parts of a boat, parts of a ship 
medicines, things to mal{e you f'eel well 
parts of a plane, parts of an airplane 
yells, noises, noises of people 
dogs 
musical instruments, instruments 
sporting goods, sports equipment, 
play games, sports supplies 
things used to 
a. sewing equipment, sewing supplies, things to sew 
with, sewing utensils 
b. 
The Topic of a Paragraph (Lessons 7-12) 
Time Schedule. It took the pupils from five to fifteen 
minutes to complete each of these six lessons. 
ii 
In the 
iJ 
i! 
rl 
ii 
iJ I: li 
J! 
" II 
;t j; 
li 
i\ 
li ,, 
writers' opinions this is a substantial amount of time to 
read and choose topics for the four paragraphs. 
Confusions and Difficult Words The only confusions 
and difficult words in this group of exercises were found 
in lesson eight. 'Prime meridian' and 'platypus' were 
I I. 
I 
I 
li 
II 
II 
•I 
ii 
'I II 
II ,, 
il 
II ,, 
II 
i! 
i: II 
found difficult both in their meanings and word recognition. ij 
,I 
II 
i· 
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Time Schedule. In the lessons thirteen to eighteen 
j! which involved reading the paragraph and writing their own 
jl 
II 
l! 
main topic the time needed ranged from five to fifteen 
minutes. I 
Confusions and Difficult words It should be noted that 1! 
>I 
l; some children had difficulty with the word "international" 
h 
l! 
il 
r fl !! p 
li ,, 
in lesson fourteen and "papyrus" in lesson seventeen. 
In order to prevent some children from making their 
answer too wordy it is felt that the words "in a .few words" 
li :: should be inserted in the directions so as to read: "After 
II 
II ii 
:! 
you have read the paragraph write a topic in a .few words 
that tells all about the paragraph~" 
Additional Acceptable Answers 
ii Lesson 13 
ii ,, 
ii II 
II j: 
II !! 
I• !i 
1: 
II ,, 
II ,, 
il 
ii 
ll 
ii 
ii 
I! 
r 
\i 
li 
il 
1: 
,, 
1. How Lobsters Protect Themselves 
How Lobsters Defend Themselves 
2. The Chinese Water Clock 
How Chinese People Told Time 
Hor.v Tho Chinese· Water Clock Works 
How Chinese People Used to Tell Time 
A Water Clock of China 
3· How Seeds Are Scattered 
How Seeds Travel 
How Seeds Spread 
Some Ways Seeds Are Scattered 
How Seeds Move 
4• Breadfruit Tree 
Fruit of Breadfruit Tree 
What Breadfruit Is Like 
All About Breadfruit Trees 
II 
;\ 
li 
,I p 
I' 
•I 
li 
•I 
II 
1. Harmful Insects 
Ways Insects Can Be Harmful 
it/hat Harmful Insects Do 
Insects That Are Harmful 
2. International Date Line 
What the International Date Line Does 
An Imaginary Line - The International 
3· Uses of Cotton Seeds 
How Cotton Seeds Are Useful 
Cotton Seeds and the Uses 
Cotton Seeds Are Very Useful 
The Cotton Seed 
4· Egyptian Pyramids 
Pyramids 
Date Line 
Uses of Pyramids and How They Were Made 
Pyramids of Egypt 
Some Unusual Buildings: The Pyramids 
i! Lesson 15 r ....__ ......... _...,__;;:;;. 
,I 
II 
f 
II 
II I; 
!! jl 
:l 
Ji 
I' ii 
'• 
li 
I! 
., I, li tl 
il 
1: 
!I 
I 
1! li 
!I 
'I ,, 
II 
1. Uses of Date Palm Tree 
How Date Palm Trees Are Used 
How the Date Palm Helps the Arabs of North Africa 
How the ~ate PalM Tree Is Useful 
Date Palm and Its Uses 
2. Importance of the Sun 
~ow the Sun Helps People 
Uses of the Sun 
The Sun's Importance 
Sun an~ How It Helps Us 
1-Jhy the Sun Is Important 
The Sun and Its Uses 
Why We Need the ~un 
3· How Rail Is Made 
How Hail Is Formed 
How Hail Stones Are Made 
4• Homes of Sea Animals 
Sea Animals' llome 
Some Sea Animals Use Shells for Homes 
Shells for Homes 
Lesson 16 
lo How Earthworms Help Gardners 
How Eartht-torms Help Us 
How Earthworms Are Useful to Gardners 
Earthworms Are Helpful to People and Plants 
li I 
I 
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,I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
2. Olympic Games 
How Olympic Games \>Jere and Are Today 
1:Jha t the Olympics Are 
3· Uses of Trees 
Trees and Uses 
A Tree's Uses 
How Trees Are Useful to Man 
Trees Are Useful in Several Ways 
4• Ecyptian Homes 
Hones of Esyptians 
One Kind of Eo;..;; in Egypt 
What the Egyptian House Is Like 
Homes of People of Egypt 
Lesson 17 
1. gow Birds Fly 
Uses of Birds' Wings 
2. Homes of Ants 
Ant Homes 
Where Ants Have Their Homes 
VJhere Ants Live 
3· How Paper Was First Made 
Ho1rl Paper ·,·Jas Made in Egypt 
How Paper Was Made Thousands of Years Ago 
The First Making of Paper 
How Egyptians Made Paper 
Ho~-1 ?ap.sr vlas .:VIa de at First 
4• TJses of flocks 
Some Uses of Rocks 
now Rocks Are Useful 
Rocks and Their Uses 
Ways to Use Rocks 
Lesson 18 
lo How Birds Are Alike 
Birds Are Alike in Several Ways 
Descriptions of Birds 
2. How Spiders Get Their Meals 
How A Spider Gets Its Food 
3. How Rice Is Grown 
Row Rice Grm.J"s 
4• How The Giraffe Protects Itself 
The Giraffe's Protection 
The Giraffe Has Many ways of Protecting Itself 
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Writing Subtopics (Lesson 19-22) !i il 
il 
'I l! ,, Time Schedule. The period of time required for lessons 
II 
II 
li 
!I 
nineteen to twenty-two varied from five to twenty minutes. 
In the judgment of the writers this seemed to be sufficient 
amount of time to read the stories and write the subtopics. '! 
i! 
II In this group of lessons1 
h 
Confusions and Difficult '.'lords 
the only difficulties which arose were with four vocabulary 
words. 'I' he words "destination" and "equipped" in lesson 
' nineteen, "possesses" in lesson twenty and "devices" in 
lesson twenty one were difficult for some children. 
Additional Accentable Answers 
Lesson 19 
I Travel in Different Countries 
A. Travel in Switzerland 
How Swiss people travel 
Different ways of travel in Switzerland 
Transportation in Sw.itzerland 
The way the Swiss travel 
B. Travel in Holland 
How people of Holland travel 
Dutch travel on canals 
~ays to travel in Holland 
Ho\v the Dutch travel 
C. Travel in America 
Bow American people travel 
•vays to travel in America 
What the American travel in 
How Americans travel 
I How the Camel Is Well-Equipped for Desert Life 
A. The camel drinks an amazing amount of water 
Can go without drinking for many days 
Drinks a lot of water at one time 
B. How camels drink a lot of water at one time 
The nostrils can close up 
How camels protect themselves in sandstorms 
A camel's nostrils 
How the camel keeps sand out of his nostrils 
I! 
II 
il 
I! 
I' 
!( 
li ,, 
!/ 
II 
II 
1/ 
II 
II 
II ,, 
lr 
'I 
II 
lj ,, 
I 
\i 
'i 
:! 
:I 
il 
'I 
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!I 
I! 
'I Ijl 
!I 
:I 
li d jl 
,I 
ii ,, 
II 
II 
il ll 
II 
,I 
:! 
!I 
II I. 
I' 
I' ~I I, 
li 
.I 
il 
II 
l! 
li 
,I 
!I 
II 
i' 
if 
,, 
" :1 ;j 
I~ ,. 
II 
I' ,,
h 
!i 
!1 
li 
li 
!i 
ii 
:: 
j'1 
,: 
,, ,, 
1: ,. 
IJ 
; ~ 
!i 
I• 
II 
!I 
Jj 
l ~ 
ii 
i! 
!l 
Camel's nose can close 
C. The eyes have two lids and thick eyelashes 
Camel's eyes and eyelashes 
How a camel protects its eyes 
How camel keeps sand from his eyes 
Lesson 20 
I. Uses of Gold 
A. Honey 
How gold was used as money 
Money is one of gold's uses 
Gold is used for money 
B. Jewelry 
How gold is used for jewelry 
Jewelry is made with gold 
Making of gold jewelry 
c. Thread 
How gold is used to make thread 
How to make gold thread 
I1aking of gold thread 
I Fly 
A. Description of the fly 
What the fly looks like 
The parts of the fly 
B. How flies carry germs 
The fly as a germ carrier 
How flies are harmful 
C. Ways to protect oneself against the housefly 
How we are protected from flies 
How to keep flies away 
Protection from flies 
Lesson 21 
I Zones of the Earth 
A. Torrid zone 
Torrid zones of the earth 
Pacts about the Torrid zone 
B. Temperate zone 
North and South Temperate zones 
.F'acts about the temperate zones 
c. Frigid zone 
North and South Frigid zones 
Facts about the frigid zones 
I Ancient Ways to Tell Time 
A. Sun and moon 
Sun and moon told time 
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'I'elling time by sun and moon 
How to tell time by the sun and moon 
How first people told time 
B. A stick 
How stick measured time 
Tellin6 time by a stick 
How to tell time with a stick 
C. A candle 
The candle helped tell .time 
Telling time by a candle 
How to tell time with a candle 
" 
'i Lesson 22 
j. 
'·! 
" .i 
,/ 
I Necessity of Food 
A. Needed for growth 
How food helps us grow 
it helps our growth 
B. Supplies the body with energy 
Necessary for energy 
It gives us energy 
Energy from foods 
How food gives us energy 
We eat food to get energy 
C. Helps the body fight diseases 
How to keep the body healthy 
Good food means good health 
now foods give us good health 
rtow to protect ourselves from 
How to fight disease 
I Jobs of the Worker Bees 
A. Collect nectar and pollen 
illness 
Swarms collect nectar and pollen 
How worker bees collect nectar and pollen 
How bees collect nectar and pollen 
B. Make the honey 
Making the bees' food 
c. Take care of babies 
How the young worker bee takes care of baby bees 
How to take care of baby bees 
Cleaning and feeding babies 
Taking care of baby bees 
: ~iri ting Details (Lesson 23-26) 
;·. 
,, 
Time Schedule In lessons twenty-three through twenty-si* ;I 
ji 
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!I the length of time varied from fifteen to forty minutes o 
I! 
~ !t was observed that this set of exercises was challenging il 
II and enjoyable for the briehter pupils. However, for the 
1: ,, 
11 average and slow-learners it would perhaps be advisable to 
'I h ~ limit each lesson to one story. 
,! 
n 
r Confusions and Difficult Words Since details were 
n ,, 
il introduced to the children here for the first time the !I 
" ii lesson proved somewhat troublesome for the average and slow 
ij 
1: 
Ji I 
II 
II 
,I 
I' I! p II 
II 
II 
'I 
!I ii )i 
ii 
!l 
:I 
II 
il 
I! 
!I 
1: 
ll 
student. In order to eliminate this it would perhaps be 
advantageous to discuss the skill of writing details or 
to work a lesson together. 
In lesson twenty-three the only confusions encountered 
were with the phrase "which flows east across the continent 
of South America" and the words "chemical action." The 
word "impurities" in lesson twenty-four and "possesses" 
in lesson twenty-five gave some difficulty. Confusion 
also arose in this lesson because of the lack of knowledge 
of the meanings of the words "twine" and "burlap". I I I 
il 
1! 
,, 
Additional Acceptable Answers In this group of exerci$:es 
I' il 
i! 
.I ,, 
" -I 
;i 
'I 
'I !, 
H 
H 
li 
n 
the writers did not deem it necessary to list additional rl 
I' 
,I 
answers since it was only possible to have minor changes r 
in the wording of each detail. The only major difference 11 
tovas that the children did not always list the details in II 
the same order as were stated on the answer sheets. 
I, I, Howevel." 
'I 
it is not required that the details be in sequential 
i! ;!= 
li 
order •. ~ 
I, 
II 
!J 
1: 
:I 
I! 
II I. 
li ,, 
;I 
li 
~~ 
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I, ~Writing Topics, Subtopics, and Details (Lesson 27-30) 
tl 
~ Time Schedule 
H 
Because the children were required to 
il completely outline the two stories in each lesson it took 
,, 
" :j 
!1 from twenty-five to sixty minutes to complete this task. 
I\ 
li 
I' i! Since the amount 
;, 
!i 
of time necessary to conclude eacb. lesson 
!i was so lengthy it is suggested that each lesson include 
li 
I\ one story. 
II 
II Confusions and Difficult Words For the last four 
I, 
n il I~ 
il 
il 
<I 
II 
;j 
I 
lessons the only confusions were wi tb. tb.e two words 11 b.emlock" ',. 
in lesson twenty-seven and 11 am.'1lonia" in lesson twenty-nine. 1 li II 
II 
II i! 
Additional Acceptable Answers As was true with the 
group of exercises the answers for details did not li last 
I· j! vary enough to warrant listing them. Tb.erefore only addi-
i! 
11 tional answers for the main topic and subtopics will be 
,I li 
J; stated. li 
:i !i Lesson 27 
!i 
I Different Kinds of Ants 
Kinds of Ants 
Different Ants 
Ants 
Unusual Habits of Ants 
A. Harvester ants 
B. Honey ants 
c. Leafcutter ants 
I Paper 
All About Paper 
A. What paper is made from 
Materials used to make paper 
\F/ha t paper comes from 
Materials for making paper 
Things used to make paper 
B. How paper is made 
How to make paper 
,I 
II 
I 
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How it is made 
How we mak~ paper 
C. Us~s of Paper 
Paper and some of its 
What it is used for 
Paper's uses 
How paper is used 
Some uses of paper 
I Helpful Insects 
Insects 
uses 
How Insects Are Helpful to Man 
Some Helpful Insects 
Ao Bees 
How bees help man 
B. Ladybird beetle 
All about ladybird beetle 
How ladybird beetles help man 
c. Praying mantis 
How praying mantis helps man 
I Tibet 
All about Tibet 
A. Land 
Physical features 
What the land is like 
Description of Tib~t 
B. Climate 
Weather in Tibet 
Its climate 
Weather 
Tibet's climate 
c. People 
People of Tibet 
Its people 
Farmers and nomads of Tibet 
II L 29 li esson 
:! 
~ I work of the Swiss People 
il l'lhat the Swiss Do 
~ Switzerland's Industries 
~ Jobs Swiss people have 
~ A. Dairying 
" !\ Dairy indus try 
B. Via tch m:1ldng 
li o'iatch industry ~aking watches 1 ·--,.==·""-~'"-"'"""''·--· ==============='-=ii=''==== I 
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II 
C. Tourist 
Tourist guiding 
I Planets 
Solar S~stem 
All About Planets 
A • .Jupiter 
B. Saturn 
c. Mercury 
jl Lesson 30 
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I Helpful Animals 
Some Animals That 
Animals which Are 
Work Animals 
A. Hor•se 
Bo Dog 
c. Camel 
I The Beaver 
A. Description 
Help Han 
Helpful 
What the beaver looks 
What it looks like 
B • .:lome 
Home of the beaver 
Beaver's home 
Co Food 
What the beaver eats 
Punil Question~aire 
like 
At the conclusion of the study a pupil questionnaire 
was presented to the 200 children completing the experiment. 
The following table demonstrates the reactions to the 
materials and procedure. The questions one through eight 
are listed showing the way in which the children answered 
each and the percent responding to each answer. 
II 
l\ 
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il 
!J I 
I 
I 
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TABLE II 
PUPIL EVALUATIONS OF MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 'I Questions on Materials and Procedure 
1. Did you like these lessons in 
outlining? 
Yes 
No 
Somewhat 
2. Would you prefer these lessons 
to workbook lessons? 
Yes 
No 
3. Did you enjoy working with a 
partner? 
Yes 
No 
4. Did you think working with a 
partner made these lessons 
easier? 
Yes 
No 
5. Did you need help from your 
6. 
teacher? 
None 
Little 
Much 
Were you able to correct the 
lessons? 
All the time 
Half of the time 
None of the time 
7. Did 
own 
you enjoy 
lessons? 
Yes 
correcting your 
No 
Number 
Responding 
93 
24 
83 
68 
132 
170 
30 
166 
34 
70 
128 
2 
140 
59 
1 
187 
13 
!i 
Per Cent' 
46.50 
12.00 
41.50 
34.00 
66.00 
85.00 
15.00 
83.00 
17.00 
35.00 
64.00 
1.00 
70.00 
29.50 
.50 
'I 
i 
., 
!i 
93.50 ll 
6.50 li 
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!i TABLE II (continued) li il li--==============::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I' 
II Questions on Materials and Procedure 
ii 
Number 
Responding Per Cent 
'! .,--------------------------------~----------------------------~ ~8. Did you have difficulty with I' 
!1 the words? 
'
1 N 67 33 50 I 
!.I
11 
1 one • 1 h Few Words 127 63.50 
1 
!i Many Words 6 3. 00 I 
,, ___________ 
~ Tho results shown in Table II indicate that ttte lessons I 
II were both helpful and enjoyable to the majority of the 
II 
!I pupils. It might be noted that only one-eighth of the 
il ~students expressed a dislike for the lessons. A great 
,, 
!1 majority of the children responded favorably to working with 
II a partner although most had never experienced this technique 
il ~previously. Again over four-fifths of the participating 
,I 
'I ~children revealed that the lessons seemed easier when working 
II 
!Jwith a partner. 
It 
li 
Seven-tenths of the population acknowledged 
:!their ability to correct the lessons without assistance and 
n ~over nine-tenths enjoyed correcting their own lessons. I 
~ In the last two questions the pupils were asked to ~~ 
J!relate ho-...; they felt in regard to the outlining lessons. 1 
,I I !J 
liThe authors tabulated all the co:m."Tlents of the two hundred I 
!\pupils participating. In answer to the question "What did 
11 
•
1 I il !iyou enjoy most about the lessons?" the most frequently 
!mentioned answer was that or •working with a partner," One ~ 
:fourth of the group responded in this manner. Two other II 
"' \i I =--- ·-=-==?. 
l' 
I' 
·' ii 
II 
'i 
!I lj 
II 
/I il 
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~I 
li ~stories' and 'learning things I didn't know.• Since the 
,, 
i! 
,; writers used material from the content subjects of science i: 
!! il and social studies this was the bas is for those replies. 
Jl l! ~ Other frequently mentioned favorable items which the 
!: 
i' J children referred to were: ll •correcting the lessons,' lessons 
'I 
II I! 
,I jl 
:j 
I\ li 
I! I• II 
jl 
II 
!I 
lj 
I, 
II 
li 
11 
•I li 
I! 
I· ,I 
II 
li 
II I. II 
!I 
I' 
I 
i 
., 
were lots of fun and I enjoyed doing them,• 'the beginning 
lessons,' 'the stories were interesting and/or exciting,' 
and 'everything.• 
For the last question which asked the pupils to 
mention those things that they disliked about the lessons it 
is interesting to note that the most frequent response was 
that there was nothing that they didn't like and that they 
likdd everything. Slightly more than one-fourth of the 
group answered in this manner• Approximately one-eighth did 
not care for the 'last part.' This was the section on 
writing topics, subtopics, and details and was, therefore, 
the most difficult and involved the most writing. Tb.e only 
other comment made with any frequency by the group was that 
they 'didn't like writing answers.' 
After completing all thirty outlining lessons it is n II 
II interesting to see that only five out of the two hundred 
II 
II 
I' II 
.! 
students mentioned that they did not like outlining. 
jj Several of the participating teachers commented to the 
writers that they could already 'see results of these 
;; 
'I h 
n 
:: 65 
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ij 
1
, outlining exercises in other school work.' 
(l • 
" A study of the li 
ii 
!! reliability of such transfer should be made at some time. 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Testing Program 
I! 
!i !i ,, 
.\ 
\j 
r, 
!! I· 
i\ 
'I ,, 
i: 
·' ,.. ,, 
i! 
Although the main objective was to evaluate the thirty !l 
li i: 
:: outlining lessons prepared by the writers, they also wanted 
}; i! to have a method of measuring any gains which the children 
,, 
ii might make as a result of this experiment. 
q 
In order to do 
i• 
:! this two similar tests were prepared with samples of each. 
I ~ ,, 
of the eight types of exercises that would be encountered 
in the outlining lessons. 
The plan was that half the population would take Test 
n A while the rest would take Test B. 
:j Initial tests were 
·' 
" :j 
I! 
:1 ii 
,, 
;I 
administered to 212 pupils in the two communities. At the 
conclusion of the experiment the two tests were again ad-
ll il 
:i I~ 
II jl ,, 
I' ,I 
I' 
!I I ,, 
i' 
,: 
I! 
" 
" 
,, ,, 
p 
II ,, 
'I 
li 
I' 
.I ll 
;I 
[i 
!; ministered with the children taking the alternate test. 
n 
:1 this time there were 195 pupils remaining in the study. 
ii 
il 
At II 
p 
Theil 
,. 
:· reduction in the number of pupils was due to excessive 
I' jl 
!, 
i; 
I'· absences and moving from the areas. The analysis of the 
\ i! data is based on the remaining 195 pupils. 
The following table demonstrates the number o£ pupils 
in each of the eight classrooms participating in the study 
given to these various classrooms. 
II 
I! 
!I p ll 
H 
11 
i! 
ii. !I 
II 
IJ li 
II 
II 
tl 
" 
j ~ 
ij 
TABLE III 
i: 
I 66 
:: 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN AND ARRANGEMENT OF TESTING PROGRAM ii 
1: 
II 
===================================:: Class No.of 
Pupils Initial Test 
Wl 31 A 
\v'2 14 A 
\v3 25 B 
\-14 26 B 
vJal 30 A 
·wa2 27 A 
Wa3 18 B 
Wa4 24 B 
Final 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
'·
'· p 
Testii 
II 
1: 
li j; 
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!I 
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lj 
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li 
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Gains in the Skill of Outlining 
Table IV presents a comparison of tne results tnat 
were obtained on the initial and final tests. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL OUTLINING TEST SCORES 
I' i ~ 
'i il 
•I l! 
ii 
i! 
1: 
d 
p 
;,: 
.. 
I, 
L ,. 
II 
!I 
;, 
i; 
================================;;==== :: SE Test N He an S.D. SEM Diff D C.R. 
Initial 195 41.25 15.81 1.14 ;; ,. 
28.65 1-449 19.77.: 
Final 195 69.90 12.50 .90 !: I! 
li 
11 
I' 
I' 
,! 
,, 
il \: 
ll 
i; ,, 
The mean score of 41.25 on the initial test is 28.65 
lower than the mean score of 69.90 on the final test. The 
critical ratio o~ 19o77 shows a significant gain was made 
~rom using these thirty outlining lessons. 
' .. 
j' 
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Chapter V 
Summary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to construct a series of 
thirty outlining lessons at the fourth grade level and to 
evaluate the effectiveness of these lessons as a means of 
increasing the skill of outlining. 
Thirty outlining lessons which were self-directing and 
self-correcting were constructed for use in fourth grado 
, classrooms. i! The eight types of exercises were: two lessons 
'I 
I• 
il p 
i! 
in word classification, two lessons providing practice on 
i addition of ideas, two lessons involving writing the topics 
'I 
:I 
:I 
'' for groups of words, six lessons furnishing practice in I, 
'; 
Ji finding the topic of a paragraph, six lessons in writing 
I' !i the topic of a paragraph, four lessons involving writing 
I' i! 
:; subtopics, four lessons involving writing details, and 
ii 
'i 
'· four lessons supplying practice in writing the topic, sub-
1: 
n topics, and details. 
ii 
" :; At the outset of the study initial tests were ad-
ministered to two hundred twelve pupils from the two New 
England corununities. After completing the initial testing 
l' ,, 
the children commenced to work on the lessons. The children !i 
" 
,. 
~ ~ 
worked in pairs according to their reading ability progress- :i 
iJ 
ing as rapidly as the lessons were mastered. During this 
period of time the teachers observed the teams and made 
note of any difficulties ti'lat arose. As the study progressed:· 
!; 
d 
I• i! 
i! 
I' d il ,, 
!I 
i: 
68 
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f"''tt:- (j the teachers evaluated each type of lesson and listed re-
I; 
i! 
:I commendations for improvement. Throughout the study the 
li 
'I II 
'i investigators kept in contact with the participating 
I; 
II 
J! teachers and aided them when necessary. After a completion il 
~ of the lessons final tests were administered. At the con-
i! 
jj clus ion of the study the pupils were asked to complete a 
il 
11 questionnaire evaluating the lessons. 
II 
II 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
II r, 
'I ,, 
I' il 
'I 
The lessons were evaluated to discover the: 
1. Amount of time that was required to complete each 
type of lesson 
2. Confusion and difficult words 
3· Additional acceptable answers for each lesson 
4o Child's reaction to the lesson and procedure 
5. Growth produced by lessons 
II 1· Conclusions il ..;;....;...;.;..;;.;;;;,...;;..;,...;;..;..;.;..;. 
II The following conclusions may be drawn from this study: I 
I! I 
11 1. From a comparison of the initial and final test scores·.,. 
,, 
1/ it is evident that a significant gain was made from 
I, 
li 
IJ 
I' 
i! 
il 
11 j\ 
1/ 
!I 
II 
the outlining lessonso 
a. A difference in the mean scores of the two tests 
was 28.65. 
b. The critical ratio of 19.77 demonstrates that the 
pupil made significant gains. 
2. A majority of pupils indicated that the lessons were II 
~ r 
!! enjoyable and that the stories were most interesting. 1i 
\i il 
. 1 ~ !i 11 { : -~=;,o:===========================1J==== 
. ii 
II 
II 
II 
II 
3. An overwhelming number of the children liked 
correcting their own lessons. 
4· Over four-fifths of the children indicated their 
lilting for working with a partner,. 
5. The results show that outlining is a study skill 
can be successfully taught to middle grade children, 
6. It may be worth noting that the practice from the 
outlining may have carried over into work with the 
children organizing their thoughts and materials to 
a greater degree. 
'I lr ,, 
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In each list thPre is a ~ i~~:r,c·~·,~;~~--:t-:: ··tcc:r~ cc~cll )_j_z~-~~ of ";~·.:·t)l"'(:s lJc]_r)\·;. 
··u:'l.• -:~~l::i.:-tcll:.> .::bout .::'11 t.l:c otl>e:r 1:Jo:·c,s. :•'•nc' t:i.e 1·:-on~ c::.ncl circle it. 
1. co·:-,t.on 1:ool ~::in: cloth l:<.ntn r<~yon nylon 
5. eve l' .. ceen tree c ~1c;: tnut 
})j_rcct.::nn~3: ~~8."C1 r,"C 1l ryC t:;e:~·.e: .:c'C.:'.t:\.on CX.J:::,::>les c.crcf;.-:.J.ly. 'l'hink of 
-;~,18 'TOl'(• \:.':rt tc·lls ;. bout .:.11 t.:1c other 1rorc:s j_n the problem. ·.:rite it 
).il t,t1c 'blc~n.lc ,:J_:C'.;ccr~ er .. c1'1 .':)I .. ():Jlci:l. 
l. l cor;J:ie l c2l~e 3 
3. l · ·:cr :·tc~: 10t her 
r )· 
l : li1e 
1 bt-.11 
l tclc~ho~c oper2tor 
l 1:nc1e 
3 
l :.~ailrllan 3 
~.·i::Tct:i_•w.s: Or' t~1c line.:.> '.Tit,c ':.'ll2t t~:o to pic s Y·)U \Joule' be tolking 
--..---.-.-.-.,- . , ' ;:.Jo1.11~ J.;-. :;)11 ,,.;r;r·c t-:.sJ_-cl~~ t,~:.e~:c \:~,Jr"cs. 
1. "·.1•r~ust : .. uro)c :. OV' ;~.1br r July ;~sJ_2, f~p:ci1 ;~frica 
') 
.J• 
1;.. 
0 ct.o be::.~ .i.1.• st r.~ J.:i a ; o ::.~"ch i-.:.:cric<l Antc::.rctica September 
ve ··~rt;~ :."1 c s 
co;DK'. jnicy 
c-1:.c:::;ti•Jn ;:wrk 
;)1'icks cheese cc:wnt lt~Ji1ber 
n2ils plcstrr juice 
S2lty ')CriJd 
bit,ter spicy 
cxcl<:!!l<:":t ion lJOint 
c:uot.:tion m2.rks 
t ~:~)~ :.s<:.lJ cl_ cast north fifty h1JnC:reG. t\·rsnty 
Y!. j_:;·,_ c-~ c en 1:c·;c;·~ Ttlillion 
--------------------·------------
~~::- clc V er:.10nt ;.,:J.ly ~. et. 0 r~!.::~ ino 
~~llC>C~ C l r::l&nd 'i1 110TJ<'lS Connecticut 
Ji1Cc.t 
sour 
south 
Susan 
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D~---·l·ci·.i_ •r::;: ,,c.--cl tc~o ,-;<.::.l'C. -r.- '):1s c~trefnlly. ;~clm·r crch :;J;::r.::'.' :;_~::.vh t.~1ere 
~.-c~-:c..t~7,T"co·,ics lj_i.tc(:. · Chbo['~C tho one t~opic t!l.c:.t bE:st tells· all 
; lD~1t 1·.:1e: p2.r::.;:r<·;h C:ll(i t•.nclf·rlir:c it. 
'!'1:e su: 1:·1cr ~loJ;lC of t.he Ls::ililO 
j_s r~c·c~e ()J~ !:l_L::i.r.n. ~lt i~; r.. t:,~-/~-~t 
~ ... ~:-.ic~l is t_,~·;tl~:.l.J.J.- LlC.(fJ of~ ~-t: ;_l-
sl:iEG ;:;c1rr:c! t.~);·c:,tl~er ;c_n0 st.:..·t::C.chcd 
ovc:c ;::. fr:·::1c:orl: of ;_--Joles of 1::ood 
~:n' :1oj·r; oft.cn ;)one. '1'his ty:!JC of 
110~~-10. is r-r' S\r to r.1i)Ve so t l'"4c:t~ c~1i_r·-
:~'.·.r,·, ·!,·,1_ .• _-"'_. r-·":J·l~~1P~""' 1'"1'(1 .... , 1-~'1(;\t" .-.r .. o ,-J.L"~·;-. ~- ~-- '-·~· ........ J.. -t~l ll J ·- .) (-._ \..• _..., 
lor)Li-:l: .. for food for vlint,cr J,,::cy 
Cn.P .. -:-~0.1-:P; "'c:;.cil" 1"~-J;:lCS i;.,.j_t.l1 "l~~1CL1 [~rid 
sot it n) · ·hcrccvcr they hC1))Cn 
·to be. 
( ' ) \ il. : :or:le[> 
(c) r ~:;c::::~ of 0 c ls:~in 
(Visits in Other LLn~s) 
·n}y, r.1y l<:t)~x-:cc1 fro~, is a 
{';··.11:-~c :fcJ_lo·.'!. :·~:if, b~:.cl-c is 
-• ..r. ~ ., .,~ ., r C i.. "'·. -,' ..l. r~ ... y . . { ..!. '.- -.. S 1-1• 1-, 
.-'.ll'"· :J.'.c h '-'_")\_,,:,, cdC. v:lt: L.\. ••. J. 
/l1 i1\ ····:~> .. j_s ::-:~):['-~-, :;J_J, sr·lc)(J1~ll .~r.d 
/~l-(:. :,_;l co-: o:;.~l :.co. y_·t s eyes c\Te 
k. _,_ 0'' o-·~ 11i r• 1"e'·cl ~.'.,.:] '.l·'-1-l J.''"'"' 
_,411. U 1 ~; _:_ ,.._ __ ~_) [.~,._,(_. ' c".ll\.: v'/ l_.,. l,~ ... CJ. .. .&. 
/:12 c~·.l--: S(.C ~~_l]_ DI'01_::·~cl_. l-Ie tl2.S a 
l<:.:r .. ,.~c ) ~011i:)~i 1J;:j_cl1 scc:Lls t.o p;r·ir.:. 
0.s he 01.'i:.1s ~.:connd the t(l_nk. 
( J\ ) ihat Lr:~ .)'" ~·L ... J.: ,._.' i..,:,_n Do 
(J) . .'!l<:.t Le2.})~r Is Like 
(c) ~ .. o·;,,; LC2,py s~~1iras 
j)l t,1lc fc::.ll the <:'ir about you 
i~ full of flying se~ds. ~hen the 
• •. ::_: ·e:r) sc.u·s of Ln elm or a r,;.::;..;le 
ri ,:c:ns, they :: re oft en cc: rried' a-
•.r::.~r oy tLc ':line] e.nc: fDll a dis-
t:r·r:cc c:~·,;;:y i.'r0::1 the tree. ~'he 
'.':i ,,c~ ;:;J.r;o c::·tc[1(·[; 1.,) the feathery 
... ,,.,,.~P <) 1' ,, r~.~--,·l-l -; ·)n. or·1 vo11r 1'-'V"" 
...._ -· . •. J ..... ..L Cl . __ il ... , ~~..._l .L .J . c.;.,- ...... 
~.-.ld~ 1.'Jlov:·s ti1cr1. to -~l1E.. nc:~:t y~r·rl. 
~J.J~:~c)·;~:_;.tc::s :i/01.1. sec ~)cec1.s li!-~e tiny 
• c:·:- ~ ~1s of c!nst r:i.si:1[; in the breeze 
'1.'~1ese r.1c..y be the secc s of the r,:ns-
tt rc; ~)l,:·,_nt. 'l' 1wy \:ill o e carried 
olo:1c 1.~·c1til ~~he breeze dies dO\'m. 
(A) See~s That tr~vcl by ~ind 
( i._l, ) •. , t' (' . 
_ 1: ea. nery ...JECC s 
(C) How All Sec~s Travel 
(Steps in Good English) 
I:~, the m:;;,rJer Dc,c1 &.:nd I take a 
v;- cc-.tioh toc:ci·,hcr. During; the day 
•.-re , .. ,,,.;y·; '''1(1 '·;,-l·:.·e r:l-'(1 J.-c'.·e'-')l·c-'-UI'.-.C' \J ,.. o~. -L•-~ c ... J. ' ...... ~ t. ... .1. • L..<..,l~ · V c.;...., 
,.,.,-. -:',.,,~r.····;J. b1···c~s f'o'~ l.J-,c-' 1 "' c'oll-=·ctl·o· 
'..J. • ~·- 'J .L ~- \_ l_., .J. - -· .A. (.(. J ..._; {:.. . 
D;:u·; (~ocs ;jo~;t of the cool:ing over 
2. cc·; ''xi:'i:cc \i:lC::..'evcr ue he:: ~pen to 
bE.:: lv~lcn i·Tf; :· et !:un2;ry. It 1 s 111y 
jot to SN' t:12.t tl1c fj_rc is put out 
b c:::"o :.:-c, ,::c l c;::.ve. In the e;:: riy 
CVFl-:ing v!o sit. 11ncer the trees and 
t;_ L;: 2.bout fifty 2Dc1 0ne thinc;s• 
'-:nsJc c:;,s soon o.s one of us ye.'dns, 
'lTC turn in for the night. 
( J.\.) Cooking Over a Ce411pfire 
u~ ) VCJ.c<tions 
(c) ' StuiwlE:r Vacation with Dad rl. 
( Si>·:ps to Good English) 
''nP,lr't"' 1' .-,,,.,~,11'1- 11--·,- c tLE~-i ·.~' 
._' ~·-. '"' 0 '~-. .. l.t• .. ...~ . ,.(.,_ ...... '--"' -..J. 
r!.csts ::"'1:.\).: r-:. t~l'ee ~~r·c~!lC1l or ()\.1_ilc"-
~-r~:.: c:vt~cs. ~:.1 ~lc~ rlc~~.i~ ir:J clc>se:C: c~·:­
cc:;t :"or ::-~ s; l~'ll Ol=)rr:.:t.n.r: 2.t "c.::c-; 
i )nt·. t, or:1. I: ·J l"'l1 e·t~ s 1l~> c <1 s .Jl~ 1 .. c:.r~ --: o 
im:_!.<:•.:•:~: no.t.cri.:.1l. It is paper, 
macle ])~' c:wH:i.nr.· 1;ooc' c.nr~ b:i.t;:: .)f 
~1! -,~··-.s· 't 11"'"~·r.' ·J.n"'ec"· .... '·'E·r,.... , .• ~.i-_ 
.••• •J.II_ • ~lL.: .. J~ • .,:) L·~~,_,.t.;. .... c_ .... 
i.nr~ l;r~ 1}0~ lor:,-; i)ofo1·e men kne1.1 hov.,r 
to ;.1cJ.:c j_t. ;\ ~Ji;~ ~>.:·l')r,c-~·~S' r1r.st 
mt~y hold ·ten thous~nd t cclJ::;t. 
;:.::c 11 ct:ll is D. t~.ny 1lursery in-
which a bnby hornet ~cvclops. 
I . 
1 1 I • 10 5 f:9) \ ,c(;K y .·.e~tcer '·- -) · 
f .• c1·o coci ilc ~ .... s cove:::·~ o:f 
skin that protect his ears. 'i'hese 
c .... ·J~ C 1)VCl"S ~·t:r·c .·]"·,-_)t 1.)·:..~~.-i._~~l(}. t,.1:e 
:;r.;.::;o_.il::-: 1 :> ;:y\'!S, ~l.-<.::·· tLE top of 
the head. The crocodile can still 
hear even vrhen he is float:l.ng in 
the ;:at(~r 1.·,it,h only tr1e top of 
l1i s !1 c~:(~ st ~ ~ l:il:£: out;. Jf.tc e::. t:~e 
c:~rs tell t::.e c~."ococ.!:i.J.e t.I:.~t there 
~- s .::. ;~:o o G I:1 r.·,~ l 11 cr-._l ... b~r. 
( • I • 1 . ) ' ) hl[';rl .~.oc:.cs 
ky c.::-,t, Blc:cky, plc_ys a kind 
of ~l2.l'-br,ll. Lc b.::·ts at a \'ic.lnut 
\·Jith ~~ front Y~':: c.nc tllen tric·s to 
i;:ccp 1.q ·,·ith it :: s it rolls across 
tl:e flot::>r. JlDci::' often .=::cts so 
c::cii~cd th~ t he b< 'cs at t!1c nut 
Nith both front ~aws ~hile ~1nning 
<'.s f;-.;.;t ::.:::; ~1e c;::.n. 11 llcn he turns 
a fli~) flop ,:,nc -~~lares at the nu.t. 
EE. s<.=J::;lS to t.!1j_nk the nut cheated. 
~:L:.c~:y l<::eG}IS his vr2lnut under the 
kitchen stove v~cn he isn 1 t play-
ing 1:ith it. 
.i ell tr;' ined d ODS are a greD.t 
('c:cl of l1cl~) on a. f.:.r:a. '.i'hcy drive 
c~ttlc to and fro@ pasture. They 
also keep cattle out of gardens, 
fJ.o·,~cT bee· s, and other areas · .. rhere 
tl1c::r :uiz.ht c)o h.:'n:l. Dor~s help 
~-l'otcc~c. b2.rns a•16 chicken houses 
f:co::1 Hilc1 <mi:n.2.ls. '~'!ley are unus-
ually ~uick to notice snoke and 
other si;::1s of c\::.nr;er and to r~ive 
.:::lcT;~l. 'i.'hey c&n be trv.sted to 
f;i.J.c::ra a f2.r~ner' s far:1ily and propert; 
Fell. 
( I-ii;;h Hoad s) 
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:;5_l·r·c~~.5_r)n~:;: l{oc).d et.~Cll of tl1ese 
tn: c ~--\.~_-, ~::,:1~ ~ r:l l c·~ t Ct'3 1 ;:cit c Vl11c~t, 
~;toJ:'iE.'s cllrcfully. On t,!Jc lines next to 
c2.ch of t~lc "three yara;Te; 1Jhs is t~lKing 
~r~vcl by ~l~tboat 
,\ :'' l_; .t.IJo;·t ':·r: f_; co:.1ct h :in~~: l:iJ:E.o 2. rc ft. '~.'he :·;~:.on c cr ~Jen b11il t the 
fL·t1.;o;'t iiii·.~l lu'tJ(T i,h2t t:H:::y ~_:ot. by c~10:.1 ,j_r<~ clo':nl t:cE:es. '.i.'here was 
2 c;,i.:-:~r: o:c tent on it. The )CO')lc :slc~Tc in tllE:' c<'bin. 
'~':1n'c '>1.:.'.5 no cn:~::ine to c"rive tl1e flc,.tbo.::\t. lt floD.ted c~Oi-m the 
riv<~r 1 ·::_th t:w current. 1\.t e.:::.ci1 cncl n=•.s ~' ;;u.dc'le thc:.t the r,1en 1.1.sed for 
:~t c<"rinr. 
'.i'hc people· brou :·:ht srxw o"' t :J.c :food fro;;l l10::1e. 
'~ C'''1 ~ .,~, 1 J1· {'] ()': -~ "'.., 1.._ ~j -n 0'· ri l,J· C·C~ \rr· r•r:vj- 0 1iJ.L, c. S "''-. e 1" en 
, , .1. t .. - ~..:.•-~-- ." __ ,._ • . .L. J ,.)c._ ll' c ... -..i .~ • ~~ ~ ~-· •.. \: . .;c.;:;. ~ • .J..l.i. .i .1. 
fis\1 c'Ti.Ci s:J.ot 61~.cl:s o.r1c: -v:ilc: c. ir,1&ls :~or t~H:ir r.1eat. 
tl1c:·~1 r~1:Lll~. 
I. Tr~vel by Fl2tboat 
}3. 
c. 
Sly Johnny ';Joodchuck 
r.1.1 ~liS fooc Has 
and boys caught 
'n1e CO':JS gave 
A v;oodchuck builds o. very safe houe. iie CJJ.[';S a tun;1el undercrou<'1d 
2.m: :.u-'Jws t1·:o or nore doorways. One is near the garden or meac'ow vrhere 
he gets his food. An·::Jtllcr is un.c:er E~ rock pile or a st~one wc>"ll \·there 
no one can find it. If an enemy co:nes in ·:me coor, •. ;r ... oodchuck can 
r-~c~·,.- r~o·l 4·1-·r-. o··-1101' v .. ~ .. r,.l.Jl;::! J.J. 4.J l.J .. ..I.\:; lllo. c • 
rL'lle i,·Joodchuck has protective coJ.orinp;. Often he l'.'ill lie on a 
rr)clc -~:J~i.lc oi:' s'c.on.:::o ~·;:~11 nec:.r t.!1e 6oor to ~1::15 tunnel to sun himself. 
His color is orm.r;;., ,"T."·';/, o:;.~ tl: ck , jnE~t li.::e the rock. He can sit 
so si.ill t::::t, 211 c::.1er1y c<m't 'cell him fro'J t.~le rocl:s. . 
'c:!1e •.:or)r' chuck !1;- s 2.. c1 isc..:;>_;eDrin;~ trick, too, .So1.1etil:ws ~le sits in 
.!'r~onJ- o.!' 'l·:c (."01~ T-<' 1''" !-c·~.Pc ,..~ .. -,-.-~-'1iYl<- CO'·l-:,.,0' 1-1c- r'onc·nf.j.. .L.Ul''n ). lt J ~ __ u . 1..J • J..l. d.V ~1 <.. • .L. v 0'..J~ ... t;. .... ~.,_J~ •. ~~(J u ..L.l.L(_)) .. c.,. · v0 V V 
.:-.ronnel 2nc~ sc:.-~;n;)er into 1lis :wle vrith :1~.s b.::.ck to the ene;;1y. He just 
secr.1s to slic~c b.::ck into !1is tu.."l.ncl lrritbout iilovinr;. }kfore you knovr it, 
lle is ont of sit;ht. 
I. Sly J ohn~1y '.fooc~c~-:.uck 
•' 
. .t:. •• 
c. 
(LBnguage for uaily Use) 
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Ii:i,', ::::.j .. yc~;: ~~(·:·r' t.~w :.::toriC0 ·-··· t!~is ~)<:e Cfo.rcTnlJy. r.:.'hc m<lin and 
7~::;)):1(:~~.: vc bc,,::r: r·Y~'' :-'or '".)U. :~c::.~H c the nu~.1bcrs um1cr the subtopic 
S~ill )n the clct<:".ils •.·b:~ch JL.cll <'iJout cc:.c~1 of the subto:)ics. 
r~'l't:vel by '.lacon 
r:, !1 C )~- 011 C Cl .. S t.J.~t"';. VE:l eel. ~·JC c:t. in '~rc.::_ t 1;!;:~ __ ;-/)Yl S • rl1 tl 8l""'e 
r.:):(·~. ;:.>:ucLi:,;cs t,:,cy h2.fi to tJ:·;:vc:l t:.~lr·:m~:h c~ecp Hoocs. 
:1.-··i."1 t,·) ~~~~---r'c ;~_cJ',)SS f;tr·e··:1s. 
llere he.rd ly 2.i1Y 
SomeciLtes they 
::- :::~1 ;';;.l~ly to·;k the t!ri.n:-;s t:·lc:v ncec·cci. The fcc·thers and sons 
( ..... ,,\rr "'l"'n'· .,;lC':.lJ' C"'t~·]c Tnr·l·(~~ t-.hc",·r,.-on '''C·l''"' ~11 '~-11-i''~"' t~le i'..,r·~~~ly 
• - . {. •. - ' J- , ' ' .._} • ~ - ,. t ., I... • .., -j. "- \.- ...... • .. \ • ;,. ' ·, • ~ -· t"...; c- v . . - i .. ' ) 0 ' L 4. --
ncc·c1C'c1 • "i~ 1 :0y t0-:Jk cJ.oVl:i.n;~ ;:>:nf bl2;~;l-\:ets. r;~lwy took l·:ottles and pans 
.
f".· OJ'' C":-.~ 1 ·j·,1ro· 1nd ""''"" ·1·0·')~- ,~O·)r' } - ........ ·- ( ' (_. v. ~ ~ J J .r~ -- .• 
. \t n:i .. '·.:1t t:1n m•")tl1er anc: · c:l~.lC.rt"';-:1 slept :'..:1 t:te i·Tc:·z,o;1. ~'he father 
o.r1(~ t~;.o boys 1n::i.lt c::. lc2.n-~~o, or 2. s:1clter li::e a tent. 'fhey slept 
on bT." nches or lr:~r•.ves )ilec: P). 
I. 'l'rc.vs·l hy ~.i:•.;~on 
A. iio'.r t~w l)j onccrs t.r<',Vcl<3 ':,ccst 
1. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
3. 
h. 
B. ·.1212t eo.c~·1 f~·~·.1ily tool-: ;rest 
l. 
') 
·~. 
3. 
5. 
c. Eo1.·1 tlw liCJ:1e(::::.·s slf:~lt on t'1e \·;o.y we; t 
1·----------------------------------------------------------------------
r, 
'--• 
3. 
Soue ~-~11j.nc.l[; h2.vc v:inter I;a.ntrics. 'J.'hc chi:pmunks gc:.t~1er rmts 
<Jnci store tlw:.1 in 2. 'wle c1eq) unc1erc;rounC:. ':.'he s:,td.rrcls fL1c a hole 
L-1 t:w tJ.'luk of ;:, tree .o~nd st:.ore their \linter food in it. .i.Jees r.l&~'(e 
:vme:,c 0-~H} :-Jtore it in ~-d VE.·s. 
~~. ; cH ,:;_;:~; !.lD.ls :,_!r ck tl1oi::c food 2.'.:c-:y very n cc-.tly. Sqnirrcl s c1.nd 
c;l:i.JL'J.. ~~s .yft~c:t-.. :=::ort t:1c l"dlts fro;·1 t~1e scer:s 2.nc store thein in ciffer-
•"'1(:. •l:·c1 ~.>. ::)();:I.e <. ic:::.,D.ls t<:l-co t~l€ <1clls off V1c 11uts or the hard 
co:ti'""' rJi·:· t~lc ~'>cv:(~s. Ono c:.i'l.:i.:<Dl, t!1e )i~:r;., cut up dried roots c:.nd 
.~ :-:. ... ~. c.~::~ c s :14~-1 t .. o c·'l t.:·ll l·~ l1!~-~:t~ ~1 s b ef o ~.'""C ~·l c i_)U_.~c s t,t~l E~!:l ~n"; Ltjr. 
r''-l(~ :)C~l~ ;-;-l(] t~lC HoocJch<~Cl: Store '\.l.l) \dl":tC'l' fooc' by c.:t:ing it. 'l'hey 
r~: ·,; ;~ T•; 1'. (~C l ::·r' :;nt •n t~i:;_c:: JJ'j"Cl'G of f<'t. T!u·ouch the ':Tinter 
·'·' . ..: .. ~ ~,. (:; c~· nrE' u·'~:) +~l,...., I""t ·"'o'~ +'OOC~ \.) .l c .: . ..;.. .._j () •'- '-: I J lA l..J ' J: v ' • ("_,; l. · jp .J,. .L • • 
(Lc.ngnc.r:e for Daily Use) 
I. :~~:·r·Jt-.l~:~P,c .f',)l-" ~.l:L:l:.f:r 
}~. ·.: ~i_;:tc:c i.;r:_}·l-~~r·i8s 
l 
• 
-----------------------------------------------------------
') 
r. • 
3. 
::. ~=';,_ckin.~ C'tl·:;,:.y food 
l. 
") 
j. 
C. Starin~ p fnt 
l. 
? 
.) . 
01 
r;..;_::r'"'ct:~ ::>~·,;,;: :~c::;:J eo.ch ·Jf t 1~c stories c?.::.~efnlly. Jcsir:e t~1e lto:ne.n 
;c1C01o'YI 1 r,l-:;:r:--L] ,,j., .. ,+ i·11e '•'1lo]c:·· ,;-o·.~v jc.; cn'001't 'r··.·t to ~-:1"" CC',·l'.)l.tc•lletters J l \.J ~ .......... ( • ..l- 1,• "-' _ _ , ~_c .. l.1 v... ~ • ~... . . '...J v ""' J • ._.. ~ .. • .~. ~-.J - v t:.. -
' ri-::. r:· ··.'':z~t c·: c:;. ;:.1:-•:-:_,.T2.pl1 of t~le [:tory is c.c.bout. Uno cr t be subtopics · 
"~·rr·:Lt, o t,:·1 e 6.c;t~1_ils. 
('n.v .:-;_1i!:12ls t,l~P.t sx:~:ci o . . ~rert c'c:l of t.inc in t:1E:. -,·;<::ter have 
c1 c::·._rcJ..rY:)<"C: n;·nsnt'l c:··::·s. You c~·.:::: not ;:;c:·c: C::.n:r c;rs r)n n 'J2lrus, but a 
,,.·e.J~:c·1~S- 'l;:-· .. ::~ c:-_ l'S C~Tlf~ c.q_r~ ~lf'( .. ·r' \l"Cl"\,- \.'.7'(:]_1. 7ts e~·r·s Ctl'C COVC.J."'ecJ by a 
1 ·-·~-., ,.~" c·· .. -i·-, ·-n··1 .. , __ "''Cl"' "-1l~.._ ...... 0·~-cc:·c· thc•·l r-.,)'' "-''E '.·.·:··,··.· .. C'.-1'• --~ ~- 1,:_'-'- '-'-'- ,__:.~J.,.,_, • .J.., ~.·~ .... \ J.! 1_,...1 ~..~ l.J~ <..:.t.~ .J..._, v . u..._. ,,. ... ~. _,_ J ...... •.,1.1.; ~ '--
' c·--··cr ,~-~J.r, 1 )·· r .. CJ.,.-rl--.c "~ c·-J·n -~ 1 -r .... ..~. -.~.,·-,""·c-c·:..- -':'--c t:'r.., .. ··~ too 1j1 116Se 
•·• -~·) )•'-'- '- . .C .. •-' • V'.-.l'-' ·-·- o ..... l vdc.l, :·.!..'-'-'"-' l• _:_1_,~, ..:.c .. J.oJ' • ..,[ 
CFT C•JVCJ'S <.~r<? jn;:::t, ~if:h:i_n(i t.:l8 Cl"OCOciilc 1 0 C?Cf. l1CC:,l' t:10 top Of his 
'ic;-.c'. ':~·:\:-,s ~,cw :1.~vc seen a C:C•JCoc1ilc flo~'.tinr.~ ]_n tl1c. uc,ter with only 
t:1e: -~-.-~. :. <y~· .:i.::: ~1r~ c· s·i;:i.ckin:: out.. · ... 'be c;·ococlilo cc:.n still hc.:-:r and see 
(:ven ·0>·)F ·:1 O:t'l'' t':c to) of :-~is :1e;~c' is zbr)iJ:C Viz.tr:.r. 
So::i ::· L::::;ccL3 :1<'.vc: c:Ts t:vt &::.~c ~~t:c~~n;;c to us. Crickets [:nd cer-
t<' L1 :~i-t/ s of ~crc· ~;;::.:·~o)~)ETS :1c-ve e&l's ·Jn t:lcir front lE:~s. '!'hose e<.~rs 
;-,r.:; :l.ittlr oyn:~ ·:t~s just bclo·. 'ctlci:;.~ ~~~t:(~cs. 
I. 
l. 
") 
.J• 
1 • 
.: . 
3. 
(continued on next page) 
L2 
c. 
~:o:~~·;cs ::~~l~)~,"J_c: ~c ~~cc: c. cc:l---·~-.:··j_:-~ c.:.l;..Jl~.i~.:L. t)f f'()·Jcl t~:~r·ee t-5-~::r~s a doy, 
·:.:~c ~H:·v:Lc:c ·,\:~r··~~- !..)r'iPr: ·~ivc-L ~.t n\:<1t. '1'.::1c <.v(.r,:. c ~w:cse "dill eot ten 
t.o ::.~.-cl\:-(; .,.,,):_:~Lc;~; o~· ~-~:-'~:r t.:r1c~ t.c~' t~J t.·\:cl,rc c.;~_;-~-:.·ts 1J!.' ;~:;·~ i11 ::~ do.y. }-i~)r'ces 
:c,>·( 1.-. tr·r ,'!1.( :···,,!l:Jr· ~.•t:' [::}.}_o'.rc:r: to c .. :i.'5.:·l: ~·t J.c< :;·(·, cv.-r:~ ::.'ivE· :vJurs, 
C?~ ")l. ci:·:J.l:.;- ·_)·~·-' ,J2_"r~ C' ·:,~~::~·'.• 
;, ·.;c ll-cr :::·c:;-fr)l' ~ "Y .. : c .· . .:• c:• l'C.:~1 :Jl~r ... ro:J::lC.C. 
(·· ...... ~-.···1.c C:l(·t~ :.~~ ····J-\r' C·Jrlc'"~i-~~:_:.)J'"l. ,...:~.c~.-. 1J:::·~-~~3~-liL·i_.~-~- ·l,:·~c: 
~- ~ ~ ... _ ~c· 
T 
~-. 
c. 
i1 f~ c<, -:_-,() --~:i.\rc 
~~ ~ 1 c ::\: ~! ::-~ tj_y;_ ( ~ 
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!:.:."~.:~~~ct:~--<~~-,-:;: ~ienc~ et?C1l ltE",t of ~~.rc)1~c1s ,oclo\-1. In each list there is a 
Find that ~ord and circle \·J:=j;~d ·L :·~;.:.t tells a.bo1~t all tl1c ot.her 1'J"ord s. 
it. 
bircs Piccon '-' c&rwry easle hc;.vlk 
boots coo.t clothinL hood dress 
3. f)otbell tE·nnis sports s}cating b&seball 
pinr;&pple phun fruit 
r2.in sleet hail 
Tlir0cti):ns: 1te2.d o.ach of thef·.e o..c1c1itiol'l cz21-:-:ples corefully. Think of 
t!:;8-1crorc1 t~:c..t tells .:::bout eac:1 of t 1le otl1E:r \rords in the problem. 
~:rite it in the blank nftcr ench problem. 
1. 1 bnrr:y 1 st<• ;"':ecoach , cc.rt 3 v:ays of -'-
2. 1 tr< ctor 1 p1mv 1 printing press 3 
3. 1 ;(c:.r:._c;c:.roo 1 ele;)hant , squirrel 3 J.. 
L;.. 1 al; 10nd 1 pecan 1 peanut 3 
5. 1 carrot 1 beet 1 potato 3 
~)ircc-:: ions: On the l~nes ~rite ;·:nc:-t t1:ro topics you 1:1ould be talking 
aoou---c:--:iJ.you Kerc US~ng t:lCSE. v:ord.S • 
1. door h~'TIIner windovr we.11 v.crench chj_mne:r pliers 
screvrdri ver roof saw floor 
;:. l~·Jn(:;:--}r "-:ost.on I e1·r York .Jecnesc!ay Chicn,co Saturday 
3. 
: rovic enc e Sun~ay Concord Tuesday 
r(~ition moon stars 
stm r:mlti·,Jlicat,ion 
subtrc:~ction 
co:nct s 
pl.:- nets eli vision 
ount c:1 <:trt(fc.tl1cr platter 
b,y,;1 
brother s&ucer cup niece 
?l~te cousin ncyh.E;vf 
,~ ~r' c~ ~) c:r~ t~.t s \ett1c oat:nc~.1 \':~eaties f:rying pan 
n ~ ' ~)l .. ll J CC1 Hheot c:ouble boiler r:n.Jf:f' in pan corn flakes 
G4 
:~·j_r8ct.ions: :ccc:Hi the lXtr:·· c;r:. p:1s carefully. 3clo'v1 each paragraph there 
<~]_'c t;1rcc to~)ics liste0. GhoGse the one topic that best tells all 
a bor::t t!lC p~: r;;_;-:c?.yh anci underline this to pic. 
c.:::nals are 
,~.2-°C1 ,0_,_(~ :, i ~ 1 r·~~~ ...... ,., .. 1 nt 1~"() ( ... c r,tj-. r·"iJ 1-. "-" ... ...... • ._ -- •• J. \ 1. .': ,_} <-·.I. ' . . '-'... ' .....; ' - ~ .,1. ...... .I 
: tC.t'J cveD t<'ke the ·olace of streets 
:i.n· S0l•lC c~.t~:i.es. ''~n see the lK.o-
•)le in :•0<1tS i''.~):i_;)f, ::~:, Ol:l pl<:'.CC to 
plP.ce or c~rr~ri;·,_,... t 1cir crop::; <:~nd 
other proc'1t1cts t.o ;1;: l 1 :cct. ::-n colc-
C'l' , ""'c's 1'1lr.-,.., J .. :l" c·· '~ls ~re rro v ..L<.t.:.l ). ' ,,, CJ.t L-~ t.. c.;,.~.;.c-,.<. ... ct - ... -
:' r'n, it is :1 11rctt y sir;ht to see 
pc-)ple travel in;-; ·JVCl' t~1e ice in· 
"' 1 <"• .; '"~l c () 1' S ; __ , " 'L- l• n ,.,. 'l· 0 t '' (• l• , .. , '.' 0 r 1\.• "-_)~-'-'-L, 1 , ~.) ' ..,._\,.(_ I >..l.b J ,J. ·' J.. 1.; J,. ' 
to school, or to c!:urch. 
(A) tscs of C.::-·nc;.ls 
( ~n .;ays Gf Travel 
( c ) S lco.t i11;3 
( ;:o:1elar.c1 s of t~1c ·.; orld) 
J o:';t o:c~ the pco·ole of ''J.'ccn...: 
J.~_r:;-1 r~~ i~r: -~.~:r:ir" l:!.v:i.l:.r· Gy· ~c·ish:i.r1.~~ 
Cl r~ rl ; ~1 ?_"l t, i.:l ~. .Al~)~l r' t ~~ c~ E~ ·)t~ th11est, 
co·~rst, t}~·?c:L'C is 2 .~·:c·'.:Jss~r ;: .. J:'GD. 1<·!1cre 
:-- ~c ,·-:._ · --;co -_Jl e 1~:::. i ~:: c s t1 c e? cS.r1d 
C[•t~,le. ~Go)le hnve p;.-::-rocns end 
Sr):,:e r,' i :~o ve;:ct:~.bles. ',':wro is 
"' L~o "XlG :nir·j_nr~ ~Jf 5.n,i" c:one by 
the oeople of Greenland. This 
nininr: l)rinrs t:1e C rc rsnlo.nd ers 
JYH'C ; l•:mey from the outside \·Iorld 
than any of their other businesses. 
(A) ; .inL1g in Greenland 
(D) Uccup~tions of People 
;.r0und t~1e ',/orld 
(C) Ilm-r t!1e Pt::ople of GreGn-
l['nr~ ·:;:-1'!1 a Livinr~ 
(Sky Lines) 
l(ice :Ls Cl"'oi.·~!J. ·Jn lov;, flat 
~Cic]_(s. Lo:~,J v~ .. z.' .. lls ,Jf clE.)' c-?.re 
built aroun~ the fields. After 
t~i~, the fr~ncrs flood the 
fie1r';:; L!~.r lett.i;1,S in ~-.-:::tGr t!1rough 
clii,c':cr, from cc>.r.als lct:'ciinr; fro:n 
t:w rivers. SoiletiL1Gs, they have 
to m)j;tp or c.:::.rry the \'letter by 
hencl. In the: S 1 '~•llo·~r vrater ·they 
set out the rice plc,nts. '.ihen 
'the rice is ripe, t!1ey drain off 
the vn:.ter, f2.ther the stalks, and 
leave them to dry. 
(1.) J.~O\V Rice l<' ields Are Flooded 
(D) I:ovr Hice Is Grovm 
(c) Ho··v Food Is Grovm 
( r:o;:nelancls of the .forld) 
'The r!nnoce:cos is 2. hu::;e, 
bl,:".ck crccturc VJith a bi.G body and 
short legs. Its thick skin is in 
gre2t folds. It hE~s a C:ick neck, 
o.Tlc• a lone, u:::ly-J.ookinr; head. 
Its eyes are small and set far 
c1o':m nec:;r its nose. 'l'l:o thick, 
n&:ly horns LTCJ\'l, one behinc; the 
other, from the top of its nose. 
liiith its ugly horns the rhino-
ceros rips open its enemies, and 
then trumples them under its 
heavy feet. 
(A) Anim2.ls ~-ii th horns 
(;;) llow a Hhinoceros Protects 
1-:irnst:lf 
(C) '.::1at a ~Clinoccros Is Like 
(Homeland ~round the 
':;!JJI"'ld) 
,., 
Throctiom>: ;{ee.H1 0<:~c·, ;)r'.rr::ra1):~ belovr. After you havE~ re.::c the 
pc:.:L~'. _:)ll \·;r:i_t.e a to;)ic t~1at tells 2.ll about the p~n~agraph. 
The whale is useful in nanv 
'--. "(')'']c· o+' J. 1l"' c·)lc' 1.,., .. -:. '\.~";:'r2, t..-\.1 ~J:.( ~-~ _.; ~'- l,l "1 •• ~· \ __ 1•• c"._~l..(_,...;)• 
''>:c r·i:!:=; <::.rc often usee' for run-
ners on sleds. The oil fr~n the 
1 t~J.cc.J_e is 1~~~c:c; :Lr1 ~~"t~oves t1J1c: l~~ ~-)s. 
-:;·n th.o ~.r!l<:"'\lc' s jr.H is a tourh ";·Ihite 
gum u:1icl1 the c:d.ll';'ci:. CSJ)Cci.<:>.lJy 
li:-ce. '_:'llP.V like; "(~0 c:1Ci'i j.t ;:~;:16 
nlso to ~~~P .. i-cc 1 I .. ltbbci ... , b2lls fro~:1 
it. /dtc·r it is c1::.t j_r:to s~:.:.·_1e 
o.f 0. ~)c'll ccmc1 ~l2:Cc'cricc1 for sever-
~~·~ (~oys it ·Hill, bounce 0.nd seern 
.L l:~c ;:-. rc:·::1c.l<J.r Dc:~ll. 
( 't u ~' • ' ·- ~ ,,. rl ' ) t\. .. o ... e Aronnc• 1.,1e ,, o c 
j~ S\T8C't, ·nol~:.'.tO 11;- }(t;·S 2r.~- D..t-
tl'<''.CtiV<.=:: ~1once ;)lc:nt. ~'lc:ce a 
1 '" 111'\1" C~;fCI"•"· ·-,o•·;·to ,.~lvic;-l"lf- ..;n a 
, , ·.~ __ ~;._; u~ . .._.,_.v ~; l·' ~' l.•.l·; ..l....~_JJ...Lu ..L.l. 
j ;-_r ;:;O ·t-, ha.t it;:; st. 0r1 cr::c' :i. ~_; z.t 
·t~:lc ~~c;~). : t)i . .r -oot1l") ~-:;:-:·tcr· j_:_;_t,o 
t ~•c·. ;.-,~~ .,.1o.l'l ·i· 1lC' ]01"e·'~ ~·~ll·l·'a' ~-'-\_. V c..... t ·. l1. ,.J. , • •• ..1.. v .. 
of t. ;lc: )')t,z Jco is covered. ::.ach 
(J~:'" : c> Ci'Oi1_·::h ·,·,·2.ter to ~(CC•) the 
. ' ~ jc:n· fillcc1 up to i~hat )oint. In 
<::. r c- "vieel:c.:; you s:loulcl lli". vc a 
~-~:..'cVty ,)J.2X\t 1d.t~1 shinv: creen 
her.r·t-s:lr-,pe( le~'VPS. 
Or: t:1e l[~Dc~ v:hich is covered 
u;r si~oi:: <:..11 o~ :,:10E:t t)~ tbe year 
t:lcr('; :u; ;1. t:nc~-;: J.:o'yer of ice. 
'l'~:c icc cc..p, so::<eti:~'lE.:s called a 
river of ice, crcc)s slowly 
t,o\··c:r·c) t~1c ci10:·c • It ;;1ovcs so 
slo'.:ly tll;:t it sec1s to be st2.nding 
:)till. '.:.':1is :ilass of ice is called 
a ,i;l&cicr. 
(Our ~orld Today) 
:~,:.:C'faloes bc:.~ve ~led :-aany 
ene;·1ics. ':L'he Inc:io.ns hunted thE·m 
i'o:c f·JoC: c-,nd clothL1[~. .ihc:n the 
1·cj_lro2ce: s •·;ere bt~.il t thr·::>u;:h buffalo 
C ()'''~·•·r·v ;-:1 e· r,~l·Jr··o~c1 '''Or 1··e~'c "'~lo+ ~). ... iv .s' v•... C. _I v .. ' ·• -la.. .L.~ '--'!. ·' 
t!1cr.1 for fooc'. 'l'ho pioneE:rs r;o-
ins west ~illeC: th0~ for food as 
liE:ll as for thd.1, si;..:i_ns. Coyotes 
oftE:D crc9t tl.p on 2. :1crd of buf-
f2loes, hoping to c2.tch 2 young 
or 'i!8&k one. r.i.'hey C idn' t darE: to 
attock a he~.lthy c~dult buff2.lo. 
(Sky Lines) 
06 
DL·cci~5_rws: 11c:~.c1 those storios c::-·rc-:O'FJ.ly. Cn the li:1es nc::t to the 
C . -,-i-'·:·1 ..L-et'-,-..r·c· 1·'11 -:J-r.. '·rt.-.·•t E··,-.h '"'"L0 "·'·1c t 1·lr1 r"C' ·r);:-J.,..r,- .. ,J.,a·:.)h>". J."r;:; t;1.11·r.;nbr: , _.-.v.... . .. t,_,~,.. "·' .• •.llv ~ ~lr_. ··.v~! ..J. v~... ... ..;' .Lc . .t.C• _ - - ... - \...l. 
,'llJout. 
~\n:~J1:.::.ls helD m<J.n in his i·:ork. In cole' rcr:ions, l'.:spccially, 
(o;';s :mJ.l hc~·vy ::~l~r 1 s over t::.c .sn>J'.t. '.::'i1ey \'or~;: torctbcr in tC2Ji1S 
<.1:t~: r~r<:',-.· f<.,irly hc;:v~r lo.::.6s. ';'~:e i)e:o:1le 1 ;ho live j_n the cold north use 
dO[~ .~CC<···~~'ts. 
A-;~o·~~lcr ·:·:cl)::-'ul ·' rt·. ;~ 1 · ·:1: c:1 is ;:, ~~c.rd ' .. ·orLcr is the ox. 'l'he 
ox: L·. c. very stro11'; ~,.:l.)JtDl. J:t ; :ovcs very slov!ly uut makes up for 
-i·L c ., ....... C'!·- .....,.0 c·)('(lr=. ""~)"tT '"-.-....,,..rJ.";""'r;• l.,.t"",..-'V'""- 1 .-. ~c 
.. lJu .1_, •'- '·'·'· '-'l _ .. •. l ·' C·.J.C••· ·"'·, .. o;_;,·, :,· .J.O,~(l,,• 
Tr·· '·'t1C' ~-o.... c' .. -- r; -.-:-c.'·l~ .... '· ,~(~"' -·:·· ~. c-l·" :· .~,,..; c~· ,~.·.'1l •. c1 .:,.uc::.t ... "':·l.;a 
- - v .. J.l.' v ' ..l ..! . l .._) t.> 1., .:__ ( .. J i t_) ·J -~ u '\,_) C.~ , l l.J.. ... -L c.. ' - '.. - ...... ...1.. 
t:1c c;::,:vl ~1;.-;s loE:·~ been usee~ :::·o::::· t,:..1<'~vc..l <.'nc: trc;.n::c:porto.tion. In fact 
t ~lC pc:o I]J~:; of t,!1c.e rer;ion~> cz-:11 t:;ir. s"c,r~ n._:·e l.J·)~~in;_:; cru~.ture 'the 
s' d p o '!: t. :1 c c1. c s crt ' • 
A. 
, 
J:J. 
,.., 
v·---------------
( :~ow:..::l8nr~s of t,l1e ·.Jorld) 
r; __ 'l~C: .. \r~-1 i11 EJ1.~~:l:.1E':: .. 5 .. 8 ~-J()E".'t,]_y· b~t 1)·)t:i_"", • rl 1 ~lC lce.~r£~~~ ()1"' :·l11~1ti11g 
c:.- ~1 ') t~.. ::_, •. ~)!~ c o i"' t! l c l~_;: ... ~:5.~~10 :J t).-- .Jc s. , __ ! :1. E ~f l··;-·1·:1 t of c.. l<:a.y·2. lc is :.12 c; e of 
r1 r::i.:.,t\ :o•xl f)' md .<Lon·-- t:: c b U' c ~:. c:~nr_' s ~H; .,)cr:' b~r hc:.:1c' • Ov cr t.~e .fro.~ne 
H'('J.~;·:5.~l:-; < l'C t:i_ ·': 1;,, c'l'<"~'.:n. J~ll t:w i)o~.t is covered 1-tith skin 
( ... ~, C r.• '1J,.. ,~_,_ -.~,_-,1·· .. '. ',; ', ·.1 ~ .. , ·i -~, ,. ~ ., ~- '-, C· C "'. o"· E ·~ 'u· J. r· C" 01' r·· 1·' .r.• or 'Cl .,1"' n 
·- ~ .... -- -·~-\- 1 ..•.. IV~-., \..., __ ,_L_., -.L -(~"'l JJ.. .L 1 _,l.4 ..l C. .. LC...,J.. 
';':1e ~.;-; .::.:1oc. btd.JJ LT' cr brv,tf, t·)o. }~i:C!l of t,:iem is b:i.p; 
Cl'1 Y1-~l to c.:'lT~r il c:'1r')l0 f;.';1il;." ;:nC ~.tS Slc!Y~;J.ic:~>. 'J'~WSe :)o.-:ts Dre 
e;;Jlr/ 1':,in::;:,. ···,,.~, ;1YVE rr:::cs of drift1<Jooc1, but the covering 
j_ ~~ ~c ~1 j. C l-~ ~.-_r t'. ]_ i-.·u S h j_ cl E: • 
!n ':intc::r, ;·,J.:1')f,t all t,rc-.vel is by do;; sled, over ice and 
~no'J. ; <.ell r'o·- tc;·;;.l is :1.:-:.c~e Fl) of sevt:n ·co t:l:i.rtecn do,r::s. The le&c1 dog 
::v-~'.c'::; ~-,~·:c tc;"a. ~'~d.;; r"o;::~ is ;•:a.c1 e lec-.clcr hE·co.use it 1n1(e; st.s.ncs the 
co:;:~<'nr~s of t,bc c~r:i.vcr. 
' 
··-. 
:Jo 
G. 
---------------------------------------------
(Our Dig i~·orld) 
on t h~.s _,;;~;-;c c.:: ,~cfu11. '':lC : ;aln ~:me: 
:,r()ll. ~3c~:i(~C t!-lc Jlt~Jbc:t~s 1.Il(;cr tl1e 
::;~1:•to_Jics fill in t~lC (~ct.;· il:: ,_ :!:Lcll tell CliJC>llt c.::.ch of the subtopics. 
0 -" T•- ~ly ..1.. ....... l·c..'.. '\ 
'_:·:~ere ;-.ro c.\ n;::,lbc~r o~.· ft.. wu.s c:i_t.ics J.i.1 It<'ly. 0:.1(~ j_s rwme- the 
r:<·;;w ;~oi:lc: t~1c-.t 1.'2.s V1c cc.ilto:c of t:1e cr:.rly 1w:,w.n 1.:::Ji)i::C8. Some of the 
rn:i.n:: of t 1w anc:i c";i~ r.:trnct'lll'C~~ Cl.re cc:TcftdJy l)l'o.::;crvcd.. 'l'llcrc are 
n2-··:n:~.::-':i_c<nt bt·:ilc~in:·:s, o1•' .?Jlc nC'•T, in thE; ::1oc'E:cn cit.y. 
1-'<'.:i' c'O':;n t]H: 1::cr.t.c:rn CO<.':::>t is l:~>c l~~r.·--c: F'.ncl b<?;~ utiful City of 
~ ~Y'\]1\f..., 1.-":)·}]('.C; l'co 1l)'~..!"'j·'- ,..lo·...,._...," C,, . ...., ... if(; QJ' t1·lr cllO'~e r-.·vl("' ..L. 1.le h:1r'oor 
, '- -~-' .1: ,, e ' <--,:· _ '· ~) .J. .l, c:. l<, c.. lU. · J. •. <:; ,,_ .l. • J t.C!• .l l_,_ •• c;. 
OJ~ i~~-l5.S 1·)1:_0:-"" C~CC'"'.;J0:"'t, i[~ "'lC:l~'j:-- lJct:1lt,iftll • 
. \'···'~CP. .:r r, .--o-l'"l"'''C O~C1 CJ'"-y \··--i-"-:1 ,.,...,,1,r c--·,-- 1 \·,...,C;J·o' Cr·rVE·r~ t')·'18•S J(JU •• __ ,_.,_ .. ~ol.• '·, l_ . • v -~'-'• .. ~c..t~ ..:.>,.>.J...~~ ·' C• -· t 1 •· l 
'm()l~_c b11n.c':i.n··C'., (nr1 ·)aJ..:~ccs. It is one of the' r.lQSt bcc:utifnl CJ.ties 
7.n t.he '.'orlc1. In Vcn::i.cs, c:.. !nn(1rec c:nd fifty canc..ls lc.rrcly t.:,.;kc 
1·.:'c )l~_co of' t,\1c stree'cs. 
1. ______________________________________________________ ___ 
'~•-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. ___________ ------------·-----------------------------------------------------
!3. : r--.plc.s 
., 
.L • 
.-, 
' ·------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' 
t:. _____ _ 
C. '!rnice 
1. 
r, 
'·• 
h. 
--------
----------------------------------------------------
r t.~.t c h c :;_tics 
.. \ ?<·r 1:.1'·-cl' ·J,"\Tt o:J~ ~.<H ~lC'oplr: :i_n -c:·1c :_ cthcrL:·;1cis live: in cities 
·-:, 11;··· j_:, ·:):c ·t~':1c c,ct:.c :i.:: .. :_)tt~c-r co1.m:i.:.rie~;. '~'i1is little co,_.:.ntry i::: so smc:.ll 
t~'1;:t ~ v·,~r- .... ;)("'I cvr·"'~., ... :-:•.)')·~- .,{·· {'r· .. ~.·"1 J r-}i(~ j c~ l~ c•r,(~ trJ, .. C- ... o··-..c Jr• ~-l .... r·t~1 . .,...,("- ~-~:.:l(:j_,:. ~i':;,'·;;:Jt:·~~;.,U.'~i/f.r~<, 1\o~~i~ ~;~~·:~c.c·;·J -~ny·-·r~l·~~t ~~'.:~1~)8~ ~f pe;o~l~ 't~<~y. , .. 
~-.-~ccr~·~:;c t:1c~··c :1.~: ll·">t, ~ :·lot~r.:tl i~::-11:1 , .... ol.,l: or1 t}1t: i"\: ;:·1ns, t!·1c }~t:>l1Il{~ ~)CO~)le 
· o ~,tJ J•:.l1c c:i.'t;icr; t,1) J.j_vc <'l~c ·,.-ork. 
: ·r;:-:;t of t.:u' D1.•'t.ch cit.ic; z":;,~c f1:ll of intcre::::t:i.nD thj_n.::s for tl1e 
vi_,'ci~·.o:;_··. Sar:1c of t>o J::n·r:-c bu.ildin;s look like builc:in.::c; in m:.c m·:11 
-~ 
l·t:1c;.1 ::-. ; :..1 c of D~1.tc:1 
;.·:1r- ·')')6.. 
~.:~c citJ·"" :l~:t1.5CD ( 1 :··c o"!: l)J.~:i_cl(. ~~~~icl~0 ±'·')! .. t-~lc 1.·.-c;_]_ls [.l~e 
} 'l;-·_ (e.: ()~~.. c }_["' :-:-. T I j~ -~ '~=· ]_ (: ( r) 1--;.'1 (~ 1~ ~·::il~ .~ 01:.:-c, (·.r· ( :.)\. 1.i.J. t :)1.J.t, l rt)~Jt t :1 c E) ic: c s of 
i·,'~c :;_·n:;:"~, .• ,;~Jl "chc ;)J'ick 2.llc' tile ;·rc l;:c;:nt clc:;n c~l10 orir:~lt. 
..,.. 
-'-• 
j_~i~.:.-t~c:l CitJics 
.. ~. ·.r1y i.1·') r:t, ':)(<) ;]_ c 
':! 
.lL. 
") 
(, . 
"') 
,:_. 
., . 
.1. ::. v t; 
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Directions For The Lessons 
. __ Study: 
~ The ro~lowing lessons have been built to inoTease skill in out-
lining. They have been developed according to difficulty and are 
self-directing and self-correcting lessons. 
There are thirty lessons. The lessons must be worked in se-
quential order which follow this pattern: 
Time: 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
Lessons 
1-2 
3-4 5-6 
7-12 
13-18 
19-22 
23-26 
27-30 
Word Classification 
Addition of Ideas 
Writing the Topics for Groups of Words 
Finding the Topic of a Paragraph 
Writing the Topic of a Paragraph 
Writing Subtopics (topic giyen) 
Writing Details (topic and subtopic given) 
Writing Topic, Subtopics, Details 
The time will differ according•to the difficulty of the lessons 
and the ability of the pupils. Each team should be allowed to pro-
gress at its own rate. 
Directions for Procedure: 
A. Lessons: 
1. Children of approximately the same reading level 
are grouped in pairs. 
2. Each pair starts on lesson one and moves as £ast 
as the lessons are mastered. 
3. The answers for each lesson are checked as soon 
as the lesson is finished. If an answer is in-
correct it should be crossed out and the correct 
answer should be inserted. 
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4. When the answers have been checked, the pair should 
begin the next lesson. If time runs out in the 
middle of the lesson, they should continue working 
on this lesson the next day. 
5. The children work in pairs. They read the materi-
al, both decide on the answer, and write it on the 
answer sheet. If they disagree on an answer, they 
each write their own answer. 
6. Have each child write his name and the name of his 
partner on each answer sheet. 
7. Have the children make a list of any words which 
they do not know. 
B. General: 
··"' 
8. Have children keep a record of the completed 
lessons on the class progress chart. 
l. The lessons should be done by the children with-
out teacher ass~stance unless some special 
difficulty arises. 
2. Tell the children to keep the papers neat and to 
write as well as possible. 
3. The teacher should stress team work. Members of 
each team check with each other before writing 
any answers. 
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4. The teacher circulates among the groups and checks 
difficulties which may arise. 
5. All written lessons of the children are to be 
saved. 
6. If a child is absent his partner should wait 
until he returns to school to continue working 
on the lessons. If a child is going to be absent 
for several days, a new partner should be assigned, 
or he may be assigned to a team of three. 
7. After the lessons have been completed, each child 
should fill out th~ pupil questionnaire. 
8. The teacher should fill out the teacher question-
naire. 
"' 
Teacher's Questionnaire 
Name Lesson Number 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
----------------------------------
----------
Approximately how l9ng did it take for the children to complete 
this lesson? 
minutes 
---------
Were the directions clear to the children? yes no 
Suggestions: 
Were any or the lessons confusing? yes no 
What caused confusions? 
List any words which caused difficulty. 
9Z 
f' 5. List any recommendations you have for improving these exercises. 
-,. 
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Directions: Read each list of words below. In each list there is a 
word that tells about all the other words. Find that word and write 
it on the answer sheet. 
l. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
pepper 
beetle 
wheat 
Mercury 
locket 
flavors 
dodgeball 
arithmetic 
ocean 
mountain 
crayon 
firemen 
nutmeg spices clove ginger cinn.amon 
fly grasshopper insects bee mosquito butterfly 
grain oats rye barley corn 
Venus Earth Planet Jupiter Saturn Neptune 
bracelet necklace ring earring jewelry 
lime lemon orange chocolate 
jump rope 
bingo 
soccer baseball 
games checkers 
spelling subjects reading 
sea river lake water pond 
valley hill plain land 
scissors pin pencil eraser 
vanilla peppermin 
chess football 
science music 
stream gulf bay 
field 
supplies ruler 
workers police baker teacher plumber doctor 
gun rifle arrow weapons cannon 
loafers slippers rubbers boots footwear oxfords 
bucks sneakers 
~ 
15. men women people children boys students girls 
1 
Answers to Lesson 1 
1. spices 
2. insects 
3. grain 
4. Planet 
s. jewelry 
6. flavors 
7. games 
8. subjects, 
9. water 
10. land 
11. supplies 
12. workers 
13. weapons 
14. footwear 
15. people 
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.-Directions: Read each list of words below. In each list there is a word 
~~.;hat tells about all the other words. Find that word and write it on 
vour answer sheet. 
1. gold silver minerals cooper iron limestone 
2. blocks dolls puzzles toys ball 
J. airplane boat travel train subway bus car truck 
4. school office garage house fire station buildings 
5. coffee tea drinks milk - cocoa soda juice 
6. tulip flowers gardenia rose daisy sweet pea poppy 
7. chair table bookcase furniture desk sofa bed 
~· stocking shawl blouse sweater coat slacks clothing 
dress jacke:t 
9. thunder snap clap noises crackle bang pop 
10. lamp flare light lantern flashlight spotlight 
11. chocolate mints gumdrops candy lollipops 
12. quarter nickel dime half-dollar penny coins 
13. Christmas Halloween Washington's Birthday Thanksgiving 
Holidays Labor Day 
14. kitchen living room bedroom rooms library dining room 
15. inn motel dwellings hotel stable doghouse garage 
r"t 
2 
Answers to Lesson 2 
~ 
1. minerals 
2. toys 
3. travel 
4. buildings 
5. drinks 
6. :flowers 
7. :furniture 
8. clothing 
9. noises 
10. light 
11. candy 
12. coins 
" 
13. Holidays 
14. rooms 
15. dwellings 
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Directions: Read each of these addition examples carefully. Think of 
·~, the word that tells about all the "other· words in the· problem. Write it 
~· 
on the answer sheet. · 
Example: lgun + 1 sword + 1 spear = 3 weapons 
1. 1 robin + 1 bluebird + 1 sparrow = 3 
2. 1 cat + 1 rabbit + 1 raccoon - 3 . .. 
3. 1 lily of the valley + 1 rose + 1 daisy = 3 
.. 
.. 
4. 1 girl + 1 boy + 1 pupil = 3 
5. 1 orange + 1 apple + 1 banana = 3 
' 
. .,. 6. 1 fly + 1 beetle + 1 ant = 3 ' · .
.. 
7. 1 sweater + 1 skirt + 1 coat = 3 
. ···, 
"'8. 1 fender + 1 motor + 1 door = ~ p~rts of a 
9. 1 Ford + 1 Plymouth + 1 Buick = 3 
10. 1 ball + 1 top + 1 doll = 3 
11. 1 igloo + 1 tent + 1 cottage = 3 
12. 1 piano + 1 violin + 1 banjo = 3 
13. 1 cake + 1 pie + 1 ice cream = 3 
14. 1 electric clock + 1 alarm clock + 1 gran.dfather clock = 3 
15. 1 ginger ale + 1 root beer + 1 orangeade = 3---------------------------
3 
Answers to Lesson 3 
1. birds 
2. animals 
3. flowers 
4. children 
5. pieces of fruit 
6. insects 
7. pieces of clothing 
8. car 
9. cars 
10. toys 
11. homes 
1~<1--:3....-, musical ,instruments 
/·3 r a ~:_.}·,j <:'r·t:s 
14. clocks 
15. drinks 
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-~Directions: Read each of these addition examples C3.refully. Think of 
the word that tells about all the other words in the problem. Write it 
on the answer sheet. 
1. 1 dictionary + 1 reader + 1 encyclopedia = 3 
-----------------------------
2. 1 crayon + 1 pencil + 1 piece of chalk = 3 
--------------------------------
3. 1 bowl + 1 saucer + 1 plate = 3 
-------------------------------------------
4. 1 box of nutmeg + 1 box of allspice + 1 box of cinnamon = 3 ____________ _ 
5. J. elm+ 1 maple + 1 oak = 3 
6. 1 arm + 1 hand + 1 head = 3 parts of the 
7. 1 jet 
-" 
+ 1 helicopter + 1 glider = 3 
8. 1 period + 1 question mark + 1 comma = 3 
9. 1 snowstorm + 1 rain shower + 1 hail storm = 3 kinds of 
~10. 1 sheet+ 1 pillow+ 1 blanket= 3 pieces of-----------------------------
11. 1 index + 1 table of contents + 1 title page = 3 parts of a 
--------
12. 1 inch + 1 yard + 1 cup = 3 __________________________________ __ 
13. 1 oyster + 1 clam + 1 snail = 3 __________________________________________ __ 
14. 1 fork + 1 spoon + 1 knife = 3 pieces of 
15. 1 command + 1 question + 1 statement = 3 ________________________________ ___ 
Answers to Lesson 4 
1. books 
2. writing utensils 
3. dishes 
4. spices 
5. trees 
6. body 
7. airplanes 
8. punctuation marks 
9. weather or storms 
10. bedding 
11. book 
12. measurements 
13. shellfish 
14. . silverware 
15. sentences 
4 
5 
. --Directions: On the answer sheet write what two topics you would be 
~talking about if you were using these words. 
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1. apricot walnut lime lemon almond cashew pecan 
date cherry butternut fig tangerine 
2. colds bones measles chicken pox lungs stomach 
mumps heart muscles scarlet fever 
3. granite iobster clam limestone marble oyster 
crab sandstone slate snail quartz 
4. bee butterfly bass swordfish cricket cod eel 
grasshopper moth salmon ladybug goldfish 
5. kangaroo hunnningbird whale wren swallow panda hawk 
"' 6. door 
7. fir 
8. ocean 
9. fable 
elephant flicker tiger woodpecker 
window oil coal gas port hole wood 
mouse hole charcoal fire escape trap door 
spruce fall beech spring winter pine 
autumn dogwood sunnner maple 
bay church lake factory mill river 
gulf school bank brook post office sea 
tale soap 
alcohol myth 
bleach water 
legend 
fiction 
detergent 
toothpaste 
turpentine 
10. trousers boots football coat tennis hockey 
mittens baseball bowling dress sweater soccer 
elm 
hood 
5 
Answers to Lesson 2 
1. fruit nuts 
2. parts of the body sicknesses 
3. stones or rocks shellfish 
4. insects fish 
5. mammals birds 
6. exits fuels 
7. trees seasons 
8. water buildings 
9. stories cleaning materials 
10,. clothing sports 
6 
Directions: On the answer sheet write what two topics you would be 
.,., talking about if' you were using these words. 
'" 
1. raspberry 
blackberry 
. cranberry 
strawberry 
turnip pumpkin eggplant 
tomato blueberry radish 
2. Mexico Canada Lincoln Greenland Eisenhower Washington 
Switzerland Egypt Je:fferson Holland Kennedy Norway 
3. lily hail 
viole·t 
da:f:fodil 
hurricane 
rain 
tornado 
orchid 
aster 
goldenrod snow 
4. clatter 
plum 
5. excited 
sails 
6. pills 
pop 
clang 
a:fraid 
happiness 
cough drops 
crimson crash 
bang rose gold 
port hole bow joy 
anger rudder 
wing propeller 
lavender creak 
boom roar 
stern oars 
motor sadness 
cough syrup body 
tail cockpit tablets ointments nose 
7. · shout scream 
tennis courts 
movies 
hoot 
theatre 
ball parks 
shriek 
cry 
opera 
golf links 
8. French poodle trumpet 
violin 
collie flute drum scot tie 
bulldog tuba 
9. boxing gloves 
broiler 
cocker spaniel 
bat electric fryer 
charcoal stove puck 
trombone 
skates oven 
net football grill 
10. needle thread photograph pins portrait sketch 
thimble drawing sissors print oil painting 
Answers to Lesson 6 
l. berries 
2. countries 
3. flowers 
4. noises 
5. feelings 
6. medicines 
7. yells 
8. dogs 
9. sports equipment 
10. sewing equipment 
vegetables 
presidents 
6 
storms or kinds of weather 
colors 
parts of a boat 
parts of a plane 
places of amusement 
musical instruments 
places to cook 
pictures 
7 
Directions: Read the paragraphs c'arefully. Below each paragraph there 
--·,are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells all about 
~he paragraph and write this topic on the answer sheet. 
( 1) 
Clouds and fog are both made 
from the same thing. Water vapor 
which is water that has evaporated 
into the air is what makes the 
clouds and fog. When the water vapor 
is high in the sky it is called a 
cloud. Fog is what the water vapor 
is called when it is near the ground. 
(A) What Is in the Air. 
(B) What Makes Clouds and Fog 
(B) What is Water Vapor 
( 3) 
The process of preparing coffee 
for market is not a difficult one. 
On the coffee trees which grow 
mainly in· Brazil there are· bunches 
of small berries. These are picked 
by hand when they turn a dark red 
color. After being washed the cover-
ing is removed so that the coffee beans 
inside can be dried in the sun. When 
this is done the shells on the beans 
are removed and the beans are roasted. 
After this the roasted beans are 
ground and packed. They are then ready 
for people to buy and make into coffee.! 
(A) Trees of Brazil 
(B) How Coffee Beans are Roasted 
~ (C) How Coffee Is Made 
(2) 
Animals protect themselves in 
many ways. Some animals change theii 
color to go with the color of the 
land. This makes it difficult for 
their enemies to see them. Others 
live underground or in tall trees 
where they cannot be reached by those 
who want to harm them. There are 
many others who protect themselves 
by using different parts of their 
body as weapons. 
(A) How Animals Protect Them-
selves 
(B) Animals Around the World 
(C) Why Some Animals Change 
Color 
(4) 
Insects multiply so rapidly that 
many years ago man discovered that it 
was necessary to find ways to control 
them. Han found that some could be 
controlled by bringing in other in-
sects. These would eat the ones whic 
were becoming too numerous. Another 
way that insects can be kept unde~ 
control is to use poisonous sprays. 
Scientists have been successful in 
discovering some sprays which will 
kill the insects but not the plants. 
(A) How to Control Insects 
(B) Harmful Insects 
(C) Sprays Which Kill Insects 
Answers to Lesson 7 
1. ·What Makes Clouds and fog 
2. How Animals Protect Themselves 
3. How Corfee Is Made 
4. How to Control Insects 
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. . Directions: Read the paragraphs carefully. Below each paragraph there ~ are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells all about 
the paragraph and write this topic on the answer sheet. 
( 1) 
An unusual mannal is the duck 
billed platypus which lives only on 
the continent of Australia. This 
animal is covered with thick fur and 
has a bill for a mouth. It uses 
this bill to help find its foods 
which are insects, shellfish, and 
worms. Although this is not a bird, 
the young are hatched from eggs. 
After they break out of the shell 
they are fed with milk from the 
mother platypus. In order to pro-
tect himself the male animal has a 
hollow claw in his hind leg that is 
connected to a poison gland. 
(A) Australian Animals 
(B) How a Platypus Protects Himself 
~ (C) An Unusual Mammal of Australia 
( 2) 
Latltude and longitude are the 
imngina-:.·y lines which we use to locat 
places on the globe. The latitude 
lines are parallel with the equator 
and the distance north and south of 
the equator is measured by these line 
Longitude lin·es extend from pole to 
pole and they measure distance east 
and west of the prime meridian. 
Therefore, if we know the latitude 
and longitude of a given place, the 
place may be easily located on a 
globe. 
(A) How to Locate Places on the 
Globe 
(B) Latitude Lines 
(C) What the Globe Tells Us 
·~~--------------------------------------~~--------------------------~-------------
(3) 
Silk is made by a little worm. 
When the silkworm is full grown it 
is ready to spin a cocoon. This 
cocoon wh i.ch it spins around itself 
is made of a silk thread that it 
makes itself. After the cocoon is 
finished the worm is killed by 
placing it in a hot oven for a 
period of time. Later the cocoon 
is soaked in water to loosen the 
thread. Finally the thread is un-
wound and used to make silk thread 
and cloth. 
(A) Haw the Silkworm Makes a 
Cocoon 
(B) How Silk Is Made 
(C) How Worms Help Us 
(4) 
Many animals hibernate in the 
winter. Some hibernate because they 
cannot stand the cold weather and 
they would freeze to death if they 
remained. Others hibernate because 
they cannot get enough food in winter 
time. The snow and extreme cold 
prevent them from obtaining enough 
food to live. 
(A) Why Animals Cannot Get Food 
in Winter 
(B) Where Animals Live in Winter 
(C) Why Animals Hibernate in 
Winter 
8 
Answers to Lesson 8 
1. An Unusual Mannal of Australia 
2. How to Locate Places on the Globe 
3. How Silk Is Made 
4. Why Animals.Hibernate in Winter 
- .. 
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Directions: Read the paragraphs carefully. Below each paragraph 
there are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells 
all about the paragraph and write the topic on the answer sheet • 
(1) 
Tea comes from a small bush or 
hedge that grows in rows on the 
side of hills. Only the very 
young and tender leaves are picked 
for use in tea. After the leaves 
have been picked they are often 
taken off the stems and steamed. 
They are rolled and dried in hot 
air so that the leaves will retain 
their green color. Much of this 
tea is packed and shipped to the 
United States and other countries 
to be used in making a hot drink. 
(A) Things We Drink 
(B) Ho~ We Get Tea 
(C) Steaming the Leaves 
(3) 
The sponge which looks as if 
it might be a water plant is 
really an animal. It lives and 
grows mostly in warm tropical 
waters attached to rocks and other 
things on the ocean bottom. Be-
cause of.this the sponge can not 
travel about but must stay in one 
place. The young as they ~evelop 
l'\1imf.l.ln oo~'lthildtcd ~~a so eolem.1es 
are formed. 'rhese unusual animals 
live on the oxygen and tiny sea 
animals that live in the water. 
The sponge which is full of tiny 
holes absorbs this food as it 
passes through these openings. 
(A) Sea Animals and Plants 
(B) How Sponges Eat 
(C) The Sponge, a Sea Animal 
. 
- --·· .. -····-- -.o•····-···-~--- ~--·····--- ·-····---··-····· ·--····-.. ---· 
( 2) 
Earth, the planet on which we 
live, is constantly moving. It 
moves two ways at a time. One 
movement is the rotation of the 
earth on its axis. It takes the 
earth twenty-four hours to turn 
on its axis. This rota·tion causes 
day and night. The second move-
ment of the earth is the revolution 
of the earth around the sun. It 
moves in an oval path and it takes 
the earth one year to travel 
around the sun. 
(A) Our Earth 
(B) What Causes Day and Night 
(C) The Motions of the Earth 
(4) 
The United States is located on 
the continent of North America. 
This great country of ours is over 
one thousand five hundred miles 
from north to south and over three 
thousand miles from east to west. 
The United States is bordered by 
Canada on the north, by Mexico on 
the south, by the Atlantic Ocean 
en the east, anci by the Paoitie 
Ocean on the west. 
(A) Our Great Country 
(B) Size of the United States 
(C) North America 
9 
Answers to Lesson 9 
1~ How We Get Tea 
2. The.Motions of the Earth 
3. The Sponge, a Sea Animal 
4. Our Great Country 
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~irections: Read the paragraphs carefully. Below each paragraph there 
are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells all about 
the paragraph and write this topic on the answer sheet. 
( l) 
Coal which is a mineral was 
made in a very unusual way. Thousand~ 
and thousands of years ago the land 
was very hot and wet. Gradually as 
the trees and plants died and fell 'into 
the swamps in the thick wet mud, layers 
and layers piled up and pushed those 
underneath down tight. The pressure of 
the water, mud, plants and heat gradu-
ally helped to make this material hard 
like a rock until it finally became 
coal. 
(A) Minerals of the World 
(B) How Coal Was Made 
(C) Swamps of Thousands of Years 
Ago 
( 3) 
One of the five senses which 
people have is the sense of taste. 
This sense helps the people know 
~whethA:r the food tastes sweet or sour, 
bitter or salty. On the tongue and 
in other parts of the mouth there are 
small areas or cells called taste buds. 
As the liquid passes over these taste 
buds they react ~d send a message 
through the nerves to the brain telling 
what the taste is like. 
(A) Our Five Senses 
(B) Our Sense of Taste 
(C) Our Taste Buds 
(2) 
Prairie dogs are fat, little 
animals who live near the desert. 
Their homes are deep underground 
tunnels which they build with their 
strong feet. Here they are protected 
from the sun and·from their enemies. 
When the prairie dogs leave the 
tunnel for food, one dog always 
guards the workers by keeping a watch 
for enemies. The bark of this dog 
is the signal that danger is near-by. 
When they hear this signal they 
quickly return to their homes. 
(A) Animals of the World 
(B) Food of the Prairie Dogs 
(c) Prairie Dogs 
(4) 
Mammals are warm blooded animals·. 
They have hair on their bodies and 
they breathe through their lungs. 
Most mammals live on the land but 
there are a few who make the sea 
their home. However, those who live 
in the sea must come to the surface 
to breathe since they cannot breathe 
under the water. 
(A) Animals Around the World 
(B) What Mammals are Like 
(C) Why Mammals Cannot Breathe 
Under Water 
10 
Answers to Lesson 10 
1. How Coal Was Made 
2. Prairie Dogs 
3. Our Sense of Taste 
4. What Mammals Are like 
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~ Directions: Read the paragraphs carefully. Below each paragraph there 
are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells all about 
the paragraph and write this topic on the answer sheet. 
~ 
(1) 
Water is a liquid which may 
also be changed into a solid and 
a gas. It is easy to change water 
to a gas. We do this by heating 
the water until it becomes steam. 
Water is changed to a solid by 
freezing it. This is often done 
in our homes. We put water into 
trays and place them in the freezer 
compartment of the refrigerator. 
After a period of time the water 
freezes and forms ice cubes. 
(A) Water, A Necessary Liquid 
{B) How Water Is Changed to a 
Solid and a Gas 
(C) How we Freeze Water 
(3) 
Sea gulls are birds who might 
well be called the helpers of 
fishermen. These birds help the 
seacoast workers in many ways. 
They keep the coast clear of shells 
and other waste matter. They also 
follow the fishing boats when they 
go out to sea. On these trips 
they aid the fishermen by eating 
whatever is left over after meals. 
The fishermen throw the waste 
materials into the sea and the gulls 
clean it up. 
(A) Birds Who Live Near the Sea 
(B) Where Waste Materials are 
Thrown 
(c) How Sea Gulls Help Fishermen 
(2) 
Twice a year birds migrate. In 
spring they move northward and in 
fall they return to their southern 
homes. People do not know exactly 
why birds migrate. Perhaps one of 
the main reasons is that they move 
to get food. In winter in northern 
areas the ground might be covered 
with snow, trees and plants are 
resting, and insects are not about. 
Farther south where it is warmer 
.there are plenty of insects and 
plant life for food. 
(A) How and Why Birds Migrate 
(B) Habits of Birds 
(C) Food of Birds 
(4) 
Rubber is made from a tree which 
· grows in hot wet lands. Strips are 
cut in the bark of the tree and 
then the stickly liquid underneath 
drips down into a bucket. A stick 
is coated with the fluid called 
latex and heated over a fire until 
it is hard. This is done over and 
over until a big ball of this 
hardened latex is made. These balls 
of natural rubber are shipped to 
factories where it is made into 
objects for our use. 
(A) How Rubber Is Made 
(B) How We Get Latex 
(C) Trees of the Hot Wet Lands 
11 
Answers to Lesson ll 
l. How Water Is Changed to a Solid 
and a Gas 
2. How and Why Birds Migrate 
J. How Sea Gulls Help Fishermen 
4. How Rubber Is Made 
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··,.,-~·Hrec tions: Read the paragraphs carefully. Below each paragraph there 
· are three topics listed. Choose the one topic that best tells all about 
the paragraph and write the topic on the answer sheet. 
( 1) 
A delta, or land at the mouth 
of a river, is formed by the river 
itself. As the water of a river 
flows toward its mouth it picks up 
~ some mud and takes it along on its 
way to the sea. When the river 
reaches its mouth the water slows 
down and the mud is dropped gradually. 
The depositing of mud by the river 
forms a delta. 
(A) How a Delta Is Formed 
(B) Mouth of a River 
(C) Rivers of the World 
( 3 ) 
Temperature is measured by an 
instrument called the thermometer. 
Every thermometer contains mercury 
or alcohol. As the air becomes 
warmer it heats the liquid in the 
thermometer. This causes the liquid 
to rise. vfuen the air becomes cooler 
the mercury or alcohol in the ther-
mometer also cools. This causes the 
liquid to drop. 
(A) What a Thermometer Contains 
(B) How Temperature Is Measured 
(c) How We Measure Things 
{2) 
The planet on which we live is 
made up of several layers of material 
The layer which we see, often called 
the crust, is made of rock and bits 
of rock and dirt. This layer is many 
miles thick. The weight of this laye: 
constantly presses downward. This 
pressure causes heat which malts rock 
making another layer. This ~elted 
rock is called magma. Sometimes this 
melted rock comes to the surface 
through a volcano or another weak 
place in the earth as lava. When thi~ 
lava cools off in the air it hardens 
into a rock like material. 
{A) Layers of the Earth 
(B) Our Planet, Earth 
(C) The Earth's Crust 
( 4) 
People of the Pacific Islands make 
a living by selling copra to ships 
that come from many parts of the 
world. The copra is mad~ by drying 
coconut meat. Copra is used in the 
United States for several things. 
The oil which is pressed from it is 
used in some salad dressings, soap, 
and shampoo. The left-overs after 
the oil has been pressed are sold 
for cattle feed. 
(A) Plants of the Pacjfic 
Islands 
(B) Use of Copra Oil 
(c) Copra and Its Uses 
12 
Answers tc Lesson 12 
1. How a Delta Is Formed 
2. Layers or the Earth 
3. How Temperature Is Measured 
4. Copra and Its Uses 
..... 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the paragraph 
write a topic that tells !ll_about the paragraph. 
(1) 
Lobsters are animals of the 
sea which are l<nown to bo quite 
capable of protecting themselves. 
They have sharp claws which they 
use as weapons to fight their 
enemies. vfuen they see an enemy 
coming near them, they open their 
claws sc that the enemy will get 
between them. Then they close 
these jagged claws. This not only 
hurts the enemy but also prevents 
it from freeing itself. 
(3) 
Seeds are scattered about in 
many ways. Very often the wind 
picks up seeds and carries them 
from one place to another. Some-
times animals take seeds from one 
place to another when they are 
looking for food for their young. 
People often carry seeds from place 
to place. Burrs sometimes stick to 
clothing and so are moved from the 
field to homes. 
(2) 
Many, many years ago the Chinese 
people told time with a water clock. 
It was far different from the clocks 
we have today. A certain sized bucket 
was arranged over another one. A 
hole was made in the bottom of it and 
in it was put a certain amount of water. 
The water dripped down through the 
opening. With the help of markings 
on these buckets the people were able 
to tell the time. It would take about 
one hour for the water to go into the 
bucket. 
(4) 
On South Pacific islands there 
is a tree called the breadfruit 
tree. The fruit is a greenish color 
and oval shaped. It hangs from thick 
stems. The fruit of this tree is 
called breadfruit because when it is 
cooked it tastes very much like bread. 
The people on the islands eat this 
fruit as often as we eat bread. 
Answerff to Lesson 13 
1. Row Lobsters Protect Themselves 
2. ·The Chinese Water Clock 
3. How Seeds Are Scattered 
4~ Breadfruit Tree 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
13 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the paragraph 
write a topic on the answer sheet that tells all about the paragraph. 
( 1) 
Some insects have been found 
to be very hardfl'l. They eat the 
leaves of many plants. This prevents 
the plant from making its food. 
Others eat the roots of plants. This 
causes the plant to die. There are 
still others who get into dirty places 
where there are germs. They carry these 
germs with them and sometimes leave 
them on food. The food that has been 
-to~ched by these harmful insects may 
cause disease when it is eaten by man. 
( 3) 
Man has found that cotton seeds 
are very useful. These seeds contain 
an,oil which may be used for cooking. 
Perhaps you have eaten foods contain-
ing cottonseed oil. After the oil has 
been pressed from the seeds the re-
mainder of the seed may also be used. 
~hey are sent to farmers and the farmers 
use the pressed seeds as food for their 
livestock. 
(2) 
There is a line on our maps and 
globes called the International Date 
Line. This imaginary line tells us 
where our day begins. Since the 
earth is constantly turning the sun 
is always rising someplace on earth 
and always setting in the opposite 
place. Because of this it was decidec 
that a line should be drawn so that 
people could tell where each new day 
began. It was decided to put this 
line where the fewest people lived 
which was in the middle of the Pacific 
Ocean. When ships or airplanes cross 
the International Date Line days 
change. If it was Sunday on the 
eastern side of the line it would be 
Saturday on the west. 
(4) 
In Egypt there are some very 
unusual buildings called pyramids. 
These pyramids were built thousands 
of years ago by slaves of the 
Egyptian kings. It took thousands 
of slaves many years to cut the stone 
blocks and put them in place. These 
pyramids were used as the tombs for 
the kings. 
14 
Answers to Lesson~ 
1. Harmful Insects 
2. International Date Line 
3. Uses of Cotton Seeds 
4. Egyptian Pyramids 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the 
paragraph write a topic on the answer sheet that tells all about the 
paragraph. 
( 1) 
The date palm tree is very 
useful to the Arabs of North 
Africa. People use the fruit for 
food. The leaves are woven into 
rugs and blankets, made into rope, 
·and sometimes used as food for the 
animals. The trunks of the old 
date palm trees are used in build-
ing houses. Sometimes they are 
cut up and used for fuel. 
(3) 
Hail is made in a rather 
strange and interesting way. It 
all starts with a tiny raindrop 
that starts to fall and is blown 
back up into the clouds where it is 
colder. There the raindrop is 
frozen into a drop of ice. It 
starts to fall again into the 
warmer air. There it gets coated 
with moisture. Before it can 
fall farther it is again blown 
back up to colder areas where 
the moisture freezes. Each time 
the hail gets a new layer of ice. 
This falling and blowing back 
continues until the wind is no 
longer strong enough to be able 
to push it back up. Then the 
(2) 
The sun is very important to 
people. It is the sun which supplies 
the earth with light. Plants and 
animals need the sun to grow. The 
sun also gives us heat. If the sun 
did not exist everything on the 
earth would gradually cool off and 
freeze. 
Some sea animals use their 
shells for their homes. The shells 
are made of a very hard material which 
is like stone. These sea animals never 
completely leave their homes because 
part of their body is attached to 
their shell. When they want to move 
from place to place they must always 
take their house with them. Therefore, 
as long as the animal lives it must 
remain in the same home. 
,. ·.ail falls to tho grou.J.<i. 
'· ... 
15 
Answers to Lesaon 15 
l.· Uses of the Date Palm Tree 
2. Importance of' the Srm or How the Sun 
Helps People 
3. How Hail Is Made 
4. Homes of Sea Animals 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
.,. 
- .. 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the paragraph 
write a topic on the answer sheet that tells all about the paragraph. 
( 1) 
• Earthworms are very helpful 
to gardeners. The earthworm is a 
great traveler ~~d is constantly 
moving around in the soil. As it 
moves it leaves holes in the soil. 
Air and water, which are necessary 
for plant life, can easily get into 
the roots of plants by traveling 
through these holes. In this way 
the earthworms assist the gardeners 
in their struggle to keep plants _ 
strong and ?ealthy. 
( 3) 
Trees are used by man to make 
many things. The lumber of many 
large trees is used for building 
houses. Much of the furniture in 
our homes was made from some type 
of a tree. The paper which man 
uses was made from the pulp of trees. 
Carts and wagons which are used for 
carrying things from place to place· 
are often made from the wood of some 
tree. 
( 2) 
The Olympic Games were first 
played in Greece thousands of years 
ago. These contests were held 
originally to find out who was the 
best athlete in the country. They 
occurred every four years in the town 
of Olympia. Now these games are also 
held every four years. Each time they 
are in a different country with men 
and women from different countries 
taking part. 
The homes of the people of 
Egypt are very different from ours . 
These small homes are made of mud 
bricks that have been dried in the 
sun until they are very hard. The 
walls are very thick and there are 
only a few very small windows to 
keep out the heat. The roof is flat 
so that the people can store things 
there. They also can go there in the 
evening to get the cool air. 
16 
• Answers to Lesson 16 
1. How Earthworms Help Gardeners 
2. Olympic Games 
3. Uses of Trees 
4. Egyptian Homes 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the paragraph 
write a topic on the answer sheet that tells all about the paragraph. 
( 1) 
Birds are the only animals • 
that truly fly through the air. 
Many birds must travel great dis-
tances in fall and spring to get 
to their summer or winter homes. 
Birds are able to fly by pushing 
their wings against the air. If 
they wish to rise up they flap 
their wings downward. If they wish 
to go forward they push their 
wings backward. 
(3) 
Paper was first made thousands 
of years ago by the Egyptians. The 
people discovered how to make paper 
from the stem of the papyrus plant. 
They opened the stems and took out 
the soft inside part. It was laid 
out and then pounded into a flat 
sheet. Another layer was added in 
the s~~e. The sheet was soaked in 
water and then dried. 
(2) 
Homes of ants may be in many 
different places. Sometimes ants 
live under rocks. Perhaps you have 
moved a rock and have seen hundreds 
of these insects living beneath it. 
Hills or mounds of earth are built 
by ants and are used as their homes. 
If you look in your own yard you will 
probably find some anthills. Here 
you will see large groups of ants 
living in each one of these homes. 
(4) 
Rocks have many uses. They are 
often used in the construction of 
large buildings. Roads of early 
times were often made by putting 
rocks together. Even today in some 
places roads are built in this manner. 
Rocks are also crushed and the pieces 
are used to make cement. 
Answers to Lesson 17 
1. How Birds Fly 
2. Homes of Ants 
J. How Paper Was First Made 
4. Uses of Rocks 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
17 
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Directions: Read each paragraph below. After you have read the paragraph 
write a topic on the answer sheet that tells all about the paragraph. 
( 1) 
~ 
All birds are alike in several 
ways. Every bird is covered with 
feathers instead of fur or scales. 
Birds are warm-blooded. This means 
that the temperature of their body 
always remains about the same. It 
" doesn 1 t change according to the 
·weather as is true with some animals. 
Birds have two legs, no teeth, and 
wings so that they can fly. Birds 
breathe with lungs. 
(3) 
Rice is a very important crop 
which grows in muddy fields. The 
rice seeds are planted in very wet 
fields and then when the plants are 
several inches high they are re-
planted. This must be done by hand 
and is very difficult work. The 
people who must place each plant in 
the earth are constantly bending 
over and walking in muddy fields. 
After the rice has grown it turns 
from green to yellow and the fields 
are drained. The rice is then 
gathered. 
(2) 
Spiders are animals which 
have a strange way of getting their 
meals. They spin webs from a liquid 
in their body. This liquid changes 
. to a thread-like material when it 
hits the air. The spiders wait for 
insects to get caught on the sticky 
web. Then they sting the insects ana 
wrap them tightly in more thread. 
Here the insects stay until the spider 
is ready for its meal. 
The giraffe is an animal which 
has many ways of protecting itself. 
The long legs of the giraffe help 
the animal to move very rapidly. 
It can usually travel faster then 
its enemy. The giraffe's color is 
also a means of protection because 
it blends in with its surroundings. 
The giraffe also protects itself by 
kicking its enemy with its strong 
hoofs. 
18 
Answers to Lesson 18 
1. How Birds.Are Alike 
2. How Spiders Get their Meals 
3. How Ric~ Is Grown 
4. How the Giraffe Protects Itself 
Any similiar answer is acceptable 
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Directions: Read these stories carefully. On the answer sheet on the 
lines next to the capital letters write what each of the three paragraphs 
is talking about. 
Travel in Different Countries 
People of different countries have different ways of traveling. 
Switzerland is a mountain land which is snow-covered most of the year. 
Therefore many of the Swiss people ski to school, work, or church. 
Other Swiss people travel in sleds. Instead of riding from place to 
place they reach their destination by sliding over the snow-covered 
mountains. 
In Holland there are many canals which take the place of roads. The 
people of this lowland travel mostly by boat until the canals freeze. 
When the canals are frozen the Dutch people skate from one place to 
"' another. 
Most American people travel by automobile. The people of the United 
States have built many super highways. It is now possible to travel a 
great distance in a short time. Other Americans travel by bus or train. 
How The Camel Is Well-Equipped for Desert Life 
An animal which is well-equipped for life in a hot, dry land is the 
camel. This animal can drink an amazing amount of water at one time. 
This is very important in the desert where the land is very sandy and there 
is hardly any rain. The camel must go for days without drinking any more 
water. 
Sandstorms occur quite often in the desert. The camel's nostrils 
are just slits which can be closed up during a storm. This prevents the 
sand from entering. 
""' ·~-'· The camel's eyes are protected from the sand by A double set of lids. 
He also has long, thick eyelashes that help keep out the sand. 
19 
Answers to Lesson 19 
I. Travel in Different Countries 
A. Travel in Switzerland 
• B. Travel in Holland 
C. Travel in America 
I. How the Camel Is Well-Equipped for Desert Life 
A. The camel drinks B.J.'"'l amazing amount of water 
B. The nostrils can close up. 
c. The eyes have two lids and thick eye lashes 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
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Dir~ctions: Read these stories carefully. On the answer sheet on the 
lir,es next to the capital letters write what each of the three PF!-ragraphs 
is talking about. ~ 
.. 
Uses of Gold · ... 
Gold has many different and unusual uses. One of its most important 
uses i for money. Many years ago gold coins were used but now we use· 
paper money instead. The gold was too bulky and too heavy. The gold is 
not held in reserve in many countries and will be paid to the person if 
he wishes. 
Gold is used in the making of jewelry. Usually other metals are 
mixed with it to make it harder. The gold will not bend, dent, or wear 
too easily. 
Gold is sometimes used to make thread which is used to make lace, 
material, and embroidered items. The threads are made by cbvering a 
silk thread with thin, narrow pieces of gold. 
The Fly· 
The fly is a small insect which'has two wings and six legs. It has 
sucking mouth parts which help it to obtain food. The fly possesses 
compound eyes which are capable of seeing in all directions. 
Flies are great germ carriers and often cause disease. These insects 
are often found in unclean places such as garbage cans. They pick up 
germs from these places and leave them on foods which we may eat. The fly 
also lights on animals which may be sick and it carries germs from the 
animal to man. 
There are many ways of protecting oneself against the housefly. The 
best way is to be sure that unused food has been discarded. A olean 
place with no food around is less attractive to the fly. Screens are 
helpful in keeping fli~s out of homes in wArm weather. Man has also 
produced poisonous sprays which help to keep flies out of the homes. 
20 
Answers to Lessen 20 
I. Uses of Gold • 
A. Money 
B. Jewelry 
G • Thread 
I. The Fly 
A. D~scription of th& fly 
B. How flies carry germs 
c. Ways to protect oneself against the housefly 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
... - ' 
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ntroJtions: Read these stories carefully. On the answer sheet on the lines 
~~t to the capital letters write what each of the three paragraphs is 
~ .,~.t.king about. 
Zones of the Earth 
Our earth is di,.rided into zones according tc the climate. Since 
the sun shines directly on the equator the zone around the equator is the 
hottest" This zone is called the Torrid Zone. The Torrid Zone is located 
between the tropics. 
As we travel north or south of the equator we come to a zone which 
does not have extremes of heat or cold. Depending on the dirdction traveled 
we are now in the North Temperate or South Temperate Zone. The temperate 
zone is the zone in which we live. 
By traveling still farther away from the equator we enter the 
North Frigid or South Frigid Zone9 Since the frigid zones are a great 
,...tance away from the equator they do not receive the rays of the sun for 
a part of the year. Therefore, the land within these zones is extremely cold. 
Ancient Ways to Tell Time 
As long as people have lived on the earth they have had ways of 
telling time.. The first people used the sun and moon to help them, By 
seeing the position of the sun or moon in the sky they were able to tell 
~pproximately what time it was. 
One of the earliest devices used was just a stick.. The stick 
rould be held upright and then the shadow would be measured to see how 
1any hours had passed.. This, of course, was only good when the sun could 
hine. 
r •. co 
Later people devised a candle to help tell timeQ A candle was divided 
so many parts$ Each part was supposed to take a certain length of time 
o melt. As the candle melted the people could count the number of parts left 
) see how many hours had passed. 
21 
-~ 
Answers to Le~~nn 21 
I. Zones of the Earth 
~ 
A. Torrid Zone 
B. Temperate Zone 
C. Frigid Zone 
I. Ancient Ways to Tell Time 
A. Sun and moon 
B. A stick 
c. A candle 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
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Directions:Read these stories carefully. On the answer sheet on the lines 
next to the capital letters write what Elact: c: the three paragraphs is 
talking about. 
,. 
Necessity of Food 
Food is necessary to our body. It is food which causes our body to 
grow. Our bones must grow e..nd become strong. Therefore, we must eat foods 
which are rich in calcium. Our Inuscles must also grow. Foods containing 
protein are responsible for the growth of muscles. 
Food also supplies the body with energy. Energy is necessary for 
work and play. If we do not eat the proper foods our bodies will become 
. i-;ired • 
.. ,.. We will find that we lack the energy we need to live an active life • 
If we want to enjoy good health we must eat the foods which help 
the body fight disease. Foods containing vita..'llins help keep the body 
healthy. Therefore, if we eat these foods our bodies will become stronger 
and we will find ourselves on the road to good health. 
Jobs of the Worker Bees 
Bees, ~·Jhich are insects t.hat live together in groups called swarms, 
have certain jobs. The worker bees do several things. One of their jobs 
is to collect nectar and pollen from the flowers. The pollen is carried 
in the pockets on their hind legs and the nectar is gathered with their long 
tongues. 
After it i::; gc::..thered the workers mal{e the ll(1Ctar into honr.J. 11'he 
~len and· t.J:w honey are used for food by the bees. 
Another job of the young worker bees is to take care of the babies. 
rhey clean the cells and feed the young. 
22 
Answers to Lesson 22 
I. Necessity of Food 
# 
A. Needed for growth 
B. Supp~s the body with energy 
C. Helps the body fight diseases 
·r. Jobs of the Worker Bees 
A. Collect nectar and pollen 
B. Make the honey 
C. Take care of babies 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
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-'rections: Read the stories on this page carefully. On a separate sheet 
~) main and sub topics have been done for you. Beside the numbers under 
~-~ sub topics fill in the cetails which tell about each of the sub topics. 
The beginning paragraph of the first story has been done for you. 
Nylon 
Nylon is a material which is made by man and so does not come from a 
plant or animal. The materials from which nylon is made are coal, water, 
• 
air, petroleum, and natural gas. 
The mixture is heated in a machine until a certain chemical action 
takes place. After this the nylon comes out of the machine in a sheet. This 
sheet is cut into small pieces, reheated back into a liquid, and then pumped 
back out of the machine through tiny holes which make thin threads. 
The threads are then made into yarn, thread, and material. The yarn 
is used to make sweaters and socks. The material is used in clothing such as 
shirts, slips, curtains, and dresses. 
The Amazon River 
One of the largest rivers in the world, the Amazon, is in South 
America. This great river is about four thousand miles long. There are 
hundreds of streams flowing into the Amazon. Some of these streams are over 
one thousand miles long. 
The source or beginning of the Amazon River is the Andes Mountains. 
rhese mountains are located on South America's west coast. Melting snow and 
slaciers provide much of the water for the mighty river. 
The Amazon which flows east across the continent of South America 
lmpties into the Atlantic Ocean. The ocean is the mouth of the river. At 
.ts mouth the river is sixty miles wide. 
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Answers to Lesson 23 
I. Nylon 
A. Materials in Nylon 
1. Made by man 
2. Doesn't come from plant or animal 
3. Made from coal, water, air, petroleum, and natural 
gas 
B. How nylon is made 
1. Heated in a machine 
2. A chemical action takes place 
3. Comes out in a sheet 4. Cut into small pieces 
5. Reheated back into a liquid 
6. Pumped back out of the machine to make thin 
threads 
C. Uses.of nylon 
1. Yarn, thread, and material 
2. Sweaters and socks 
3. Shirts, slips, curtains, and dresses 
I. Amazon River 
A. Sizo of the river 
1. One of the largest rivers in the world 
2. About four thousand miles long 
3. Hundreds of streams flow into the Amazon 4. Some streams over one thousand miles long 
B. Source of the river 
1. Andes Mountains 
2. Located on South America's west coast 
3. Melting snow and glaciers provide water 
C. Mouth of the river 
1. Empties into the Atlantic Ocean 
2. Ocean - the mouth of the river 
3. Sixty miles wide at the mouth 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
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~rections: Read the stories carefully. Themain and subtopics have been 
done for you. Beside the numbers under the subtopics fill in the details 
which tell about each of the subtopics. 
Our Planet, Mars 
Mars is one of the most interesting planets in our sky. Perhaps you 
.• 
may visit there someday. Mars is, perhaps, the only other planet where there 
may be living things such as plants and animals. This is because the temp-
erature is believed to be about the same as here on earth. 
Althoughvmen do not know what the air is like on Mars they believe 
that there is perhaps some oxygen and water vapor. This makes up an important 
part of our air. It is believed that other planets do not have these things. 
The gravity is not as strong as on earth. Because of this a person 
could jump about four times higher than could be done here on earth. If 
~ fell out of a tree you would not fall as quickly. 
Sugar.Production 
There are three major steps in the production of sugar. First, sugar 
cane must be grown. This plant grows''"in warm, moist climates. The cane may 
grow to be twenty-four feet high. The outside of the stalk is hard and it 
encloses a juice from which the sugar is produced. 
At the sugar factory the juice is made into raw sugar. All impurities 
are removed from the juice. Then the juice is boiled until sugar crystals 
are formed. These sticky 0rystals are brownish in color. 
Next the crystals must be transformed into white sugar which you use. 
To make white sugar these crystals must be washed and bleached. After they 
are put through the bleaching process, the sugar is boiled again. It then 
~ns into white or granulated sugar. 
. -~ ...... ~.--... -............. _,._; --.. ·--..,.~·· ~ ... 
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Answers to Lesson 24 
I. Our Planet, Mars 
A. Life on Mars 
1. Living things such as plants and animals 
2. Temperature about the same as on earth 
B. Air on Mars 
1. Don't know what the air is like 
2. Believe there is some oxygen and water vapor 
C. Gravity on.Mars 
1. Not as strong as on eaith 
2. Could jump about four times higher than on earth. 
3. Would not fall as quickly 
I. Sugar Production 
A. Sugar cane plant 
1. Grows in warm, moist climates 
2. May grow to be twenty-four feet high 
3. Outside of stalk is hard 4. Encloses a juice from which sugar is produced 
B. How raw sugar is made 
1. Impurities removed 
2.. Boiled until sugar crystals are formed 
3. Sticky crystals brownish in color 
C. How white sugar is made 
1. Must wash and bleach crystals 
2. Sugar boiled again 
3. Turns into white or granulated sugar 
Any s_imilar answers are acceptable 
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~rections: Read the stories carefully. The main and subtopics have been 
done for you. Beside the numbers under the subtopics fill in the ,details 
which tell about each of the subtopics. 
Poisonous Snakes 
Some snakes are very dangerous and we should be able to recognize 
.. 
them. The rattlesnake is very poisonous and can easily be distinguished 
from other snakes. This snake possesses a rattle at the end of its tail. 
This rattle warns people of its presence and gives them time to escape. 
The copperhead is also a dangerous snake. It i.s usually two to three 
feet long and brown or pinkish brown in color. The head of the snake is 
often lighter in color than the body. This snake is poisonous but it usually 
dQes not bother anyone unless it is cornered. 
Another dangerous snake is the coral snake. It is less than three 
~t long and brightly colored. The body is often covered with red, yellow, 
and black rings. However, this snake does not attack unless it is touched. 
Linen 
Linen, a material which is used to make many of our summer clothes, 
comes from the flsx plant. This flax plant grows in damp, cool areas. It 
has light blue flowers and grows about three feet tall. 
The fibers come from the stem which is first soaked in water until 
the wcody part has rotted. After this the stalks are removed and dried. 
When they are finally dried they are broken apart and the stems are combed 
to separate the fiber. They are combed first with coarse combs and then 
finally with finer ones. 
The course fibers are used for twine, string, and burlap. The finer 
~era are twisted into thread and then woven 1nto tn~ terlal whlch tn 'I:HH~d 
~or clothes, tablecloths, dishtowels, and other such things. 
Answers to Lesson 25 
I. Poisonous Snakes 
A. Rattlesnake 
1. Very poisonous 
2. Possesses a rattle at the end of its tail 
J. Rattle warns of presence 
B. Copperhead 
1. Two to three feet long 
·2. Brown or pinkish brown in color 
J. Head often lighter then body 4. Poisonous 
5. Does not bother anyone unless corne~ed 
C. Coral snake 
1. Less than three feet long 
2. Brightly colored 
J. Body often covered with red, yellow, and black rings 4. Does not attack unless touched 
I. Linen 
A. 
B. 
The 
1. 
2. 
J. 
How 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4-
flax plant 
Grows in damp, cool 
Light blue flowers 
Three feet tall 
fibers are made 
areas 
Stem first soaked in water until woody 
Stalks removed and dried 
When dried broken apart 
Stems combed tc separate the fiber 
C. Uses of fibers 
part rotted 
1. Coarse fibers used for twine, string, and burlap 
2. Finer fibers twisted into thread and woven·into material 
J. Used for clothes, tablecloths, dishtowels, and other things 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
('· 
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~ections: Read the stories carefully. The main and subtopics have been 
' Jne for you. Beside the numbers under the subtopics fill in the details 
which tell about each of the subtopics. 
Animals of the Hot Wet Lands 
Many strange animals live in the hot wet lands. One of the strangest 
is the armadillo. Some armadillos are only six inches long while others are 
a yard long. They have very short legs but are capable of moving very 
rapidly. Their body has an armor-like covering which is their means of pro-
tection. 
Another resident of the hot wet lands is the anteater. This animal 
possesses a long snout which helps to dig its way into the home of the ants. 
It also has a strong claw which it uses to invade the termites' nests. The 
anteater is usually dark gray and very often has a bushy tail. 
The gorilla also is found in these lands. When it is full grown it 
~about as large as man. The gorilla has very short legs and long arms. The 
fur is brownish-gray and other parts of the body are black. 
Raisons 
Raisons are made from special grapes, many of which are grown in 
California. Originally these grapes came to the United States from England, 
Spain, and France. 
When the grapes are ripe they are carefully picked and laid on a 
tray. There they stay for several days to dry in the sun. After this time 
they are turned so that they may dry on the other side. Later they will be 
packed together into big boxes so all the raisons will have the same moisture. 
Finally when all is ready they are taken to a packing plant. 
At the packing plant they are washed and have the stems removed. After 
"'rlff:; &H~flR.T'A ted AOOiTf'~Hn~ t:.Q td ~~ thOy ur(3 48Cl1..h W4,;h~Hl. t.t.nd drt~cJ. • :F'.itua.:U,y 
the raisons are packaged and boxed ready to be shipped. 
l'\ 
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Answers to Lesson 26 
I. Animals of the Hot, Wet lands 
A. Armadillo 
1. Some six inches long 
2. Ot:.!1er8 a yf.l.r·l 1or.r; 
J. Very ohort legs 
4. Move very rapidly 
26 
5. Armor-like covering which is means of protection 
B. Anteater 
l. Long snout 
2. Digs its way into home of the ants 
J. Strong claw 
4. Uses claw to invade the termites' nest 
5. Dark gray 
6. Bushy tail 
C. Gorilla 
l. When full grown as large as man 
2. Has very short legs 
3. Long arms 4. Brownish-gray fur 
5. Other parts of body black 
I. Raisons 
A. vlhere raisons are grown 
l. Special grapes from California 
2. Grapes originally from England, Spain, and France 
B. How raisons are prepared for the packing plant 
l. Carer.ully picked and laid on a tray 
2. Stay for several days to dry in the sun 
J. Turn so they may dry on the other side 
4. Packed together so all raisons will have the same moisture 
C. The packing plant 
l. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
Washed and have the stems ~emoved 
Separated according to size 
Again washed and dried 
Packaged and boxed ready to be shipped 
Any similar answers are ·acceptable 
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~rections: Read each of the stories carefully. Beside the Roman Numerals 
· .;11 what the whole story is about. Next to the capital letters write what 
coc[l paragraph is about. Under the subtopics list the details. 
There are many different kinds of ants throughout the world that 
have rather unusual habits. Harvester ants which are small red or black 
ants about 1/3 inch long live in wa~m dry places. They live on seeds from 
weeds or grasses. When the seeds they store get damp the ants spread the 
seeds out in the sun to dry. 
Some ants called honey ants live on sweet juices. These ants get 
this juice from flowers or other insects. Some ants continually swallow 
the extra honey as a way of storing it. Soon they become so fat they can 
not walk or work but just hang from the ceiling. They become living storage 
tanks. 
The leafcutter ant which is black or rusty brown cuts leaves and 
t.Lowers to take to the nest. They chew the pieces to a damp mush. A 
certain kind of mushroom grows on these'leaves which the ants eat. 
Paper is made in a very interesting way. Most paper is made today 
from wood or rags. The trees we use are mostly pine, fir, spruce and hemlock. 
To make paper the bark is removed and the logs are ground up into bits. 
The bits are cooked with chemicals and then washed. This material next goes 
through a screen to remove unwanted matter and rewashed. Finally this wet 
pulp is pushed out on rollers where the water is pressed out making a thin 
sheet. As this sheet moves along the rollers it becomes drier and thilli~er 
until it is finally dried on heated rollers and wound into a roll. 
Paper has many uses. We use paper in books, magazines, newspapers, 
~fgr I'HHt\~ Qf Ql:J.P mqtt(ly. Mol:it; of all our wrltJng is done on paper. 
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Answers to Lesson 27 
I. Different kinds of Ants 
A. Harvester ants 
1. Small red or black ants 
2. One-third inch long 
3. Live in warm dry places 
4. Live on seeds from weeds or grasses 
5. Spread damp seeds out to dry in the sun 
B. Honey ants 
1. Live on sweet juices 
2. Get juices from flowers or other insects 
3. Store extra honey by swallowing it 
4. Become so fat they can't walk or work 
5. Become living storage tanks 
C. Leafcutter ants 
1. Black or rusty-brown 
2. Cuts leaves and flowers to take to nest 
3. Chew the pieces to a damp mush 4. Eats a mushroom which grows on leaves 
I. Paper 
A. What paper is made from 
1. Wood or rags 
2. Pine, fir, spruce, and hemlock 
B. How paper is made 
l. Bark removed and logs ground up 
2. Cooked with cLomicals and then washed 
3. Goes through a screen and rewashed 
4. Wet pulp pushed out on rollers to make a thin sheet 
5. As moves along the rollers it becomes drier and thinner 
6. Dried on heated rollers and wound into a roll 
C. Uses of paper 
1. Books 
2. :tvlagazines 
3. Newspapers 
4. :tvloney 
~ Any similar answers are acceptable 
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Directions: Read each of the stories carefully. Beside· the Roman Numerals 
,...t.{-11 what the whole story is about. Next to the capital letters write what 
~-ch paragraph of the story is about. Under the subtopics list the details. 
Some insects are very helpful to man. Bees manufacture honey which is 
used in many types of food. The bees also produce a type of wax known as bees-
wax. This wax is used in wax polishes. Church candles are also made from it. 
bGeswax varies in color from light yellow to brown. 
Ladybird beetles are most helpful to farmers. These insects are less 
than one half an inch long. They are usually red or orange in color with 
black or white spots. The ladybird beetle eats insects which have been pests 
to man. They are especially helpful in eating insects which harm the orange 
groves. 
Another helpful insect is the praying mantis. The front legs of this 
insect are raised as in prayer. The food of this insect is the grasshopper. 
~eating grasshoppers the praying mantis is helping man since grasshoppers 
multiply very rapidly. 
Tibet is a country on the continent of Asia near China. This land 
can be described as having many mountains and lakes. Among its many 
mountains is the highest mountain in the world - Mount Everest. Throughout 
these mountains are many lakes and the beginnings of the larger rivers. 
Because the land is so high the climate is quite cool. There is not 
much rain throughout the year. In the winter they have many blizzards and 
snow storms. Throughout the year there are often terrible wind storms. 
The people of Tibet are mostly nomads and farmers. The nomads wander 
over the northern parts of Tibet with her& of goats, sheep, and yaks. The 
' 
., 
/ 
I. 
... , 
/ 28 ( 
for Lesson 28 
Helpful Insects 
A. Bees 
l. Manufacture honey which is made into many types of food 
2. Produce a type of wax known as beeswax 
J. Used in wax polishes 
4. Church candles rrom wax 
5. Color of wax light yellow to brown 
B. Ladybird beetle 
l. Helpful to farmers 
2. Less than one half an inch long 
J. Red or orange color with black or brown spots 
4. Eats insects 
5. Especially helpful in eating insects which harm the 
orange groves 
C. Praying man~is 
1. Front legs raised as in prayer 
2. Food - the grasshopper 
J. Helps man since grasshoppers multiply rapidly 
I. Tibet 
A. Land 
1. Hany mountains and lakes 
2. Highest mountain in the world - Mount Everest 
J. Many lakes and the beginnings of the larger rivers 
B. Climate 
1. Quite cool 
2. Not much rain 
J. In winter many blizzards and snowstorms 
4. Terrible wind storms 
C. People 
1. Mostly nomads and farmers 
2. Nomads wander with herds of goats, sheep, and yaks 
J. Farmers in southern part of the country 
4. Raise barley 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
0 
0 
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Directions: Read each of the stories carefully. Beside the Roman Numeral 
r~Bllwhat the whole story is about. Next to the capital letters write what 
Mch paragraph of the story is about. Under the subtopics write the details. 
The people of Switzerland work very hard. Dairying is one Swiss 
industry. The farmers raise cows and goats for the mi:k which is used to 
make the famous Swiss cheese. Some cows' milk is also made into butter and 
some of it is used to make chocolate~ Perhaps you have eaten a chocolate 
bar that was made in Switzerland. 
Watch making is another important industry. Many of the Swiss people 
work in watch factories. These people are very skilled. The Swiss watches 
are very well-made and are among the most beautiful in the world. 
Tourists provide a third occupation for the Swiss people. Hotels must 
be made available for those who wish to visit this beautiful country. Workers 
are needed to manage these hotels. The tou;ists also need guides to direct 
c·'-~ips through the mountains. Some tourists are also interested in learning 
")ski. The Swiss people are excellent ski instructors. 
The planets are bodies that revolve around the sun. Jupiter is the 
fifth planet from the sun and the largest of the group. Because it is so far 
from the sun it is very cold there. Scientists who have looked at this planet 
through a telescope have not been able to see much. This is because it is 
covered with dense clouds that are made from a material which may be ammonia 
or something like it. 
Saturn is a planet which is different from any other in that it has 
rings around it. It is believed that these rings are made by tiny rocks or 
stars that constantly circle the planet. It is believed that the air on 
Saturn is made up of gases whlch would be poisonCI1lS to us. 
~ Mercury ls the nNirest planet to the sun. Because of this it is ex-
tremely hot so that nothing ca.n live and grow there. Mercury is one of the 
is only about three months. 
Answers to Lesson 29 
I. Work of the Swiss people 
A. Dairying 
1. Raise cows and goats 
2. Milk used to make Swiss cheese 
J. Dutter from some cows' milk 
4. Chocolate from some cows' milk 
.. 
B. Watch making 
1. People very skilled 
2. Watcnes well-made 
3. Among the most beautiful in the v.rorld 
C. Tourists 
1. Must have hotels available 
2. Need workers to manage the hotels 
J. Need guides to direct the trips 4. Need ski instructors 
I. Planets 
A. Jupiter 
Fifth planet from the sun 
Largest of the group 
Very cold there 
29 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. Covered with dense clouds which may be 
B. Saturn 
1. Rings around it 
2. Rings made by tiny rocks or stars 
J. Air made of poisonous gases 
C. Mercury 
1. Nearest pl~!et to the sun 
2. Extremely hot 
J. One of the smallest planets 4. A year on Mercury only three months 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
c 
0 
ammonia 
0 
Directions: Read each of the stories carefully. 
~11 what the whole story is about. Next to the 
~ch paragraph of the story is about. Under the 
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Beside the Roman Numeral 
capital letters write what 
subtopics write the details. 
Man has found that some animals are very helpful to him in his work. 
The horse is one of the best workers. For many years it was necessary to have 
horses on a farm. They helped to plow the soil. Horses also pulled stage-
coaches which carried people and mail from one place to another. 
Another animal which has been a very hard worker is the dog. In the 
cold lands dogs are used to pull sleds. They are also used to help locate 
people who are lost. Blind people often have trained dogs which are capable 
of leading them from place to place. 
Desert people have discovered the usefulness of the camel. This animal 
transports people and goods over the hot, dry lands. When they mov~ all the 
belongings are packed on the camel's back and the camel carries them across 
The beaver is a plump, little animal. It has very small front feet but 
the hind feet are large and webbed. The beaver's neck is thick and it has 
very small eyes. Beavers also have flat, broad tails about ten inches long. 
The fur is reddish-brown in color. 
The home of the beaver may be on land or in water. The wall of the 
home is composed of sticks, grass, and mud. The busy beavers weave the sticks 
and grass together. Then they cover the house with mud so that it will not 
fall apart. Grass and the bark of trees are used to cover the floor. The door 
of the house is usually under water. This prevents other animals from entering 
the home. 
The beaver eats many things but it is especially fond of the bark of 
~·llow and birch trees. Berries and the roots of plants are also used by the 
.rj 
beaver for its meal. This animal also eats the twigs of some trees. 
.50 
Answers to Lesson 30 
I. Helpful Animals 
A. Horse 
1. Horses necessary on farms 
2. Help plow the soil 
3. Also pulled stagecoaches which carried people .and mail 
B. Dog 
1. Used to pull sleds 
2. Help locate people who are lost 
3. Help blind people 
C. Camel 
1. Transports people and goods 
2. Belongings packed on camel's back and carried 
across desert 
I. The Beaver 
A. Description 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. Home 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 5. 
6. 
Plump, little animal 
Very small front feet 
Hind feet large and webbed 
Neck thick 
Very small eyes 
Flat broad tails about ten inches long 
Fur reddish brown in color 
On land or in water 
Wall of home composed of sticks, grass, and mud 
Sticks and grass woven together 
Cover the house with mud 
Cover the floor with grass and bark· 
Door usually under water 
C. Food 
1. Especially fond of the bark of willow and birch trees 
2. Likes berries and the roots of plants 
3. Eats twigs of some trees 
Any similar answers are acceptable 
( 
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8 I. Nylon 
A. Materials in Nylon 
1. made by man 
2. doesn't come from plant or animal 
3. made from coal, water, air, petroleum, and natural gas 
B. How Nylon Is Made 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5~ 
6. 
c. Uses of Nylon 
l. 
2. 
3. 
I. The Amazon River 
A. Size of the River 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
B. Source of the River 
1. 
2. 
3 •. 
c. Mouth of the River 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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Name: Lesson 24 
,a, Partner: Date: 
I. Our Planet, Mars 
A. Life on Mars 
1. 
2. 
B. Air on Mars 
1. 
2. 
3. 
c. Gravity on Mars 
1. 
2. 
J. 
I. Sugar Production 
A. Sugar cane plant 
1. 
2. 
3. 
B. How raw sugar is made 
1. 
2. 
3 
C. How white sugar is made 
1. 
2. 
3. 
~ 
....._, 
Name: Lesson 25 132 
Partner: Date: 
,c.~ I. Poisonous Snakes A. Rattlesnake 
1. 
2. 
3. 
B. Copperhead 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
c. Coral snake 
1. 
2. 
" 
3. 
4. 
I. Linen 
A. The flax plant 
1. 
{_ .. 
3. 
B. How the fibers are made 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
c. Use of fibers 
1. 
·"' 
2. 
·~. 
3. 
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Partner: Date: 
I. Animals of the Hot Wet Lands 
~ A. Armadillo - 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
B. Anteater 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
c. Gorilla 
1. , 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I. Raisons 
A. Where raisons are grown 
1. 
2------------------------------------------------------------
B. How raisons are prepared for the packing plant 
1. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
2------------------------------------------------------------
3. 
4. 
c. Packing plant 
1. 
2. 
c 3. 
4. 
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Name: Lesson 27 
Partner: Date: 
"" 
I. 
A. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
c. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
I. 
A. 
1. 
2. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
c. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Name; 
Partner: 
I. 
I. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Lesson 28 
Date: 
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Name: 
Partner: 
~ I. 
I. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
1. 
Lesson Date: 29 
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Name: 
.()Partner: 
I. 
I. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Lesson 30 
Date: 
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1. 2.=---------
3-=-----------= 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
1 • 
. 2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1 • 
. 2. 
3. 
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PROGRESS CHART FOR OUTLINING 
Lesson 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 14 15 
Possible ~0 Score ~5 15 15 15 ~0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Score 
ex:: 
~ 
z 
E-t 
~ 
P-4 
16 
4 
., '.}) 
NAME 
-------------------------------------GRADE 
------------------------------------
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
4 4 6 6 6 6 22 
I 
' 
24 25 26 27 
17 22 26 34 
28 29 
32 30 
30 
-
32 
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